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1. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report for the program entitled "Physics and Technology of Resonant Tun-
neling," which was undertaken from May 1, 1989 through April 30, 1992. This program was
designed to study the physics and technology of resonant-tunneling devices (RTDs) toward
applications in high-frequency electronic circuits. When the program began, little was known
about the ultimate frequency limits of these devices or their applicability in integrated circuits.
Through the research carried out on this program, the RTD is now entering a stage of applica-
tion in two key areas: (1) as a high-frequency fundamental oscillator, and (2) as a negative-
resistance load in digital integrated circuits.

2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The central objective of this program was to study the physics and to develop the technol-
ogy of RTDs. In the three-year duration of the program, the plan was to investigate transport
mechanisms and other issues relating to the device physics of the resonant-tunneling process, to
develop new materials technology, and to incorporate the results into the design of RTDs.
Significant progress has been made in each of these areas.

3. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

3.1. RESONANT-TUNNELING PHYSICS

In the area of resonant-tunneling physics, the small-signal admittance and microwave
current fluctuations of double-'.: 'rier structures, as well as the transport properties of multiple-
quantum-well (four-barrier) structures have been investigated.

3.1.1. Resonant-Tunneling Admittance

The small-signal admittance of an RTD has been measured in the negative-differential-
resistance (NDR) and positive-differential-resistance (PDR) regions using a network analyzer.
The measurements were carried out on specially designed double-barrier structures in the
In0.53Gao.47As/AIAs materials system. This material system yields the highest room-
temperature peak-to-valley current ratio (PVCR) of all known resonant-tunneling systems. The
RTDs were grown with thick barriers so that the intrinsic time constants of the device - the
quasibound-state lifetime and the RC time constant - were long enough to put the maximum
oscillation frequency fnm well below the upper measurement limit of the network analyzer.
However, the room-temperature PVCR (- 3.0) was sufficiently high that the electron transport
through the structure was primarily by resonant tunneling. The cause of the low RC time con-
stant is the low peak current density (Jp = 100 A cm-2). The low Jp allowed the RTD to be
stabilized against all oscillations in the NDR region, so that admittance measurement could be
carried out in this region without confusion. A further discussion of the experimental technique
is given in Appendix A.
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To summarize the results, the admittance in the NDR region displayed an inductive nature
consistent with the expression Lqw ',1/G, where LQw is the quantum-well inductance, G is
the differential conductance, and cl is the first quasibound-state lifetime. This expression was
derived at Lincoln Laboratory in a previous program to explain anomalies in the RTD oscillator
power. Surprisingly, the admittance in the PDR region did not display an inductive effect.
This represents the first observation of the differing admittance characteristics in the NDR and
PDR regions. A tentative explanation for this difference is as follows. In the PDR region
below the current peak, the current arises from electrons that occupy traveling-wave states in
the cathode region. Thus, the transmission probability for such electrons is described by the
Breit-Wigner modei, T = [F2/4]/[(E-EI) 2 + r2/4], where E is the electron longitudinal energy
and El is the first quasibound-state energy. F is the width factor given by F1 + Is, where F1 is
the intrinsic (or natural) width due to tunneling of the electron out of the quantum well, and Fs
is the extrinsic width due to inelastic scattering. For the Breit-Wigner transmission probability
the resonant-tunneling traversal time tT is known to be tT = h/ic(F1 + Fs). In the present RTDs,
Is >> F1, so that the traversal time is determined by the inelastic-scattering width. In contrast,
the current in the NDR region arises from electrons emanating from occupied two-dimensional
states in the accumulation layer on the cathode side. Because these states cannot form a
wavepacket, the transmission from the accumulation layer through the quantum well is not
given by the Breit-Wigner form. Instead, the experiments are consistent with a description by a
resonant form that is much narrower in energy than Is. The transmission width is probably

* much closer to F1 , so that the traversal time is of order hf2 1xf1. The value of tT deduced from
the inductance measured in the NDR region is approximately 2 ns, compared to a theoretical
value of 5 ns.

3.1.2. Current Fluctuations

In general, current fluctuations, or current noise, is of interest to device physicists for the
following two reasons. First, the noise properties often reflect the underlying transport physics.
Second, the noise properties often set absolute limits on the performance of devices such as
amplifiers and oscillators. The research conducted on this program on the shot-noise of
double-barrier RTDs has been illuminating in both respects. The measurements were carried
out on oscillator-quality (fmx > 50 GHz) diodes at I GHz, which is well above the 1/f knee but
well below fma. The noise in the PDR region was measured by standard radiometric tech-
niques. The noise in the NDR region was derived from the linewidth of the oscillating RTD.
Measurements were made on several RTDs, including GaAs/AlGaAs and Ino0 5jGa0 7AsA/AIAs
devices, and over a temperature range from 4.2 K to room temperature. The measurements are
described further in Appendix B. All of the RTDs have shown shot-noise suppression in the
PDR region and shot-noise enhancement in the NDR region. The enhancement in the NDR
region is consistent with the relatively high noise figure, roughly 20 dB, that has been measured

* previously in RTD self-oscillating mixers. Fortunately, this noise is not so high as to hinder
the application of RTDs as local oscillators for low-noise mixers, such as superconducting
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tunnel junctions.
The shot-noise characteristics of RTDs are consistent with a mechanism called transmis-

sion modulation. The basis for this mechanism is that electrons stored in the quantum well
during the resonant-tunneling process affect the potential drop across the RTD, thereby modu-
lating the peak energy of the transmission function through the structure. The -eason for the
opposite shot-noise deviations in the PDR region (below the current peak) and the NDR region
(above the current peak) is the sharply resonant nature of the transmission function. The
theoretical analysis of these deviations is carried out in the accompanying manuscript of
Appendix C.

3.1.3. Superlattice Resonant Tunneling

In the 1970s, interest in resonant-tunneling was driven by the desire to observe long-range
coherent transport phenomena, such as Bloch oscillations in superlattice structures. In the
interest of returning to this type of devices, a triple-quantum-well structure has been fabricated
and tested. The idea behind this structure is to grade the width of the quantum wells between
the cathode and anode side so that the first quasibound energy increases from well to well, as
discussed in Appendix D. In this case the electron transmission at zero bias is very small
because of misalignment of the energy levels. Under bias, the anode end of the structure drops
in potential energy faster than the cathode end, so that the energy levels move towards coalign-

* ment. As this occurs, the electron transmission coefficient and the electrical current through the
structure increase. When the levels approach a point of minimum separation (determined by
the considerations of degenerate perturbation theory), the transmission coefficient and current
will reach a maximum. At higher bias voltages, the transmission coefficient and current will
both decrease leading to an NDR region.

The advantage of this type of RTD is that the NDR region is much broader in voltage
than that of the conventional double-barrier RTDs. The double-barrier NDR region arises from
the lowering of the transmission resonance below the occupied states on the cathode of the
structure. Because the transmission resonance is always very sharp, the NDR region is narrow.
The broader NDR voltage range of the graded quantum well yields a much higher oscillator
power for a given load circuit. The graded quantum-well oscillator discussed in Appendix D
has yielded five times the power of a double-barrier device.

3.2. DEVICE AND MATERIALS TECHNOLOCY

In the area of materials technology, advances have occurred in the understanding of exist-
ing resonant-tunneling materials and in the development of new material systems.

3.2.1. Type-ll Resonant-Tunneling Diodes.

In work carried out in collaboration with Prof. Tom McGill's group at the California Insti-
* tute of Technology (Caltech), RTDs were fabricated with InAs quantum well and cladding

layers and AlSb barriers. InAs/AlSb has a type-il band offset, which means that the tunneling
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electrons have an energy in the AlSb barriers that is much closer to the valence-band edge than
* to the conduction-band edge. As discussed in detail in Appendix E, this band alignment leads

to an attenuation coefficient in the AISb barrier that is about a factor of two smaller than in the
AlAs barrier of a GaAs/AlAs structure. The result is a much higher peak current density for a
given barrier thickness. For the barrier thicknesses of 1.5 and 1.8 nm that were tested, this
leads to an increase in the peak current density by a factor of two or three. For example, the
InAs/AlSb RTD having 1.5-nm-thick AlSb barriers displayed a Jp of 2.7x×10 A cm- 2 at room
temperature. Because the PVCR of this diode is also very good, the available current density,
AJ (the difference in the peak and valley current densities) was comparable to that of the best
In0.53Ga0.47As/AlAs devices and far superior to the best GaAs/AlAs devices. The above
InAs/AlSb RTD yielded AJ 2.1x W A cm 2, compared to about 0.5xi05 A cm- 2 in high-Jp
GaAs/AlAs RTDs.

Further advantages of the InAs/AlSb material system are the low resistance and the favor-
able high-field transport properties of the InAs. The lower series resistance is due in part to the
nearly ideal ohmic contact that can be formed to InAs. By transmission-line methods, the
value of the specific contact resistance was estimated to be about 1x10-7 

Q cm 2. The high-
field transport is far superior to that of GaAs or even Ino.53Gao4 7As because of the lower elec-
tronic effective mass in the F valley and because of the large energy separation (= 1 eV)
between the F valley and the next higher valley at the X point. The combination of these fac-
tors leads to a much higher electronic drift velocity across the depletion region of the RTD.

* For a given potential profile, the electronic drift velocity in a 50-nm-long depletion region is
approximately 7x107 cm s-1 for InAs and 2410 7 cm sg- for GaAs.

3.2.2. Lattice-Mismatched Growth

A detailed study has been carried out of nominally identical InAs/AlSb double-barrier
structures grown on InAs and GaAs substrates. The lattice mismatch between InAs and GaAs
is 8%. The materials growths were carried out at Lincoln Laboratory following the initial
demonstration of InAs/AlSb RTDs on GaAs substrates at Caltech. Details regarding the growth
and characterization of the materials are given in the enclosed abstract and figures in Appendix
F. X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence experiments indicated that the crystalline quality of
the lattice-mismatched sample was far inferior to that of the lattice-matched sample. It was
estimated that a large concentration of threading dislocations, ;D > 109 cm-2, permeated the
double-barrier structure grown on the GaAs. However, dc electrical characterization showed
little difference between the two samples. The peak current of the two samples was nearly
identical, and the valley current of the lattice-mismatched sample was greater by only 20%.

The conclusion of the study was that a large concentration of threading dislocations does
not significantly affect the peak current and only causes a small increase in the nonresonant
excess current through these diodes. This opens up the possibility of fabricating narrow-
bandgap, ultrahigh-speed, indium-bearing RTDs (and perhaps other unipolar devices, such as
hot electron transistors) on GaAs substrates in integrated circuits. The difference in the valley
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current of RTDs has little effect on the device performance, especially in oscillator applications.
In fact, the InAs/AlSb oscillator results at 360 and 712 GHz that are discussed below were
obtained with RTDs grown on GaAs substrates.

3.23. Low-Current-Density GaAs/AlxGalxAs RTDs

A detailed study has been carried out on the dc characteristics of GaAs/AlxGaIxAs RTDs
as a function of Al fraction x for x = 0.4 to 1.0 with increments of 0.1. The samples were
grown using the most up-to-date MBE system at Lincoln Laboratory to ensure good control of
Al fraction and the epitaxial growth rate (Varian Gen R with gas sources). The dc characteri-
zation indicated that for any given barrier thickness, a maximum PVCR occurs near x = 0.70.
Preliminary theoretical analysis shows that the optimum Al fraction results from a competition
between two excess current mechanisms. At low Al fractions, thermionic emission over the F-
valley barriers dominates. At higher Al fractions, nonresonant tunneling proceeds via the X-
point profile of the double-barrier structure.

In thin-barrier RTDs, the maximum PVCR at x = 0.70 is only marginally better than that
at x = 1.0. However in thick barrier RTDs, the maximum at x = 0.70 is substantially greater
than the PVCR at x = 1.0. In fact, for AlAs barrier thicknesses greater than about 3.0 nm, the
PVCR vanishes completely. Thick-barrier RTDs are useful in applications that require low
current density but do not require high speed. One such application is in a device developed
recently at Lincoln Laboratory - the monolithic optoelectronic transistor. This device is the
subject of Appendix G.

3.2.4. ALAs Barriers Beyond the Pseudomorphic Lmit

Following the work in Sec. 3.2.3, it became apparent that dislocations arising from lattice
mismatch between the barriers and cladding layers may not significantly degrade performance,
just as is the case with dislocations arising from lattice mismatch to the substrate. To investi-
gate barrier mismatch, two RTD samples were grown using Ino_53 Ga0.47As/AIAs, the combina-
tion of quantum well and barriers that has yielded superior performance. In this case, the AlAs
barriers are approximately 4% mismatched to the In0.53 Ga0 4 7As cladding layers. With this
mismatch, a single barrier should remain pseudomorphic up to a thickness of only about 3.5
nm. With this in mind, the barrier thicknesses of the two samples were chosen to be 4.4 and
5.5 nm, respectively. The room-temperature Jp of the two samples was approximately 150
A cf- 2 and 1 A cm- 2, respectively. The PVCR of the two samples was approximately 3.0 and
1.5, respectively. The results support the conclusion that an increase in barrier thickness
beyond the pseudomorphic limit causes a gradual but not critical degradation in the RTD
characteristics. The reason for the gradual, rather than critical, degradation of RID characteris-
tics beyond the pseudomorphic limit is probably that dislocations in the barriers do not
significantly affect the resonant-tunneling process. However, it is possible that the pseu-
domorphic limit as calculated for thick lattice-mismatched layers does not apply to thin hetero-
barriers. This issue is presently under investigation.
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3.2.5. GaSb-Based Resonant-Tunneling Structures

An RTD has been demonstrated for the first time in the GaSb/AlSb material system. An
NDR effect was observed only at temperatures of 77 K and lower. It is thought that the
absence of NDR at room temperature is caused by mixing between the r- and L-valley
envelope states in the quantum well. With the application of uniaxial pressure, the two states
separate, and a PVCR of approximately 2 is observed at 77 K. Theoretical models are
presently being developed for multiple-valley resonant-tunneling structures. The understanding
of these structures will be important for wide GaAs quantum-wells and for optoelectronic RTDs
presently being designed in the GaSb/AISb system.

3.3. RESONANT-TUNNEUNG DEVICES

In the area of RTD applications, progress has been made in the performance of RTD
oscillators, and a useful application has been identified with the RTD used as the negative-
resistance load to a high-speed transistor.

3.3.1. InAs/AlSb RTD Oscillators

The properties of the InAs/AISb material system discussed in Sec. 3.2.1 are very beneficial
in improving the performance of RTD oscillators. To demonstrate this, four waveguide oscilla-
tor circuits were constructed spanning the frequency range between 100 and 750 GHz. The

*_ experimental results are discussed fully in Appendix H. In the highest frequency waveguide
circuit, the InAs/AISb RTDs achieved room-temperature oscillations up to a frequency of 712
GHz, which is the highest oscillation frequency for any solid-state device at room temperature.
The power at this frequency was roughly 0.2 jiW. At a lower frequency of 370 GHz the power
was approximately 3 tW and the power density was 80 W cn- 2, which is approximately 50
times that of GaAs/AlAs RTDs at the same frequency. These results were achieved with a
1.5-lim-diameter diode operating at room temperature. The power levels could be increased
roughly 10 fold in the existing resonator by increasing the diameter of the diode to about 5 grm.
The rolloff in power shown in Appendix H is consistent with the theoretical fmx of 1.3 THz
calculated for this RTD using a generalized impedance model developed in a previous program.

3.32. In 0.53Ga0 47As/AMAs RTD Switches

At any given peak current density, the resonant-tunneling material system that displays the
best PVCR is In0_53Ga0.47As/AlAs. Ino.53GaOA7As/AlAs RTDs developed for this program typi-
cally have eight times higher PVCR than GaAs/AlAs RTDs and about three times higher
PVCR than InAs/AISb RTDs. This advantage is very important in the application of RTDs as
switches in logic and memory circuits since low valley current corresponds to low static power
dissipation. Analytic and numerical techniques have been used to calculate the switching speed
of the In0.53Ga0.47As/AlAs RTDs. The simplest technique is described in Appendix 1. The

* conclusion of this analysis, as well as the more complex analyses, is that the fastest
In 0.53Ga0o 47As/AlAs RTDs will switch between the peak and valley points in less than I ps.
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By comparison the best GaAs/AlAs diodes reported to date are limited to switching times of
* about 3 ps or higher when they are triggered without overdrive.

33.3. Quasioptical RTD Oscillator

A quasioptical oscillator has been developed to operate at frequencies above 100 GHz
using the improved RTDs developed during this program. It is well known that conventional
microwave resonators have a relatively low quality factor in this frequency region, which
causes the FM-noise of any oscillator to become progressively higher with frequency. To so've
this problem, the low-Q waveguide resonator used for the RTD demonstrations has been cou-
pled to a very high-Q semi-confocal open resonator like those used in lasers. The quasi-optical
oscillator was demonstrated in the frequency range 100 to 110 GHz using the most powerful
In0.53Ga0 .47As/AIAs RTDs. These results are discussed in detail in Appendix J. The major
benefit is a reduction in the overall oscillator FM-noise linewidth by a fictor of over 100 from
approximately 1 MHz (for the waveguide oscillator alone) to 10 kHz (for the waveguide reso-
nator coupled to the semi-confocal resonator). In addition, the oscillator is easily and precisely
tuned by varying the length of the semi-confocal resonator. The oscillator output power is not
significantly affected by coupling to the quasioptical resonator.

3.3.3. Planar RTD Slot Oscillator

A planar quasioptical oscillator has been demonstrated using the same operating principles
as in the waveguide quasioptical oscillator discussed above. In the planar design, discussed in
Appendix K, the RTD is part of a monolithic integrated circuit in which a low-Q slot resonator
plays the role of the waveguide resonator. In principle the low-Q slot resonator, like the
waveguide resonator, facilitates the start up of the oscillations. However, it yields a relatively
noisy oscillator power spectrum and a broad antenna pattern. In the quasioptical oscillator, the
slot resonator is locked on to the TEMOON mode of the high-Q quasioptical resonator, thereby
narrowing the line. The antenna pattern is also improved. This design was demonstrated in a
10-GHz scale model, and the desired frequency narrowing properties were observed. The key
advantage of the planar approach over the waveguide is that it allows for a vast increase in the
oscillator power by combining many RTD-slot N elements in a two-dimensional planar array.
In this case, the frequency narrowing property of the high-Q resonator will act to synchronize
all of the elements in the array and will thus provide an output power roughly N times that of a
single element. In addition, the dc power will be distributed across the elements of the array,
avoiding the thermal problems that have plagued high-power solid-state sources in the
millimeter-wave region.

3.3.4. RTD Parallel Arrays

Another way to increase the power from the standard double-barrier RTD oscillator is to
combine many diodes in parallel on chip to create an overall I-V characteristic with much
higher peak current. This cannot be done with a single device because of destructive heating
caused by the high current. The successful combination of 25 parallel diodes is discussed in
Appendix L. This parallel array was used to obtain an output power of 5 mW at a frequency
above 1 GHz.
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3.3S. RTDs as Loads in Digital Circuits

At the beginning of this program, there was a high level of interest in the resonant-
tunneling transistor (RTT). Work at AT&T and Texas Instruments had led to a bipolar RTI
showing the attractive property of negative transconductance. In previous programs, the effort
at Lincoln Laboratory had been directed toward a unipolar RUl. The results were not
encouraging. The first version of the unipolar RTI consisted of a standard double-barrier struc-
ture with an ohmic contact on the quantum well to form the base. This version proved very
difficult to fabricate and was abandoned. The second version consisted of two double-barrier
structures separated by a wide quantum well. The added width of the quantum well was
thought to facilitate the formation of the base ohmic contact. However, it greatly hindered the
transport between the emitter and the collector, resulting in poor current gain.

An alternative approach is to separate the double-barrier structure from the transistor and
use it as a load for more conventional high-performance transistors. One advantage of this
approach is that it allows the RTD to be used with either vertical or lateral transistors. In
either case, it can operate with comparable speed but much lower static power than conven-
tional (transistor-load) approaches. This approach also provides much greater noise margins.
Numerical simulations have been carried out with the RTD acting as a load element for
heterostructure field-effect transistors (HFETs) and heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs).
The HFET results are summarized in Appendix M, and the HBT results are given in Appendix
N. For the HFET/RTD configuration, the static power is approximately six times lower, the
static noise margins are approximately three times higher, and the propagation delay is approxi-
mately twice that of conventional direct-coupled FET logic.

4. REVIEW ARTICLES
During the course of this program, several review articles have been written. The first,

entitled "High-Frequency Applications of Resonant-Tunneling Devices", appears as Appendix 0
and concentrates on the microwave and millimeter-wave applications of RTDs. It includes
several results not published anywhere else, such as experimental results of the RTD as a self-
oscillating mixer. The second article, entitled "High-Frequency Resonant-Tunneling Oscilla-
tors," appears as Appendix P and focuses on the millimeter- and submillimneter-wave oscillator
results. The third article, entitled "Resonant-Tunneling in High-Speed Double-Barrier Diodes,"
appears as Appendix Q. It emphasizes the physical principles of resonant tunneling and is
designed to serve as a useful pedagogical introduction to resonant tunneling at the advanced-
undergraduate or first-year-graduate level. The fourth article, entitled "High-speed resonant-
tunneling diodes," appears as Appendix R. This article concentrates on device physics, particu-
larly high-frequency effects. It includes several previously unpublished discussions of the
effects of resonant-tunneling traversal time and depletion-layer transit time on the high-
frequency performance of RTDs.
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5. PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

Over the course of this program, the following personnel were involved to some degree
in the research effort:

Name Contribution

E.R. Brown Resonant-tunneling device design, testing, and analysis.
T.C.L.G. Soliner Device design and analysis.
C.D. Parker Device packaging and high-frequency testing.
A.R. Calawa Materials science and MBE growth.
M.J. Manfra MBE growth.
W.D. Goodhue MBE growth and fabrication.
S.J. Eglash Materials science and Sb-based MBE growth.
C.L. Chen RTD device fabrication.
K.M. Molvar Device fabrication.

In addition, an MIT student, John Paul Mattia, carried out the research for a Master's
thesis, entitled "AC Characterization and Modeling of Resonant-Tunneling Diodes," between
the period December 1990 and September 1991. In June 1992, he was awarded an MIT Mas-
ter of Science degree for this work.
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6. INTERACTIONS

6.1. CONFERENCE PAPERS

The following is a list of papers given by the above personnel in the period 1 May 1989
through 30 April 1992 on subjects relevant to this program:

Authors Meeting Title
(Location, Date)

Brown Hot Electrons in Semiconductors "High-speed resonant
(Tempe, AZ, July 1989) tunneling"

Soilner, Brown, Parker, NATO Advanced Study Institute "High-frequency
Goodhue (Castera, France, Sept. 1989) applications of resonant

tunneling devices"

Brown, Parker, Calawa, SPIE Symposium on High-Speed "High-speed resonant-
Manfra, Soilner, Chen, Electronics and Device Scaling tunneling diodes made
Pang, Molvar (Newport Beach, CA, March 1990) from the In0.53Ga0 .47As/

AlAs material system"

Sollner, Brown, Parker, NATO Workshop on Resonant Tunneling "High-frequency
Goodhue (El Escorial, Spain, May 1990) oscillators based on

resonant tunneling"

Brown, Parker, Mahoney, Device Research Conference "Room-temperature
Soderstrom, McGill (Santa Barbara, CA, June 1990) oscillations up to 675

GHz in InAs/AlSb
resonant-tunneling
diodes"

Soilner GaAs IC Symposium "Resonant-tunneling
(New Orleans, LA, Oct. 1990) devices and circuits"

Sollner Advanced Heterostructure Transistors "Resonant-tunneling
(Kona, Hawaii, Dec. 1990) devices and circuits"

Brown, Parker, Calawa, Device Research Conference "Low shot noise in
Manfra (Boulder, CO, June 1991) high-speed resonant-

tunneling diodes"

Brown, Hollis, Smith, International Solid-State "Resonant-tunneling-
Wang, Asbeck Circuits Conference diode loads: speed limit
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(San Francisco, CA, Jan. 1992) and applications
in fast logic"

Sollner, Brown, Calawa, Workshop on Quantum-Effect Physics "Resonant-tunneling

Chen, Fonstad, Goodhue, (Cairo, Egypt, Jan. 1992) diode circuits"
Mathews, Sage, Smith

Brown, Parker, Molvar, NASA Space Terahertz "A quasioptical
Calawa, Manfra Symposium resonant-tunneling

(Ann Arbor, MI, March 1992) oscillator operating
above 200 GHz"
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6.2. UNIVERSITY AND INDUSTRIAL SEMINARS

Several university and industrial seminars have been given under the support of this pro-
gram. All were on the subject of either high-speed resonant-tunneling diodes or the physics
and technology of resonant tunneling. In each case, the host organization requested that the
speaker emphasize specific technical aspects of resonant tunneling.

Speaker Host Organization Technical Emphasis
(Location, Date)

Brown AT&T Bell Labs Quantum-transport effects
(Murray Hill, NJ, June 1989)

Sollner Caltech RTD applications
(Pasadena, CA, Feb. 1990)

Brown Purdue University In-bearing RTD structures

(Lafayette, IN, Nov. 1990)

Sollner Georgia Tech Univ. RTD applications
(Atlanta, GA, Nov. 1990)

Brown Cornell University Resonant-tunneling physics

(Ithaca, NY, Jan. 1991)

Sollner MIT RTD applications
(Cambridge, MA, Jan. 1991)

Soliner Univ. of Illinois RTD applications
(Champaign, IL, April 1991)

Brown Univ. Connecticut Resonant-tunneling noise
(Storrs, CT, Oct. 1991)

Brown Tektronix Resonant-tunneling switches
(Beaverton, OR, Nov. 1991)

Brown Univ. of Virginia Resonant-tunneling transistors

(Charlottesville, VA, April 1992)
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6.3. COLLABORATIONS

Over the course of this program, the following collaborations have been established with

organizations outside of MIT and Lincoln Laboratory:

Organization Investigator Research Project

Stanford Univ. Prof. Jim Harris RTD Modeling
Dr. Edmund Wolak

Caltech Prof. Tom McGill InAs/AlSb RTDs
Dr. Jan Soderstrom

Univ. of Massachusetts Prof. Karl Stephan Planar and high-power RTDs

Purdue University Prof. Robert Gunshor InSb/MiTe heterostructures

Rockwell Science Center Dr. Peter Asbeck RTD loads for HFET and
Dr. K.C. Wang HBT integrated circuits

Northeastern University Prof. Charles Surya 1/f noise in RTDs

U.C. Santa Barbara Prof. Jim Allen High-frequency planar RTDs

University of Virginia Prof. Michael Shur A new approach to resonant-
Prof. Bill Peatman tunneling transistors
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APPENDIX A

Draft

Small-Signal Admittance Measurement and Modeling of the

Resonant-Tunneling Diode

J. P. Mattia, E. R. Brown, A. R. Calawa, and M. J. Manfra.

Abstract

An admittance measurement of a resonant-tunneling diode made from the

Tno.s3GaO.47As/AIAs material system is presented. The admittance in the positive differen-

tial resistance (PDR) region is found to be only a weak function of frequency. In contrast,

the admittance in the negative differential resistance (NDR) region is a strong function of

frequency and is consistent with the presence of a quantum-well Inductance. A coupled-

quantum-well model is proposed to explain the difference between the behavior In the NDR

and PDR regions.
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Resonant-tunneling diodes (RTDs) have shown great promise in both high-speed switch-

ing [1) and high-frequency oscillator applications [2]. However, the speed of the RTD

has made its small-signal characterization more difficult. In devices that are designed

for high-frequency operation, significantly reduced values of peak-to-valley current ratio

(PVCR) must be accepted in order to obtain stability in the NDR region. Previously

reported admittance measurements have been taken from devices manufactured from the

GaAs/AIGaAs material system. These devices have been either unstable In the NDR region

with a high PVCR [3, 4, 5], or stable with no NDR [6]. In order to obtain stability with

a high PVCMR we have fabricated low-current-density double-barrier RTDs made from the

In0.ssGao.47As/AIAs material system.

The Ino.ssGaO.47As/AlAs RTDs were fabricated using molecular beam epitaxy on a+-

InP substrates. A 5000}--thick heavily doped (n-type, 2 x 1018 cm-3 SI) Infsg(ao.47 As

layer was grown first, followed by a 1000-k-thIck lightly doped (n-type, 2 x 1010 cm-s)

Inao.s$Gao. 4-,As spacer layer. This spacer layer, which s on the anode side of the RTD,

Is designed to have a depletion-layer capacitance that is much smaller than the parallel-

plate capacitance of the double-barrier structure. The double-barrier structure was then

grown and consisted of undoped 45-k-thick AlAs barriers and a 55-k-thick Ine.LGaO.4?As

quantum welL Above the double-barrier structure, a 100-k-thick lightly doped (n-type,

2 x l10s cm-s Si) InossGa0.wTAs spacer layer was deposited followed by a final 4000-k-thick

layer of heavily doped (n-type 2 x 10" cm-S Si) InO.53Gao.47,As constituting the cathode

of the device. Ohmic contact was made with a Pd/Ge/Au metallisation sintered at 4000C

for 30 s, and square mesas having an area of 64 pnm2 were defined by wet etching using

the metal as a self-aliped mask. After fabrication, 250x250 /m dies were mounted in a
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microwave coaxial package, and a mesa was contacted by a fine wire.

The admittance was obtained from one-port measurements of the reflection coefficient

S11 using a network analyser. Although data were obtained up to 10 G4 all of the inter-

esting features in the data occur below 900 MRs. S11 was measured with -30 dBm incident

power (corresponding to a rf voltage amplitude of approximately 7 mV) and was converted

into an equivalent admittance. An important aspect of the measurement Is establishing

the reference plane of the network analyzer. This calibration was carried out by using

an Ino.s3Gao.47As/AIAs RTD from a separate wafer, identical in all respects to the device

described above except that it had 55-k-thick barriers. The lower conductance resulting

from the thicker barriers of the device enabled the direct measurement of capacitance by

a conventional LCR impedance bridge (HP 4275). At low biases, the capacitance of both

the 45-A- and 55-A-barrier devices is nearly identical because it is primarily determined

by the depletion-layer capacitances. Therefore, we chose the reference plane so that the

high-frequency susceptance measured on the 45-A-barrier devices at low bias was identical

to that inferred from the impedance-bridge measurements of the 55-A-barrier devices.

The current-voltage (I-V) curve of the 45-A-barrier device at 300 K is shown in Fig. 1.

The PVCR, is 3.45, and the device is stable in the NDR, region. In Fig. 2(a), the admittance

is shown as a function of frequency for a bias voltage V2, = 1.4 V in the PDR region. The ac

conductance agrees with the dc differential conductance from the I-V data to within a few

percent. The conductance is practically independent of frequency up to 900 MHz, and this

behavior was characteristic of all biases In the PDR region. The ac susceptance in Fig. 2(a)

is linear with frequency and is equal to wCD, where CD =0.19PFP cm-s I the expected

depletion-layer capacitance. From these plots, we conclude that the device admittance in
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the PDR region is modeled quite well by a parallel connection of a resistor and capacitor.

The admittance in the NDB, region is remarkably different. Figure 2(b) shows the

admittance for VT = 1.72 V. Below roughly 150 M]s, both the conductance and the

susceptance increase rapidly with frequency. Above 150-200 MIs, the conductance and

susceptance continue to increase, but much less rapidly. This behavior is consistent with

the model of Brown et at. [7], shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b), in which a "quantum-well

inductance" LQw = riG is placed in series with the dc differential conductance G. Using

the depletion approximation, the depletion-layer susceptance WCD in the NDR region is

obtained by extrapolating the capacitive susceptance measured in the PDR region. This

component is subtracted from the data in Fig. 2(b) and the remaining Wmittance is given

by the solid curve in Fig. 3. Since this curve represents the series combination of LQW and

G as shown in the Fig. 3 inset, we compare the data to the expected admittance

GQW = G G + + (1)
I + +r(iaT)2  i +(W 7) 2 (1

The susceptance in this expression has a maximum at the frequency w = lIt, which implies

that r = 1.6 ns for the solid curve in Fig. 3. This value of r is comparable to the v of

5 ns estimated from the coherent theory of resonant tunneling. Using v= 1.6 ns and G as

inferred from the IV characteristic of Fig. 1, we obtain the dashed cave In Fig. 3. if we

instead use a lower value of G that provides agreement between the maimum susceptance

in (1) and the mainmum measured susceptance, we And the dotted cuve in Fig. 3. The

discrepancy between the dashed and experimental curves is ikey caused by the excess

conductance from a leakage current mechanism in the diode, which is not accounted for in
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' the model described below.

In Fig. 4 we plot the susceptance for several biases around the peak voltage of 1.70 V.

The capacitive susceptance has again been subtracted from the measured admittance for

each curve. For each bias, the vertical scale is the same but the origin has been offset for

clarity. Since the frequency of the susceptance peak occurs at 1/(2rr), we can conclude

from the data in Fig. 4 that the effective lifetime is changing rapidly with bias in the NDR

region.

We can qualitatively explain the dramatic difference between the PDR and NDR regions.

Under large applied bias, there are two quantum wells present in the active region of the

device. One is the double-barrier quantum well (DBQW). The other is an accumulation-

layer quantum well (ALQW) that exists on the cathode side. Though separated by a thick

barrier, the two wells are coupled, and we must consider the quasibound-state energy and

probability density in both wells to understand the electron transport. Shown in Fig. 5 is a

model of the coupled quantum wells with a bias in the NDR region. For simplicity, we have

assumed that there is only one quasibound state associated with each quantum well. The

two lowest states have energies E- and Pq and associated wavefunctions * and 02. The

conduction-band edge in the neutral cathode and neutral anode are denoted by Eo and BA

respectively. Not depicted in the figure are the extended states in the cathode, which we

denote by *0.

In the PDR region, E2 > EB and P4 < Ec. The state with energy Eroughly corresponds

to an accumulation-layer state that would occur in the presence of a thick single barrier. A

numerical calculation of #1 [8] indicates that this state has a high amplitude In the ALQW

but practically no amplitude in the anode region, so that electrons occupying B1 have a
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low probability of tunneling out. The next state, 02, Is a traveling wave in the cathode and

anode, although most of its probability density concentrated in the DBQW. In the PDR

region, resonant tunneling proceeds through this level and is directly affected by scattering.

if we assume that the scattering h characterised by a perturbation Hamiltonian H1, then

the transition rate from OC to ## Is proportional to j(#*2H1*)I' accordlng to Fermi's

Golden Rule. This rate Is potentially very fast, since both 00 a"d O' have significant

amplitude over the entire cathode region. Thus, electrons in states that only had a small

probability of transmission in the absence of scattering can have a large probability in

the presence of scattering. As a result, the transmission function is broadened in energy,

which is consistent with previous models of incoherent resonant tunneling [9, 10]. From the

uncertainty principle, the lifetime of the state, r, is inversely related to the width of the

transmission resonance. Therefore, the inductive component Is greatly diminished in the

PDR region, assuming that Lqw remains proportional to r.

In the NDR region E2 drops below Eo, and 01 and 1h interchange character, as depicted

in Fig. 5. In this case, 0 is localised in the DBQW and is localised in the ALQW. For

this bias, 01 has some probability of tunneling into the anode, while Os hs practically no

probability. The matrix element (01 HI0c) will be fairly small, since the two wavefunctions

are localized in different regions. The small matrix element implies that the * --,

transition is relatively slow. There is an alternative mechanism that involves two transitions.

Since Oj has a higher probability density in the accumulation layer, the #J -. #• transition

is faster than the #O -- * transition. However, since t# has a small probability density in

the anode, electrons must make another transition to 1 before tunnerhg into the anode.

The rate of the second transition is proportional to I(* IHI#2)12. Since the matrix elements
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S ifor both the one- and two- step processes are likely to be less than the matrix element of the

dominant transition In the PDR region, I(O'IH'htc)1I, we expect that the effective lifetime

should be much longer in the NDIL region. The change in the time constant observed in

Fig. 4 could be explained either by the voltage dependence of the wavefunctions or by a

voltage dependence of a perturbation Hamiltonlan.

In conclusion, we have measured the small-slgnal admittance of a thick-barrier

Ino.s5Gao.47As/AlAs RTD. We found that the admittance of the RTD in the PDR region

has only a weak dependence on frequency. In contrast, the admittance in the NDR region

has a strong frequency dependence and was accurately modeled by a series combination of

an inductance and conductance, both in parallel with a capacitance. We have qualitatively

explained these results in terms of a coupled-quantum-well model

The authors wish to thank A. L. McWhorter and EL A. Murphy for helpful comments,

C. D. Parker for packaging the devices, K. M. Molvar for processing, and D. J. Landers for

bonding work. This work was sponsored by the Department of the Air Force.
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Figure Captions.

Figure 1. Current density (solid-curve) and dc conductance (dashed curve) as a function of

bias voltage. The two dots on the solid curve at 1.4 V and 1.72 V illustrate the bias points

for the measurements of Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Conductance (solid) and susceptance (dashed) as a function of frequency. (a)

PDR, bias voltage = 1.4 V. (b) bias voltage = 1.72 V. The complete equivalent circuit

model is shown in the inset.

Figure 3. Susceptance curves for a bias voltage of 1.72 V. The solid line is the measured

data of Fig. 2(b) after subtraction of the depletion-layer susceptance. The equivalent circuit

model Is shown In the Inset. The dashed line uses the dc conductance in the model, and

the dotted line uses a conductance which results In a modeled maximum susceptance value

equal to the measured value.

Figure 4. Measured susceptance curves after subtraction of the depletion-layer susceptance

for several biases around the peak voltage 1.70 V.

Figure 5. Coupled-quantum-well model for the RTD biased in the NDR region. E, and

E2 are the two lowest quasibound levels. E0 and BA are the conduction-band edges In the

neutral cathode and anode regIons respectively.
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We have fabricated a variety of planar coupled quantum wires With targer area cathodes the emission current is confined to the
with different lengths and widths using electron-beam lithography perimecter region of the cathodes. As the diameter decreases to.5
'a A GaAs/GaAs MODFET stnucture (M, -7 X 10" cm-' and pam. the emission approached uniformity. The emission current was

I - 170.000 cmi/V s at 4 K1. The key feature In these devices investigated as a function of reverse bias. anode collecting voltage.
is the 30-inm-wide middle &&ate faicated using a single-pass e-bcam cathode diameter, and number of arrayed single cathodes; simulta-
lithography technique. The middle gate is widened outside of thc neously biased. The electron emission starts with the onse of av.
coupled region to prevent interaction in the extrinsic device. De- alanche breakdown. At the fixed anode voltage, the emission Car-
vice processing consists of mesa isolation. ohmic contact formation rent increases linearly with increasing, reverse-bias voltage of the
to allow individual access to the input and output of each wire, and diode until it reaches the peak. With further Increase in the bias
a combination of UV and c-beam lithography for gate formation, voltage, emission current decreases. This can be attrbuted to the

The coupled quantum wires have been characterized at 300 and current-crowding effect. The emission current initially lncreaes
4 K. By monitoring the current throughi the various terminals, we With increasing anode voltage, in agreement wish the Laingmuir-
have identified the regime in which two quantum wires are formed. Child Law. It saturates at higher anode vlae. corresponding to
Controlling the middle &ste voltage, we can vary the level of in- the electric field intensity of -2 X I5 V/cm for the 40-0rtu4
teraction of the two wires, from complete Isolation to merging into ameter cathode. Without optimization of the device paramoeters, as
a very wide wire whose boundaries are the side gates. At low lem- emission current ofO 07pA was obtained frmn a single cathode with
peratures, we observed conductance steps in each wire separately a 40-pm diameter. The emission current from eight. S-pro diame-
at T - 1.7 K. confirming quasi-ballistic ID transport (L -0.5 lt.r arrayed cathodes shows a peak emission current of - 230 nA.
pm). We then biased thc middle gate so as having the two quantum while the magnitude of the emission curnien for a single cathode
wires separated by a narrow tunneling barrier. Current from one at the same reverse-biased condition is about 30 nA. Therefore. the
wire to the other was studied in a configuration in which the device emission current was multiplied by the number of single cathodes
is essentially an FET with a quantized ID source and drain. We arrayed together.
observed strong oscillations in the current transversing the middle We have demonstrated the prototype of silicon cold cathodes for
gate as a function of the drain wire. The oscillations disappeared vacuum microelectronics. which contains the following features:
at high Vos (a I mV). high temperatures (a 10 K). and for very I) flabrication is compatible with IC technology; it) it can be inse-
negative middle gate biases. indicating that this is a tunneling cur- grated and arrayed to produce large curvren from a small chip area
rent whose features might derive from the ID density of states without the cesiation of the cathode; III) by using on-chip polysil.
smructure of the drain. icon cantilever beam anode, the device shall be able to operate at

In summary, we have rabricated for the first time two planar low voltages 1- 5 V). T1he mOat promising applications include "a

* ntum, wires, whose coupling can be controlled through the hield- panel displays wish high current density and brightness; as an ceke-
'We" action of a gate. Our split-gate coupled wire scheme provides tron source for scientific instrwnmentAtln; as an electron sonice is
a new architecture to study electro interaction Is low-dimen- microwave applications, which requires a long and thin rectinear
lionality systems. This woyk might lead to the conception of new electron beam. The fabricaition of doe comples, device. including
electron devices with enhanced funcionality, vacuum microelectonic diodes and triodes, In progrss. The re-

- - suits will be reponted at the conference.

ONNP. Cornell University, litmaa. MY.
0currally @ISawssug Corpoi~aim. gonea

I I van Wees etela.. Phys. Rrv. B. vat. 60. p. M4. IM3. **Visiting sciewiuren (mZhejsang University. Mhin
121 Wharam et W1.. A. Phys. C. vol. It. p. L.20919811.
131 Eugater ef a.1. *In DAC 19M
141 del Ahanoo et W.. Apt. PMys. Low.. vol. 6. p. 73. 1990.

VB-3 Low ~Sht Kobe Mn f11gb-Speed Rtesonaml-Tunneug
Diodes-B. R. Brown. C. D. Parker. A. IL Cealm, and hM. 1.

VB-2 Avalanche Electron Emitter Arrays Using SI Ultra. Manfra. Lincoln Laboratory. Massachusetts; Institute of Tecluol-
Shallow p-r Junctions-lung Y. E&O. Vcheng Le. Dathong ogy. Lexington, MA 02 173-9109.
Zhu**. and B. Laevic, Departmenit of Electiceal and Computer Resonnt-tuseeint devices provide bendsf In performance and
Engineering, Rutgers University. P.O. Box 909, Piscataway, NJ funcionlity.Freap. S re isnn-uslogdoe(T)li
08855; Robert J. Zeto, U.S. Army, Electronics Technology and provided an oscilltion frequency above 700 0Hz. the bipolar res-
Devices Laboratory, Port Monunouth, NJ0M onant-tunneling transistor has demonstrated negative transconduc-

Recently. vacuum microelectronic devices have been studied in- lance, the resomnt-tunne~lisg hOt-letron~ transistor has demon1.
tensively In order to overcome the transit-time limitations while strained a unity-cuwrent-gain, eutol frequency/ e~ ver 100 GHz. and
keeping all the advantages of silicon integrated circuits. In this ab- the quantum-well Injection and transit-time (QWIMT diode offers
stract we report a silicon avalanche electron emitter array using the capability for much higher power than the RTD oscillator. The
ultra-shallow, p-n junctions biased in the avalanche region, building block of each of these devices Is die double-barrier hat-

The devices were fabricated on a p- epilayer grown on p* sub- erostnacture. This leper presents experimental and theoretical wt
strates. The p* region formed in the top of the p- epilayer defines stilts on microwave shot noise in high-speed double-barrier RTD's
the cold-cathode pattern. The ultrathin a"' layer forms a shallow We find that the m a-temperature sh" noise per suit current can

a unctlon and a current channel connecting the cathode arnd the be miore than a factor of two lower than In single-barrier structures
~act. Different size's cathode& with diameters ranging from (e.g., p-n junctions when the RTD Is biased into the positive M-

5-40 pm and different shapes of single cathodes and arrayed cath- ferential resistance IPDR) region below the current peag, bee Is
odes were fabricated. Under a vacusum of 3 X 10- toff the emis- increased when biased into the negative differential resistance
sion current was collected by applying positive voltage to the ex- (NDR) region. The analysis suggests that the reduced shot noise
ternal anode which was located about I amn above the cathode. could also be obtained in other domble-barrier resonant-tunnelin
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devices that operate is the PDA region. such as the resonant-turn- microbridges. The superewondctor, YBCuA . .Is deposited by
ncling transistors and the QW17T oscillator. Reduced shot noise pulsed laser ablation at a& angle onto a substrate which has a nearly
can lower the noise figure of amtplikt5r. narrow the lincwidth of vertical step. allowing shadowing from the step edge to create a
oscillators. and decrease the error rate ins logic circuits, break In the superconductor. he aorasal metal Is then deposited

In general. "ho noise is chara"citend by the Power spectral den- from the other direction so an to cover the step and bridge the u.
sity S#- 2re# where 1 s h dc biasacurrent and rls the shot- pcrconducting books. The Lentaghof 6e bridge is defised bytde
noise factor. Por singl-barrerdevlces, r - 1.0. we havc carried step height and thus can be made vety shoa. To ensure the W at
out shot-noise measurements to determine F in three diflenent RTD possible contact tesitance between the supercooducting sad ,nora
structures. 'the first is a GaAs/Ala&~.^_As RTD having a room- metal films. we deposit the normal metal without exposure to air
temperature peak curret density I0, and peak-to-valley current is- (int siu). This technique also allows the normal metal to contact
do CPVCR) of I x 10' A cm-tand 3.8. respectively. The mrnsain- the exposed edges of the c-axls-orieied film. producing a low
log two are lnj)OaO.41As/AlJ~s MotD having a room-tempera- boundary resistance a-& plane contain Once the YDCO-nonumI
tureJ,,of 3 x l0'and2 x 101 A -cm',.and& PVCR o 12 and metal bilayerk completed. the Iaeeruldevice dimensions ameVM.
S. respectively. In the POR region, the noise spectral density was tensed using a positive pbotoreslat and ion milling.
measured by radiometic tehniques at afrequency of 1.0GHz. We have used bothpsanASgand aAS-As alloy as the normal
T'his frequency was far above die I// knee and far below the RtC metal link. The alloy typically had a low-temnperature resistivity
cutolfifrequency. In all three devices. F < 1.0 in the PDR region 5-10 timeshbighr tOan the pure noble metal. The resistances of dhe
below the current peak. The GaAs/AIGaAs and the high-I,, In- Ag bridges were typically 1 U or less whereas those of the alloy
GaAs/AlAs RTD's displayed a minimum r of approximately 0.45 bridges were usually over 100Q. As predicted by boundary condi-
at room temperature. The low-),, lnGaAs/AIAs RTD displayed a tions from the standard SNS model (11. the high-resistance alfo
minimum r of 0.73 at room temperature. In the NDR region, the bridges showed a higher ",v than the pure Ag bridges.
shot noise was determined indirectly from the phase-noise line- T'he voltage-currnt (V-I) characteristics of these devices ane
width of the RTD operating as a microwave oscillator. At one point similar to those predicted by the resistively shunted junction (RSI)
in the NDR region of the GaAs/AlGaAs RTD. r - s was mca- model (21. as opposed to the rounded, nonlinear V-1Icurve due to
sured at room temperature. to spite of this tact. the lincwidth of flux flow resistance. We also observe RF-induced steps at voltages
the RTD oscillator at a given firequency is less than that ofta Gunn- of ah,/2e to beyond a - 20, even at 43 K. and steps are still
diode oscillator and much less than that of an IMPATT-diode os- clearly defined at 73 K. The amplitude of the step sixe modulates
dIllator, with increasing RIF power, as predicted by the RSJ model. The RIF

The deviations from r' - 1.0 occur because the resonant-turn- power modulates the7 MAot ad fistteps Over MOMe than Six pe-
neting current in a double-barrier structure hi self-modulated. By riods, with the interval between zeros found so agree with M5.
this mechanism, sheet charge accumulates In the quantum well in based predictions 133 withb a factor d 2.
ptioponimo. i the current density. The sheed charge affects the po-
tential across the double-barrier structure and shifts the transmis- 1%is reearch vras vnpponted Is pat by de Defeat Advanced Iteasarb
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Analytic model of shot noise In double-barrier resonant-tunneling diodes
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ABSTRACT

The shot noise in double-barrier diodes is analyzed using the stationary-state approach to
resonant tunneling through the first quasibound level. Significant deviations from full shot

noise are predicted. Shot-noise suppression occurs in the entire positive differential resistance
region below the current peak, and shot-noise enhancement occurs in the negative differential
resistance region above the peak. The physical basis for these effects is assumed to be the
modulation of the double-barrier transmission probability by charge stored in the first quasi-
bound level in the quantum well. The analysis confirms recent microwave noise measure-
ments of high-speed double-barrier diodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shot noise is a type of fluctuation in the electrical current that is observed in many elec-

tronic devices operating out of thermodynamic equilibrium. In most cases it is associated

with randomness in the flux of carriers crossing the depletion layer of a device. The source

of this randomness is thermal fluctuations in the rate of carrier injection into the depletion

layer. At frequencies small compared to the reciprocal of the transit time through the deple-

tion layer, the power spectral density of such shot noise is given by S1 = 2eW, where I is the

dc current, e is the magnitude of the electronic charge, and y is the shot-noise factor (1]. In

the majority of devices it is found that y = 1.0, which is the condition of normal, or full, shot

noise. Some examples are p-n diodes, metal-semiconductor (Schottky) diodes, and semicon-

ductor heterobarrier diodes. In all of these devices the electrical current is limited by a poten-

tial energy barrier whose transmission characteristics are independent of the current magni-

tude. In devices having a barrier whose transmission depends on the current, significant devi-

ations from full shot noise can occur. The classic example is the space-charge-limited

vacuum diode in which the barrier consists of a spatial distribution of electrons located near

the cathode [2]. A more recent example is the resonant-tunneling diode (RTD), in which

significant shot-noise suppression [3,4,5,6] and shot-noise enhancement [61 have been

observed.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate analytically how the quantum-well charge

storage can lead to shot-noise suppression in the PDR region below the current peak. The

analysis also predicts shot-noise enhancement in the negative differential resistance (NDR)

region, consistent with recent experimental results [6]. The analysis will include the following

steps. First, a formalism for shot noise in the presence of a current-dependent transmission

probability will be developed. This entails the introduction of a matrix that couples fluctua-

tions in the transmission probability in any longitudinal-energy interval to fluctuations in the

incident current in all other intervals. Next the trasmision probability and the incident

current will be related through the charge stored in the quantum well. This relationship leads

to the definition of a quantity called the transmission modulation function. Finally, the modu-

lation function is used to derive a closed-form expression for the shot-noise factor under

short-circuit load conditions. The analysis is based on the stationamy-state approach to

resonant tunneling. The results apply to any resonant-tunneling process (coherent or sequen-

tial) described by the Breit-Wigner form of transmission probability.

11. CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS IN A DOUBLE-BARRIER DIODE

Current fluctuations through the double-barrier diode will be analyzed for an n-type

device with a current consisting entirely of mobile electrons. The diode is biased with a large
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enough voltage that a wide depleted space-charge region forms on one (anode) side of the

double-barrier structure and excess electrons collect on the opposite (cathode) side. The

actual band bending is represented by the solid conduction band edge %1 Fig. 1, but the

analysis will carried out with the simplified band bending given by the dashed band edge.

Under these conditions, the current through the diode consists of electrons that are incident on

the double-barrier structure from the cathode side and are transmitted through the structure by

resonant tunneling through the first quasibound level in the quantum well The total time-

averaged electronic flux incident on the double-barrier structure from the cathode side is

denoted by JI, and the transmitted flux is denoted by A'. These fluxes can be decomposed into

components J,• and Jt contained within specified intervals of energy, AE, along the tunneling

direction (i.e., perpendicular to the heterobarriers). The energy is referenced to the conduction

band edge on the cathode side. The magnitude of the time-averaged electrical current through

the diode is related to the incident flux by

U DU m

where T.n is the transmission probability through the double-barrier structure of an electron

incident in the mth energy interval and transmitted to the nth interval, and 11 is the electrical

V current flowing in the mth interval on the cathode side. This expression is valid independent

of the coherent or sequential nature of the resonant tunneling [7]. For the purpose of analyz-

ing the shot noise, fluctuations in the current and the fluxes are defined in the usual sense as

the difference between the instantaneous and the average value of each of these quantities.

For example, fluctuations in the nth component of th transmitted flux am denoted by

AJt = jut(t) - Jnt. All of the fluctuations are assumed to occur under the condition of an ac

short circuit across the diode.

The source of the shot noise is the fluctuations of die incident flux in each energy inter-

vaL A given component A1i has two effects on the transmitted caurreat. First it contnibutes

directly to the transmitted current through the term T.A.I Second, it modulates the transmis-

sion probability in other energy intervals by varying the charge density, and hence the poten-

tial drop, in the double-barrier structure. To first order, the fluctuation in the diode current

due to the fluctuations in all intervals is

Al efagg n (2)

Since the fluctuation AJ. occurs independently of T., one can write AI = eT.Ali and

*I=2:• +EC MA n (3)
a nup
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where C.m = J'(c)T3/alj)T;'. The quantity C,, is an element of a matrix that represents the

modulation of the transmission at each energy by fluctuations of the incident current at other O

energies.

From Eq. (3) the low-frequency power spectrum is found to be

S, a LAF+2:A dCAn,+(.M (4)
Bf8f ii k %aa

This expression is simplified with the assumption that the region on fi cathode side of the

double-barrier structure is in a state of thennodynamic quasi-equilibrium. In this case, there is

a net electrical current through the region but the magnitude of the current is small enough

that the following equilibrium properties are maintained. First, current fluctuations in different

longitudinal energy intervals are uncorrelated [2],

AICAIc = 80m [AI], (5)

where 8. is the Kronecker lelta function. Second, the current component fluctuations are

Poisson distributed and are thus related to the dc component by the well-known Schottky rela-

tion [1),

The application of these relations in Eq. (4) leads to the result

S, 2e1 [ + 2rlZ J + 171M cunt I:] 2dy, (7)

where the identity I =D has been applied. In the limit that AE6 -- 0 for all n, y can be

written in integral form as

-1 = 1+ 20 1[ jdC(EB)J dlC() + Irl 1, dC(B.)1 del(), 8

where dC(E%) = = (EyaJ'g)jr1 g)

11 DERIVATION OF THE SHOT-NOISE FACI'OM

Up to this point the discussion has been rather general in scope, relying only on the

validity of the stationary-state approach and the presence of quasi-equ'ibrium on the cathode

side of the double-barrier structure. To evaluate dC(EE') analytically, several assumptions

regarding the nature of the resonant tunneling and th electrostatics of the double-barrier

structure are required. First, the resonant-hunneling preess is assumed to be consistent with

the single-particle Breit-Wigner ransmisuion probability [8,9,O
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S(E) rT r, 1 (9)

where E, is the energy of the first quasibound state in the quantum well referenced to the neu-

tral conduction-band edge on the cathode side, rq- and rR are the pari-width factors for the

left and right barriers, respectively, an rT r + rR+ r' w rs ei a o eolog,-

cal scattering parameter representing the effect of inelastic scattering events that occur in the

double-barrier structure [101. The partial-width factors are a measure of the transparency of

the barriers, and depend on the bias voltage in a rather complicated manner. However, it is

generally true that in double-barrier structures having Type I band offsets (the wider bandgap

material acts as a barrier to both electrons and holes), rL decreases monotonically with

increasing bias voltage and rF increases monotonically. Therefore, as a first approximation

one can assume that the product and the sum of rR and IrL are both constant with respect to

bias voltage. This approximation will be addressed further in Appendix A.

The next assumption is that El depends only on the electrostatic potential drop across the

double-barrier structure, Vs, and is not affected by electron-electron interactions (i.e., direct

and exchange forces), band mixing, or other effects in the quantum welL A useful approxi-

mation is that El decreases with bias voltage as

El =Ei-1 elS (10)

where E° is the energy of the first state at zero bias. In double-barrier structursm biased so

that a large electrical current flows, the many-body potentials are usually much smaller than

the potential energy term eyds2 [11.

The next three assumptions concern the distribution of chMe and the band bending in

the double-barrier diode. Friart, the magnitude of the electron sheet charge density, ow, stored

in the double-barrier structure is distributed as a delta function at due centar of the quantum

well (12]. Then, s can be writm

WS = FD4 - - + LW/2), (1)

where FD is the magnitude of electric field at the depletion end of the double-banrier structure,

e is the permittivity which is assumed to be uniform throughout the structure, Lk is the thick-

ness of the left-hand barrier (adjacent to the cathode side), Lw is the width of the quantum

well, and Ls is the total thikmess of the double-barrier structure given by L + Lw + Lj.

Wm, where Lj is the thickness of the right-hand baier. Second, the electron density on the

cathode side Is so high that no potential drop occurs across this regin Third, the depletion
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region has a uniform background donor doping ND and a potential drop VD consistent with
the depletion approximation. With these assumptions one can derive the expression 0

Vs = LS[2ND(CVT + ED - E; - eys)k]" - !1(14 + LwI), (12)

where VT is the bias voltage applied across the device. The combination of zero potential
drop and quasi-equilibrium on the cathode side allows one to write [13]

d•0E) = m*A log[ + exp(Eg - E)/kTdB. (13)

where A is the diode area

The last assumption is that the sheet charge density is given by the expression resulting
from the dwell-time theory of double-barrier traversal [14]:

1!! = A (14)
ArR

This expression assumes that electrons traverse the structure only from cathode to anode, and

are prohibited by Pauli exclusion from traversing the structure in the opposite sense. Substitu-
tion of the integral form of Eq. (1) yields

OWit Td(E~~E).

The above set of assumptions facilitate an evaluation of dC(EE') using the following
expansion by the chain rule:

dC(EO) = jUt(E) a"• *s'l w T ((B)16)•,s 8o, a•.)T-(

This expansion is analyzed in Appendix B, where it is found that dCQ(E) is independent of
E'. This means that Eq. (8) can be reformulated as

y= I +2M+M 2 , (17)

where M;3 JdC(E) will be called the transmission modulation function. Note that y has a

minimum value of zero at M = -1, approaches I at M = 0, and exceeds I for M > 0. That is,

the shot noise is suppressed for-1 < M < 0 and Is enhanced for M > .

A closed form expression for M is obtained from Eq. (B.S) in the limit

E - E + evs9 :0 kT, ,1)

which corresponds to either low temperatures or bias voltages well above the current turn-on
(i.e., the voltage at which a sizable current begins to flow). Evaluation of the integral over
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the range from 0 to E; leads to the result

M = •[ F +14 t-'[(2(k-Ej)rT] - tan1[2Wf/T]]j (19)

where X = e~nl~(rjrR) + Lwt2)(e(rL+rf)r?(1 + LSLD)]- 1, = m*rI2x. 3,
= E- + elVs/2, and LD is the depletion length given by CFDWeND in the depletion

approximation. This expression has the desired property that M -- 0 a rf- -- 0 or as

-4 o. Both of these limits describe a situation where no charge is stored in the quantum

well during resonant tunneling and thus no modulation of the transmission probability is pos-
sible.

IV. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC

To obtain the shot-noise factor it is necessary to obtain the current-voltage (I-V) curve
since through Eq. (14) the current determines the sheet charge in the well, and the sheet
charge in the well determines the voltage drop 'Vs and the partial-width factors. The I.V
curve follows directly from the integral form of Eq. (1), Eq. (13). and the assumptions stated

. in Sec. II:
F4

I = PAkT I T(Eow) Iog(l + exp(EP - E)/kTjdE. (20)

The transmission probability is written explicitly as a function of aw to emphasize the fact

that the sheet charge density in the quantum well could be high enough to affect the I-V curve
as well as the shot noise. In the limit of low temperatures or high bias voltages defined by
Eq. (18), the current is given by

I = A~.w~I [- ft~ )+ 1log 4- a9 W J. (21)

Using Eqs. (11) and (14), one can write

4 = EP• - E° + -4 -FD - uwte) . (2)
(22

For each value of Fj one can obtain the current and the sheet-charge density by itera-
tion. In the first pass, a value of FD is chosen that is large enough to neglect right to left

rm going currents, ow is assumed to be zero, and i, rf', and 1f are calculated from Eqs. (22)
W and (A.1) - (A.3). The current is then obtained from Eq. (21) and used as input to the second

pass The first step of the second pass is computing ow using values of I and robtained
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from the first pass. Then 4 and I are re-computed with rFLIr and rL + rit held fixed. The

process is repeated until convergence is achieved. The final values of a,,, f and r are

inserted into Eq. (19) to obtain the shot-noise factor.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The experimental I-V curve and shot-noise factor are given in Fitp. 2(a) and 2(bo)

respectively, for an RIM consisting of two 5.0-nim-thick undoped AIloa2h0_As barrieras

separated by a 5.0-nm-thick GaAs quantum well. Outside of each barrier is a 50-nm-thick

buffer layer that is doped ND = 2x10 16 cm-3, and outside of each buffer layer are n÷ epilayers

that extend to the substrate and the top contact region. Other details regarding the growth and

material quality of this structure are given elsewhere [15]. The experiments were conducted

on an 8-prm-diameter diode mounted and whisker contacted in a cartridge and cooled to 77 K

by immersion in liquid nitrogen. The shot-noise factor in the PDR region below the current

peak was measured by microwave radiometric techniques [6]. The shot-noise factor in the

NDR region was determined by measuring the linewidth of the RTD functioning as a

microwave oscillator and relating this linewidth to the phase noise expected from a shot-noise

process. The resulting value of y is a crude upper limit since other mechanisms such as l/f

noise from the ohmic contacts contribute to the linewidth but are not subtracted out in the

derivation.

The I-V curve in Fig. 2(a) displays a current turn-on near 0.3 V. a current peak at

approximately 0.6 V, and a current valley at 0.85 V. The peak-to-valley current ratio is S.

Between the peak and valley points is an NDR region characterized by several discontinnities

in the current. These discontinuities are a result of oscillations in the diode and the measure-

ment circuit. The vertical segments with arrows denote the iauick bistabiity associated

with the oscillations. At voltages above the valley point, the current incnees rapidly. &

is caused at least in part by the tram-on of current through the second qunbond level in the

quantum well.

The experimental 77-K shot-noise factor in Pig. 2(b) is suppresd hroughout the PDR

region below the current peak and is enhanced at the only measurement point in the NDR

region. In the PDR region, y is nearly constant with bias voltage, ranging from 0.5 just above

the current turn-on to 0.35 just below the current peak. In the NDR region, a shot-noise fac-
tor of 8.0 is obtained at a bias point in the discontinuous region just above the peak. Beyond

the valley point, the shot-noise factor asymptotically approaches unity. Mhe measured I-V

curve and shot-noise characteristics at 77 K are practically identical to those obtained in
separate measurements at a bath temperature of 4.2 KL In room temperatum ea e s,

the I-V curve had about 1 mA less peak current and a curret peak-es-valley ratio of
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approximately 4. The shot-noise factor was similar to the results at 77 K except that the

minimum y in the PDR region was about 30% less than that measured at room temperature,

and the value of y at the one bias point in the NDR region was 5.0.

Theoretical I-V and shot-noise-factor curves are given in Figs. 3, 4, and S. The physical

parmeters usedineachof thecurves are E?89 cVE 40 meV, kO & 0.31eV,
and m* = 0.067m0. Using Eq. (A.1), one finds i" = rt = 0. mev at zero bias o that

rfrF = o4 ev2 andr+ r = 0.2 mcV. The area of the RTD is 50 lm 2 . Because dhe

scattering parameter rs is not known a priori, it was determined by the requirement that the

theoretical I-V curve match the experimental curve qualitatively. In Fig. 3(a) with r$ = 0.8

meV, the I-V curve displays a voltage range of imrinsic bistability or, more properly, tristabil-

ity (ie., three different currents for the same voltage), which is associated with charge storage

in the quantum well 116,17). Since this behavior is not observed experimentally, one must

consider a larger rs, such as the value 4.0 meV. In this case, the intrinsic bistability does not

appear in the I-V curve and the NDR region is characterized by a nearly vertical drop in

current at voltages just above the peak point. The largest rs assumed in Fig. 3(a) is 20 meV.

The resulting I-V curve is qualitatively similar to the curve for rs = 4.0 meV except that the

peak current is significantly reduced. This Is a result the fact that rs is approching E1. In

other words, the area under the T(E) vs E curve is no longer contained entirely within the

occupied Fermi sea of electrons on the cathode side. None of the theoretical I-V curves

displays a valley point since the present model does not account for current fow through the

second quasibound level in the quantum well.

The theoretical I-V curve that most resembles the experimental curve is that in Fig. 3(a)

for rs = 4 meV. In this case, the shot-noise factor shown in Fig. 3(b) starts out at unity at

voltages below the current turn-on, decreases rapidly to 0.58 just above tifs point, and then

increases gradually to 1.0 at the current peaL At voltages above the peak, y rises to a max-

imum of approximately 4.3 in the steepest part of the NDR region, and theM falls rapidly to

unity at higher voltages. The theoretical y is in qualitative agreement with die experimental

curve except at voltages below the current turn-on and at voltages in the PDR region beyond

the valley point. In the former region, the theoetical y approaches unity but the experimental

value does not. In the latter region, the theoretical - approaches unity from above whereas

the experimental value approaches unity form below. The first discrepancy is thought to

result from a breakdown of the assumption given by Eq. (18) at low bias voltages. The

second discrepancy is not presently understood. The less significat discrepmncy between the

minimum experimental (0.35) and theoretical (0.58) y values in the PDR region is also unex-
W plained, but it is not related to &e magnitude of rs. Fig. 3(b) ilustrates dtt a much smaler

rs of 0.8 meV still yields a minimum y (0.52) greater than the experintal minimum The
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difference between the maximum theoretical (4.3) and experimental (8.0) values of y in the

NDR region may reflect the fact that the experimentally determined shot-noise factor is just an 0
upper limit, as mentioned above. Note that the theoretical shot-noise factor in the NDR

region is very sensitive to r$ in contrast to its behavior in the PDR region. This results from

a weakening of the transmission modulation mechanism in the NDR region with increasing

breadth of T(E).

A broadening parameter of 4 meV corresponds to a scattering or dephasing time of

v= =EM's = 0.16 ps, which is a plausible value in this type of double-hairier structure. It

easily satisfies the condition for spatial quantization in the quantum well, which is given by

El;, W I or ; >> 7 is. It is consistent with a sequential rather than a coherent resonant tun-

neling process in the sense that cs < %, where 11 = 1!/(rIL+Ij) = 3 ps is the quasibound-state

lifetime. However, the present analysis suggests that the shot-noise suppression and enhance-

ment effects are not critically sensitive to which process prevails. Rather, the analysis sug-

gests that the deviations from normal shot noise are greatest in the fully coherent limit (i.e.,

Is = 0) and gradually disappear as rs increases.

VL DISCUSSION

An important question is whether or not the shot-noise characteristf observed in the

above diode are to be expected in other RIMs, especially the high-current-density diodes used

in high-speed oscillation and switching applications. This can be addressed by analyzing Eq.

(19) as a function of bias voltage. The PDR region of RTMs biased well above the current

turn-on is defined approximately by rT -c 4 < E•. In this range one finds M = -1.% where )L

is the positive unitless quantity defined after Eq. (19). Thus, one expects shot-noise suppres-

sion to occur in the PDR region of all RTDs. To obtain the greatest shot-noise suppression,

the sum 14 + Lw/2 and the ratio rjLI(Fr + rF) should be as large as possible. This ratio

approaches a maximum value of unity in the limit where the second barrier is much less tran-

sparent than the first. For barriers made of the same material, this limit mean that the second

barrier is much thicker than the firsL Intuitively, it makes sense that sucd a double-barrier

structure would display large shot-noise suppression since, according to Eq. (14), the sheet-

charge density in the quantum well is high when rf is small, and high sheet-charge density

makes the transmission modulation mechanism more effective. In addition, the ratio of LD to

Ls should be as large as possible. This is realized in diodes containing wide, lightly doped

spacer layers on the anode side. Nearly all high-speed RlDs have this featmre.

As discussed above, a significant shot-noise enhancement occurs in die NDR bias-voltage

region, which is defined approximately by EP - rT < 4 < EF + rT. It is is a region where 0
RTD oscillators are often biased for high-fiequency operation. From Eq. (19), one finds a
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maximum theoretical M of approximately 2 XEF/rT in this range. In most high-speed RTIs

W EF proba"y exceeds 17T by a sizable margin (since EP is made large to achieve high current

density), so that one expects significant shot-noise enhancement to occur. To minimize the

shot-noise enhancement, the double-barrier structure should be thin and the ratio riL-(r"L+rr)
should be as small as possible. Most high-speed RIhs have these features since they typi-

cally have a narrow quantum well and very thin, nominally identical barriers. The thin bar-

rier cause rF to be comparable in value to 1"- even at bias voltages in the NDR region, so

that rfI/(rIL+rIt) = o.5. Unfortunately, high-speed RTDs usually have a large E# to produce

high current density. Consequently, a tradeoff between shot-noise enhancement and current

density exists in RTDs operating in the NDR region.

The bias region far beyond the current peak is defined by 1 1 EI. In this region one
finds M = XE9Fr/2(k - Ec). In most RTDs this is positive and substantially smaller in mag-

nitude than M in the aforementioned bias regions. It also decays very rapidly with bias vol-

tage beyond the current peak. Thus, one expects that the shot-noise enhancement observed

just beyond the current peak will diminish rapidly with increasing voltage.

CONCLUSION

An analytic model has been developed to explain the shot noise associated with current

flow through the first quasibound level of a double-barrier resonant-tunneling diode. The

model explains the shot-noise suppression and enhancement effects that have been measured

in double-barrier RTDs biased into the PDR and NDR regions, respectively, of the first

current peak. The physical basis for the model is the modulation of the transmission prob-

ability by electrons stored in the quantum well during the resonant-tunneling process. It is

instructive to point out a physical characteristic of the model that is responsible for the oppos-

ing shot-noise effects. This characteristic is given by the relation aW30aý < 0 used in the

derivation of Eq. (B.5). This relation implies that a fluctuation associated with increasing

incident current (and hence aw) decreases Vs. This should lead to a decrease in the total

current if the device is biased in the PDR region below the current peak, because a drop in Vs

moves the quasibound level up to an energy at which there are fewer electrons to tunnel from

the cathode side. In the NDR region, it causes an increase in the total current because a drop

in Vs moves the quasibound level to an energy at which there am more electrons to tunnel

In this sense, the shot-noise suppression in the PDR region below the current peak is similar

in nature to that of a space-charge-limited vacuum diode. The novel feature of the RTD is

the shot-noise enhancement, which relies on the existence of a resonant transmission prob-

* ability.
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APPENDIX A: PARTIAL WIDTHS OF THE TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY

Under the assumption that the potential profile across the double4-awier structure is

piecewise flat, the following expression for the partial widths of T(E) in Eq. (9) have been

derived [19]:

8lr~~k~4R, CxP(-2oc,R*kR)~ AlFIL•~ ~ ~ ~ 1 -•(s•••],Rt F"

In this equation k, is the quasibound-state wavevector, kL and kR are the wavcvcctors in the

left and right cladding layers, respectively, and CtL and cER are the attenation coefficients in

the left and right barriers, respectively, measured at energy El. The quantities KL and KR are
given by (2m*4J.0 )' and (2m**&f.0)"I, respectively, where o and #1 are zero-bias bar-

rier heights referenced to the conduction band edge on the cathode side. The validity of Eq.

(A.1) requires that the quasibound level is always aligned with travelint-wave states on tf

cathode and anode sides, respectively. A second requirement is that the effective mass m* is

uniform throughout the double-barrier structure and cladding layers. The fomer requirement

is not satisfied in the present electrostatic model at bias voltages that lower dte first quasi-

bound level below the occupied states on the cathode side. This precludes de application of

Eq. (A.1) for 1"" at bias voltages in the NDR region and beyond, and is a furdher motivation

for adopting the simplifying assumption in Sec. M concerning the consty of the product

rI-rf and the sum F• + r•. The semd requirement concerning the efetive mass is rea-

sonably satisfied for a GaAs/A1o•GaojAs structure [m*(GaAs) = 0.067 nin and

m*(Alo.42Gao.5sAs) = 0.09 mo], but may not be satisfied in a OaAuIMAs structure

(m*(AIAs) = 0.15 m0j.

To apply Eq. (A.1), the expected band bending (solid line) given is Fig. 1 must be

replaced by the piecewise-flat profile (dashed line) that is superimposed in die same figure.

From this profile and the electrostatic assumptions stated in Sec. IL, the pltial-width parame-

ters are expressed by kL = [(2m*(E?'-cVs/2)]I/ff (since there is no potential drop on the

cathode side), k, = (2m*EB°)'ff, and k1 = [(2m*(E?4eest2)]/LW. For the attenuation
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coefficients, the following bias-dependent barrier heights an introduced:
W 4= .La.0 - (FD - 0.0)eL•2, and *, = - eCS + eFDLBR/2. These barrier heights are

again referenced to the conduction band edge on the cathode side, as shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 1. With these parameters one can write the following expressions for the attenuation

coefficients:

= .lj2m*(*k - E0 + 'AeFD(Ls-L4) - eaj(Ls/2-Lk)/7c)j] (A.)

S= Nl2m*(B - E? - ½eFD(L.S-LI) + e,,Ls4e)]". (A.3)

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE TRANSMISSION MODULATION FUNCTION

The derivation of the shot-noise factor starts with an evaluation of the function dC(E,E')

given by Eq. (16). The first partial derivative in this expression can be derived directly from

the Breit-Wigner form in Eq. (9). Three quantities in Eq. (9), El, rIL, and r'R, vary with Vs.

The strongest dependence occurs through El, which yields
a1' eT(E)(E - E° + eVs/2)

4 (E5  - EO + eVst2)2 + r./4 (B.1)

0 The dependence of T(E) on 's through rL and rR is relatively weak because these quantities

have an opposing variation with 'Vs and because T(E) in Eq. (9) depends on these quantities

either as the sum or product The opposing variation of rFL and ri stems from the following

properties. From Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) one observes that 04, increases with ys and acR

decreases with Ws at nearly the same rate. This requires that IFDI Z %Je which is gen-

erally true in double-barrier structures. Typical double-barrier structures also satisfy the

thick-barrier criterion, 2caL•LkR > 1. Prom Eq. (A.1) this means that rj- decreases with

increasing as. and rf increases with dcreasing ft.

The next partial derivative is found by imposing the short-circuit condition on Eq. (12).

The short-circuit condition mean= that VT remains fixed for anl current fluctuations. TIus, one

can write

a'v + ++ (. k -+ Lwf2)[Vs + vwL + LW/SJ (L + L,,)(IV?. = - Vs +QW,(Lk+iw/WC+ eNDLI/eJ - - e(1+ L,&#" 0.2

The last partial derivative is found from Eq. (15) as •,,,QaJ'(E) = eI'rr(yrRA. When
this is combined with Eqs. (B.1) through (B.3) and inserted into Eq. (16), one obtains

dC(E) r H - E? + eVs+2)T(Z) 1 4 + LW/2 (B.3)rf A (E=-Ejf°eysa)ý + r",i1 e(I+LsLD)"
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Band bending model of double-barrier structure. Vs is the electrostatic potential

drop across the double-barrier structure and VT the voltage drop across the total

active region. FD is the magnitude of the electric field at the depletion-region

boundary, El is the energy of the quasibound state under bias, and El and E; are

the quasi-Fermi levels on the cathode and anode sides of the structure, respectively.

This model assumes that the charge Is distributed as a delta function in the center

of the quantum well. The dashed lines in the double-barrier structure represent the
piecewise-flat approximation to the above band-bending model, which is used for

calculating the partial-width factors of the transmission probability.

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental I-V curve showing hysteresis in the NDR region and (b) shot-
noise factor for a GaAs/Alo.42Ga0O5sAs RTD at 77 K.

Fig. 3. (a) Theoretical I-V curve and (b) shot-noise factor for the RTD in Fig. 2 computed
with I's = 0.8 meV, 4.0 meV, and 20.0 meV. The other physical parameters are

defined in the texn For rs = 4.0 meV, the minimum shot-noise factor is 0.58 at a
bias voltage just above the current turn-on, and the maximum shot-noise factor is

4.2 at a voltage in the NDR region above the peak.
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APPENDIX D

Enhanced negative differential resistance In a resonant-tunneling structure

E.R. Brown, C.D. Parker, A.L Calawa, and MJ. Manfra

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Insdituwe of Technology

Lo.rington, MA 02173-9108

Abstract

A triple-well resonant-tunneling structure made from the InoOa o.%A7As/A1As material sys-

tem is shown to have a 1.3-V-wide negative differential resistance (NDR) region, as compared

to approximately 0.4 V for a typical single-well resonant-tunneling diode. A diode made from

* this structure is used to generate a nearly constant power of 0.5 mW up to 16 0Hz. The broad

NDR region is attributed to resonant tunneling through two closely spaced quasibound levels.
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Resonant tunneling continues to attract interest for electronic applications since it is a

transport process that provides a high-speed negative differential resistance (NDR) characteristic

with very high peak current density and useful peak-to-valley current ratio at room temperature.

The device used for the majority of applications has been the single-well (double-barrier)

resonant-tunneling diode (RTD). For example, a single-well RTD fabricated from the

InAs/AISb material system has recently produced oscillations up to 712 GHz (1]. A charac-

teristic shared by the current-voltage (I-V) curves of all single-well RTDs is the precipitous
drop of the current in the NDR region between the peak and valley voltages. While this

characteristic is ideally suited to switching applications [2], it is often detrimental in analog

applications such as oscillators. In this letter, we demonstrate a diode having a much broader

NDR region than the typical single-well RTD, and we show that the oscillator power can be

increased by the broad NDR region.

The diode in the present study was originally designed to see if high peak current density

Jp could be achieved in multiple-well structures and to search for new resonant-tunneling

effects associated with the distribution of electrons over several quantum wells. Our numerical

simulations showed that high Jp was possible by successively decreasing the well widths

between the cathode and anode sides of the structure. This approach was proposed several 0
years ago by Summers and Brennan under the tide variably spaced superlattice energy filters

[3). In their structures the width of adjacent quantum wells was substantially different, which

resulted in a distinct peak in the I-V curve for each quasibound level in the structure. In the

present structure adjacent wells have a much smaller difference in width, leading to a strong

interaction between nearest quasibound levels and giving the broad NDR region that we

observe.

The diodes were fabricated from a wafer containing epitaxial layers of Ino.S3Gao 7 As and

AlAs on an n+-InP substrate. The layers were grown by molecular beam epitaxy at 50(0C

The no.S3Ga0oAAs/ALAs material system was chosen in lien of the more common

GaAs/AM1 Ga1.zAs system because of its superior resonant-tunneling properties. The tunneling

structure consists of four undoped, 1.4-nm-thick AlAs barriers separated by three undoped

Ino.0ssGa0AAs quantum wells of graded width. Starting from the bottom (or substrate) side, the

widths of the quantum wells are 4.0, 4.6, and 5.2 nm. Outside of the tunneling structure are

lightly doped (Nv = 2N1016 cmn-) spacer layers of thickness 50 and 10 nm on the bottom and

top sides, respectively. Outside of the spacer layers are thick ne regions doped to

ND = Ix l01 cm-3. The latter regions serve as the top and bottom contacts. Mesas were fabri-

cated by defining 8-pm-square metal pads on the top surface and wet etching to aprximately
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0.1 nm below the tunnel structure using a H 3PO4-based wet-etch solution. Electrical contact

was made to the top pad by a fine wire and to the bottom of the wafer by soldering.

The experimental room-temperature I-V curve obtained by conventional wafer probing is

shown in Fig. 1(a). Negative bias was applied to the top contact, and the solid and dashed

lines represent dc-stable and dc-unstable regions, respectively. The I-V curve has three current

peaks near bis-voltage magnitudes VB of 1.6, 2.6, and 3.5 V. and labeled A. B, and C, respec-

tively. The current density at peak A is 1.1x104 A cm 2 , which is very close to the theoretical

value calculated below. At least two closely spaced NDR regions are apparent, containing

broad plateaus centered at approximately 1.8 and 2.7 V, and a dc stable positive-resistance

region [labeled D in Fig. 1(a)] appears between the current peaks. With positive bias applied

to the top contact, the I-V curve displays three well separated current peaks with only the

second peak having a substantial NDR region. The positive-biased I-V curve is less interesting

than the negative-biased curve and thus will not be discussed further.

In double-barrier RTDs, a plateau-like structure in an NDR region is usually indicative of

oscillations occurring between the diode and the measurement circuit. To ascertain the nature

of the NDR plateaus in the present diode, we mounted an 8x8-tam device in a coaxial package

rand induced oscillations with a double-stub tuner connected between the diode package and a

microwave spectrum analyzer. Oscillations were observed in the NDR plateaus above current

peaks A and B that were similar to the oscillations in single-well RTDs, having a power of a

few ILW and a frequency that varied greatly with the adjustment of the tuner. However, much

more powerful oscillations were observed in the intermediate region D. The most powerful

oscillations in this region were 0.44 mW at 4.92 GHz, 0.53 mW at 12.2 MHz, and 0.46 mW at

16.3 GHz. The small change of power with frequency suggests that the maximum frequency at

which these oscillations can occur is very high.

The fact that the device oscillates at all values of V3 between 1.6 and 2.9 V indicates t

the intrinsic I-V curve (i.e., the I-V curve measured in the absence of oscillation) of this device

may contain an NDR region over this entire range. To investigate this possibility, we replaced

the coaxial tuner with an attenuator mounted in close proximity to the device to eliminate the

circuit resonances. The resulting I-V curve is shown in Fig. 1(b) and displays a nearly continu-

ous NDR region between 1.6 and 2.9 V. The roughness just above Mhe current peak at 1.6 V is

thought to be caused by oscillations occurring at frequencies well above the 22-GHz frequency

limit of the spectrum analyzer. The 1.3-V width of the NDR region in Fig. 1(b) is much

0 greater than the approximately 0.4-V width of the NDR region in typical single-well RiDs.

For comparison, the I-V curve of a single-well InOMGao.47As/AlAs RTD having nearly the
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same peak current and cladding-layer doping profile as the present device is shown in Fig. 1(b).

To understand the physical cause of the broad NDR region, we have simulated the electri-

cal current through the triple-well structure using a stationary-state model In this model the

current in each longitudinal energy interval is the product of the quantum-mechanical coherent

transmission probability TOT through the structure and the supply functiew S(E,) [4] of elec-

trons on the cathode side [5]. The resulting I-V curve for the triple-well structure with negative

bias applied to the top contact is shown in Fig. 2. A prominent feature of this curve is the

chair-like structure extending between 1.0 and 1.5 V. This behavior is quite unlike anything

seen in the theoretical I-V curves of single-well RTDs. As discussed below, it can be

explained by the effect of resonant tunneling through two closely spaced levws.

The chair structure in the theoretical I-V curve can be explained by examining separately

computed curves of T*T and S(EL) vs bias voltage. In computing T*T, we assumed that the

electric field across the tunnel structure is uniform and took the zero of eanrgy as the conduc-

tion band edge on the cathode side. The dependence of T*T and S(EL) upon energy for several

values of VB is shown in Fig. 3. At zero bias (Fig. 3(a)], T*T displays a triplet of peaks

corresponding to the quasibound-state energies for the 4.0-, 4.6-, and 5.2-am wells of E1.1 W

0.143 eV, E1.2 - 0.170 eV, and E,13 - 0.204 eV, respectively (the symbol E.. denotes the mth 0
quasibound level in the nth quantum well from the cathode side). With iceasing bias, E1t

drops most rapidly, followed by E1,2 and E1.1. With just a small bias of VS - 0.39 V (Pi.

3(b)], the three states approach a point of minimum energy separation mad high combined

transmission probability. However, practically no current flows at this Was because of the

small overlap between T*T and S(Ea,

At VB = 0.96 V [Fig. 3(c)], corresponding to the current peak in Fig. 2, the overlap

between T*T and S(EL) is large, and the separation between transmission peaks is much great

than at lower voltages because the bias electric field has caused the levels to intercbange their

order in energy. The dominant transmission peak associated with EL2 is apoching the lower

edge of the supply function, which explains the sharp drop at 1.1 V in Fig. 2. Between 1.1 and

1.6 V, the transmission through the structure acquires a mixed nature a the probability of

resonant tunneling through EB12 decreases and the probability through E1.1 kmases. The same

type of mixing occurs between E1.2 and EU at a lower bias field [c.f., Fig. 3(b)], but the over-

lap between T*T and S(EO) is so slight that there is no discernable effect is the I-V curve. At

the highest V9 of 1.41 V [Fig. 3(d)], the only transmission peak of the tiplet that remains

within the supply function is EB1 t. With a further increase in bias, this peak drops below the 0
supply function giving rise to the sharp drop in Fig. 2 at 1.6 V. The shupme of both drops
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results from the narrowness of the quasibound-state transmission resonances for the two levels

in the coherent model Experimentally these resonances are greatly broadened by scattering

processes in the structure. The broadening has the effect of smearing out the sharp transitions

and rendering a smoother I-V curve like the experimental one in Fig. 1(b).

Two other essential features of the theoretical I-V curve are explained by the behavior of

T*T, but are not examined by the graphs presented here for brevity. The small undulation in

Fig. 2 just below 0.5 V is caused by the drop of E13 below the supply function. An NDR

region region is not observed because of the small peak magnitude of T*T through E1.3 at this

bias. The NDR region between 3.4 and 3.6 V in Figs. I and 2 is caused by resonant tunneling

through E2,,3. Although the peak transmission through this level is small, the NDR region is

substantial because of the large transmission width.

An interesting by-product of the analysis is the close agreement between the experimental

and theoretical peak currents in Figs. 1 and 2. This is reminiscent of the favorable comparison

of these quantities in single-well RTDs. In the single-well case, it was argued that the inelastic

scattering neglected by the coherent model greatly reduces the peak transmission but leaves the

integrated transmission unchanged [6,7]. This means that the peak current is also unchanged if

W the range cof high transmission probability in the presence of scattering remains less than the

Fermi energy on the cathode side of the structure. The same argument carres over to the

multiple-well structures since the physical basis for the argument - the Breit-Wigner formalism

of inelastic scattering - also applies to these structures. However, as in the single-well case,

the neglect of scattering in the coherent model leads to an underestimation of the current at any

of the valley points. For example, the theoretical valley current at 2.1 V in FIg. 2 is approxi-

mately three orders of magnitude lower than the correspod experimental valley current at

2.8 V in Fig. 1(b). This is far greater than the discrepancy dhat occurs with typical single-well

Ino.53GaOA 7As/AIAs RTDs and is probably caused by a rapid increase in the inelastic scattering

probability with the number of quantum wells in the resonant-tunneling stucture.

The broadened NDR region of the triple-well RID should provide a significant advantage

over the single-well RTD in terms of oscillator power. To demonstrate this, we compared the

oscillator performance of the triple-well RTD with that of the single-well RTD of Fig. 1(b)

The results are shown in Fig. 4. Both devices were mounted in the same 50-0l coaxial resona-

tor for oscillations up to 20 GHz, and the results shown for the single-well RiD at higher fre-

quencies were obtained separately in a waveguide resonator. Near 10 GHz the triple-well RTD

S . generates an output power tiat is nearly 4 times greater. RFier tests of the triple-well RID

are underway at frequencies above 20 GHz. We are also investigating parallel arrays of these
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diodes to increase the output power to values well above I mW. To date, the highest power

obtained from such an array is 5 mW near 1.2 GHz [8).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an enhanced NDR effect in a triple-well RTD that

we attribute to mixed resonant-tunneling through adjacent quasibound levels. This new effect

is characterized by a much broader NDR region than occurs in single-well RTDs, which is use-
ful for oscillators and other analog devices. The triple-well diode also represents a return to the
superlattice-like structures that promised exciting transport phenomena such as Bloch oscilla-
tions, but never performed as expected. The improved understanding of resonant tunneling
acquired through research on single-well structures combined with the steady improvement in
heterostructure materials now make such devices realizable.

The authors acknowledge K.M. Molvar for assistance in fabrication, D.L. Landers for help
in dicing and bonding, R.A. Murphy for helpful comments, and A.L McWhorter for a thorough
critique of the manuscript. This work was sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, the Army Research Office, and NASA.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. (a) Room-temperature I-V curves of triple-well RTD. The dashed regions represent
discontinuous transitions resulting from self-rectification of oscillations occurring in
NDR regions. (b) I-V curve of the same triple-well RID as in (a) but mounted in a
coaxial package configured to suppress oscillations up to at least 22 Glz. The I-V

curve of a single-well RTD having nearly the same peak current is also shown for
comparison.

Fig. 2. Theoretical I-V curve of a triple-well RID, as computed from a stationary-state
model of resonant tunneling. The chair-like structure between 1.1 and 1.5 V is
caused by mixed resonant tunneling through two adjacent levels of the structure.

Fig. 3. Transmission probability (solid curve) and supply function (dashed curve) for the
triple-well RTD at specific bias voltages across the active region of the device. (a)
VB = 0.0, (b) VB - 0.39 V, (c) VB = 0.96 V, and (d) VS= 1.41 V. A uniform elec-

tric field Ew was assumed to exist across the triple-well structure.

Fig. 4. Oscillation power of the triple-well and single-well RIDs having the I-V curves in
Fig. 1(b).
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APPINDIX E

Growth and characterization of high current density, high-speed InAs/AlSb
resonant tunneling diodes
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High quality resonant tunneling diodes have been fabricated from the InAs/AISb material
system (InAs quantum well and cladding layers, AISb barriers) on (100)GaAs
substrates. A diode with a 6.4-nm-thick InAs quantum well and 1.5-nm-thick AISb barriers
yielded a room-temperature peak current density of 3.7 X 105 A cm- 2 and peak-to-valley
current ratio of 3.2. This corresponds to an available current density of 2.6X 10 A cm
which is comparable to that of the best Ino.53Gao.47As/AIAs diodes grown on
lattice-matched substrates and is three times higher than that of the best GaAs/AlAs diode
reported to date. These results were obtained in spite of a 7.2% lattice mismatch between
the InAs epilayers and the GaAs substrates, which leads to a measured threading
dislocation density of roughly 109 cm - 2. The experimental peak voltage and current density
are in good agreement with theoretical calculations basedzon a stationary-state transport
model with a two-band envelope function approximation.

Since the first observation of negative differential resis- sources. The InAs and AISb layers were all grown at
tance (NDR) in semiconductor resonant tunneling diodes 500 "C on ( 00)GaAs substrates. The active region of each
(RTDs),' there has been great interest in using these de- sample consists of an AISb-InAs-AISb double-barrier het-
vices in high-speed analog and digital applications. The erostructure, lightly doped InAs spacer layer immediately
most promising analog application is oscillators for the outside of the barriers, and heavily doped InAs contact
terahertz frequency range. RTDs made from the GaAs/ layers outside of the spacer layers. In each sample, the
AlAs material system (GaAs quantum wells and cladding InAs/AISb heterojunctions were grown to be InSb-like in
layers, AlAs barriers) have previously yielded oscillations accordance with the suggestion that this leads to fewer
up to 420 GHz, but various materials parameters presently surface states than the AlAs-like interface.9 To achieve the
preclude operation at higher frequencies.2 In order to cir- InSb interface at an InAs/AISb heterojunction, the
cumvent there problems, other material systems such as effusion-cell shutter sequence was to close the In and As
InGaAs/AlAs (Ref. 3) and InAs/AlSb,4"7 have been in- shutters and open the Sb shutter simultaneously, wait five
vestigatedt seconds, and then open the Al shutter. The inverse se-

In this study we have fabricated three wafers, each quence was used at the AlSb/TnAs heterojunctions.
containing an lnAs/AISb double-barrier structure de- The epitaxial layers between the substrate and thesigned for high current density and high speed. One of the double-barrier structure are the same in each sample. The
wafers has yielded RTDs that have oscillated up to about bottom buffer layer consists of 500 nm of undoped GaAs.
700 GHz, which is the highest frequency obtained in any
solid-state oscillator at room temperatures.! The results of The next layer consists of a five-period
the microwave measurements will be presented elsewhere. InO7Gao.3As/GaAs (2 monolayers/2 monolayers) super-

This letter reports on the epitaxial growth of these devices, lattice grown at 520 *C. This layer is an attempt to acco-
the study of their structural properties by transmission modate the ; 7.2% lattice mismatch between InAs and
electron microscopy (TEM), the measurement of current GaAs. The following layer is a 1.0-pm-thick InAs buffer
density versus voltage (J- V) curves of high current density that is Si doped to a concentration of NDZ 5 X 10 cm - 3.
diodes, and the calculation of theoretical J- V curves using The InAs layer on top of the buffer is 200 nm thick and is
a two-band envelope function model, doped n type to ND = 2 X 10"8 cm - 3. This layer is designed

The epitaxial layers of the three wafers were grown to form the anode, or collector region of the biased device.
using an MBE system equipped with As and Sb-cracker The following InAs spacer layer, which comes directly be-

low the double-barrier structure, is 75 nm thick and is

"SPresent address: Department of Physics. Chalmers University of Tech- doped to ND=2X 1017 C . This spacer layer is designed
nology. Gothenburg. Sweden. to be fully depleted at a bias voltage in the NDR region. so
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FIG. I. TEM micrograph of sample B displaying the structural quality of W .
the InAs/AISb structure grown on GaAs substrates. Label key: (I) 10
GaAs. (1I) InGaAsiGaAs superlattice. (IlI) InAs buffer layer. (IV) M

InAs/AISb double-barrier structure, (V) InAs cap layer, and (VI) amor-
phous silicon from the TEM sample preparation. The lattice mismatch

between GaAs and InAs results in a threading dislocation density of
about 10" cm " at the surface of the wafer.

that the specific capacitance of these diodes is low enough
for high-speed operation. VOLTAGE (V)

The active regions of the three samples differ only in FIG 2. Experimental current density ,s ,.oltage characteristics at room

the barrier thickness and in the thickness of the spacer temperature for the three samples studied. At positive bias the peak cur-

laver above (i.e.. opposite to the substrate) the double- rent denwities are 1.1- 10. 2.7 I0ý. and 3. . 105 A cm '. and the bes,
barrier structure. in samples A, B, and C, the AISb barrier peak-to-salley current ratios were 3.5. 3.3. and 3.2 for samples A. B. and

C, respectively.
thickness is nominally 1.8 nm (6 monolayers), 1.5 nm (5

monolayers), and 1.5 nm, respectively, and the top spacer wet chemical etching. The gold-indium contacts were not
thickness is 20 nm, 20 nm, and 10 nm, respectively. The ann'ealed or alloyed in any way. The experimental room-
InAs quantum well of each sample is 6.4 nm thick and is temperature J- V curves of the three samples are shown in
undoped. and the top spacer layer is doped It type to Fig. 2. The polarity of the voltage in Fig. 2 corresponds to
2 X 1016 cm - 3. From the top of the spacer layer to the the polarity of the voltage applied to the substrate side of
surface of the wafer, the epilayers are again the same in the diodes. For each sample the current density is much
each wafer. Immediately above the spacer is a 100-nm- smaller with negative voltage consistent with the asymmet-
thick layer of InAs doped n type to ND = 2 X 10 18 cm - '. ric doping profile. The 75-nm-thick spacer layer forms a
which corresponds to a Fermi energy of 0.21 eV at room large potential barrier to electrons emanating from the
temperature. This is the intended injection layer (i.e., the heavily doped contact layer. We will henceforth concen-
layer where the band bending across the active region trate on the positive polarity in Fig. 2 since high current
starts). The next epilayer consists of 100 nm of InAs that density is desirable for high-speed operation. Sample A has
is heavily doped (ND>5X lxs0 cm -3) to improve the a peak current density J. of about 1.1x 105lAcm- 2 anda
quality of the ohmic contact. The ohmic contact is pro- peak-to-valley current ratio (PVCR) ranging from 2.7 to
duced in situ by depositing 20 nm of indium in the MBE 3.5 in diodes measured across the wafer. Sample B has a
machine before exposing the device to atmosphere. much larger J. of 2.7 X 105 A cm -2 with only a slight

To determine the material quality of the samples, we reduction of the PVCR in the range 2.5 to 3.3. The in-
carried out TEM measurements in a manner described in creased current density reflects the smaller AISb barrier
Ref. 10. Figure 1 shows a TEM cross-section dark field thickness (1.5 nm) of sample B compared to sample A
image (g = 200) of sample B. The 7.2% lattice mismatch (1.8 nm). Sample C had the highest J4 of all. c3.7X 105 A
causes the formation of misfit dislocations in the interface cm -" and a PVCR range of 2.2 to 3.2. The increase in J.
that transform into threading dislocations propagating over sample B reflects the reduction in spacer-layer thick-
through the epitaxial film. From Fig. i, we see that the ness on the top side to 10 nm. These results represent a
dislocations penetrate through the InAs/AISb double- great improvement over GaAs/AlAs diodes in terms of the
barrier structure without forming any misfit dislocations at available current density. AJ = J, - J:., where J,. is the val-
the heterointerfaces. A plan-view specimen was also pre- iey current density. AJ is an important figure of merit for
pared from sample B and the dislocation density at the top RTDs in most applications. For example, sample C yields
of the wafer was measured to be approximately I !0 AJ< 2.6 x105 A cm - 2 compared to the best reported
cm 2- value of AJ = 7.8 x l04 A cm 2 GaAs/AlAs diodes."1 Our

The processing of the wafers into diodes was com- AJ result is comparable to the best reported value.
pleted by standard fabrication steps, starting with the dep- AJ = 3.2 X 105 A cm - 2 for In1n 5Ga,)47As/AsAs diodes,
osition of 400 nm of gold on top of the 20-nm-thick in situ which were fabricated on lattice-matched lnP substrates. 12

indium layer. Round contacts ranging in diameter from I A comparison of the experimental J- "curves to theo-
to 8 pm were then patterned, and diodes were isolated by retical prediction has been carried out. The traditional way
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_ . The first point is supported by the fact that the experimen-
-- D :a Eron ,tal peak current density is accurately predicted by theory........ , fO • and the second point is supported by the fact that the

valley current density of our devices is similar to that of
lattice-matched GaAs/AlAs or InGaAs/AIAs diodes hav-
ing comparable peak current density.

"In summary, we have fabricated InAs/AlSb double-
barrier resonant tunneling diodes with peak current densi-
ties up to 3.7,0 A cm and high peak-to-vallev cur-

I rent ratios of 3.2 at room •emperature. Because of the
, 7.2% lattice mismatch between the GaAs substrate and the

InAs epilayers. the dislocation density in our diodes is
o5 ,0 , about I x 10" cm - In spite of this. the peak current den-

VOLTAGE (V) sity is well explained by a stationary-state transport model

FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental (dashed line) and theoretical with the two-band envelope function approximation. The
J.- V ur'es for sample B at room temperature. The dash-dot scgment of valley current density predicted by this model is less than
the experimental curve connects the peak point to a bias point lying just the experimental value by a factor that is typical of the
aTo•e the %alley. and is unrelated to the intrinsic J-1'curse in the NDR discrepancy found in other double-barrier structures such
region.

as GaAs/AlAs or Ino +,Gao f)As/AlAs. These facts lead us

to compute J-V curves for the RTDs is to use the to conclude that threading dislocations are largely inactive
in the resonant tunneling process. This is an important

stationary-state method in conjunction with the one-band is
envelope' function (or effective mass) approximation. 13 conclusion from a technological point of view. since GaAsenveope uncton (r efectie mas),ubstrates are much more desirable than the two lattice-
This method has been used successfully in predicting peak

currents and peak voltages, but is likely to fail in InAs/ matched substrates. InAs or GaSb. for making monolithic

AISb RTDs because of the small band gap of InAs and integrated circuits.

because of the type-if (staggered) band offset of the InAs/ We wish to thank E. T. Yu of the California Institute

AISb heterojunction. This band offset causes the electrons of Technology for assistance in the band bending and cur-

to tunnel through the barriers close to the valence-band rent density calculations. K. M. Molhar of Lincoln Labo-

edge of the AlSb and requires that the valence band be ratory for assistance in the fabrication. S. J. Eglash for

included to obtain an accurate calculation of the tunneling useful discussions regarding the materials growth, and R.

properties.' 4 We have recently developed a stationary-state A. Murphy and A. L. McWhorter for important comments
model with a two-band envelope-function approximation on the manuscript. This work was sponsored by the Air

that includes the conduction and light hole valence bands. Force Office of Scientific Research. the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency. and NASA.

and incorporates a detailed accounting for the band bend-
ing in the tunnel structure.t 5

Theoretical J-V curves for sample B are shown in Fig.
3 along with the experimental J-V curve at room temper-
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APPENDIX F

Effects of Lattice Mismatch on InAs/AISb Resonant-Tunneling Diodes

SJ. Eglash, ER. Brown, G.W. Turner, J.V. Pantano, and D.R. Calawa
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lexington, MA 02173-9108

Excellent dc and microwave characteristics have been reported for resonant-tunneling
diodes (RTDs) incorporting InAs/AISb double-bafrier structures grown by MBE on GaAs
substrates [ 1,2, ven ugh s tructures contain about 109 cm-2 thradin dislo n famed
because of the 7% lattice mismatch between I and GaAs (Figs. I and 2). With the objective of
improving device performance by using a lattice-matched substrate, we have fabicated RIis
incorporating an InAs/AISb double-banier structure grown on an InAs substrate. Wi structure
has a much lower defect density than a control structure grown on a GaAs substrate, as evidenced
by x-ray diffraction and photolumninescence data. However, dhe decrem in defect density produces
only a modest improvement in the dc characteristics of the R•T• on the InAs substrate.

The epilayers grown by MBE include an InAs buffer layer as well as the double-barrier
structure. For the epilayers on the InAs substrate, the x-ray rocking curve has a narrow central
peak only 14 arc-sec wide (FWHM) and exhibits extensive oscillations that arise from scattering
within the double-barrier structure, in good agreement with the simulated curve for a perfect lattice
(Fig. 3). In contrast, the epilayers on the GaAs substrate exhibit a rocking curve with only a single
broad peak 545 arc-sec wide. For the epilayers on the GaAs substrate, the high density of
dislocations broadens the rocking curve and the oscillations are not visible. The band-edie
photoluminescence peak at 4.5 K is considerably narrower and about ten times more intense for the

Ssample on InAs than for the one on GaAs (Fig. 4). presumably because the defects in the latter
sample act as centers for nonradiative recombination.

Current-voltage characteristics were measured at room perawe for ten R.Ds fabricated
on each of the two substrates. In all cases the peak current density exceeded I x 105 A cu"2. For
the devices on the InAs substrate, the average peak-to-valley current ratio is 4.66, compared with
an average of 3.50 for the devices on the GaAs substrate (Fig. 5). The peak-to-valey ratios
observed for the devices on ft BLU substrate are the highest ra eu dr
density InAs/AISb RTDs. The improvement observed for the InAs I results primaily f•om a
reduction in non-resonant current at the valley voltage. Apparently the high disc density of
the GaAs devices permits the flow of additional non-resonant curenh. but the magnitude of this
excess current is quite small Since only a small penalty in VeArnnc results from using a GaAs
substrate, InAs/AlSb RIDs could find application In a number of GaAs-based monolithic
integrated circuits.

This work was sponsoemd by the Department of the Air Force in pan under a progrum
sponsored by the Air Force Office Senfi Resemch.
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Figure 3. Measured and simulated double-crystal
x -ray rocking cuve&. T lattice-matched sample
([nAs substrate) exhibits a rocking curve that is
considerably narrower than the mismatched
samp le (GaAs substrate). Th rocking curve from
the lattice-matched sample is in good agreement
with the simulated curve for a perfect InAs/AJSb
double-barrier struture.
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APPENDIX G

The Monolithic Optoelectronic Tansiftor

B. F. Aull, E. R. Brown. P. A. Maki, C. Mehanian, K. B. Nichols, and S. C. Palmateer
Lincoln Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
244 Wood Suee

Lexington, MA 02173-9108

Abstract

The monolithic optoelectronic transistor (MOE1) is a smart pixel device that uses multiple-

quantum-well detectors and modulators, resonant tunneling diodes, and FETs. The

growth and fabrication of monolithic arrays of MOETs is discussed.

0

Ths work was sponsored by the Defes Advanced Research hojwet Agency
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The Monolithic Optoeletronic Trnsistor

B. F. AulI, E. R. Brown, P. A. Maid, C. Mehanian, K. B. Nichols, and S. C Palmateer
Lincoln Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Tochnology
244 Wood Street

Lexington, MA 02173-9108

T'he monolithic otoelectronic transistor (MOM!) is a smart ixdl device that pczforms
thresholding Man logZic operations and can be tailored either ,or optical logic applications or
for optoelectronically implemented neural networks. t displaysýftc gaiK is cascadable,
and has an abrupt switching threshold and saturated "on" and -o output states.

The circuit of figure 1 shows the operation of the most rudimentary version of the MOET,
which performs optical inversion. A p-i-n diode with a multiple-quantum-well (MQW)
intrinsic region serves as an minut photodetector and a separate one serves as an output
modulator. The photocurrent fom the input detector flows through a double-barrier
resonant tunneling diode (RTD), which has a region of negative differential resistance in its
I-V characteristic. When the photocurrent exceeds the peak current of the RID, the RID
abruptly switches to a higher voltage operating point and this voltage change is amplified
by a JFET to drive the output modulator. Since the modulator can be illuminated at much
hiher optical power than required for switching at the input, the MOET displays optical
gain. We project that theMOET will switch in 10 ns with 10 pW of input power, of a
switching energy of 100 f,.

The p-i-n detector/modulator strcture uses an asymmetric Fabry-Nrot to acheve a high •
contrast reflection modulator and a highly efficient photodetector. This structu Tre e
high purity and low background doping in the MQW, good contrd of layer thicknesses.
and very high uniformity in layer thickness (<O. 1%) over the ar of an army. Usin
source MBB, we have grown a d et.ctormod uator structure with 65:1 contra ast V. high
quantum efficiency as a photodetector, and high thickness unifcmndt (03% over a 2-6nct
wafer).

The RiD peak current determines the inu kpial power required for switchin&Therefore, hih optical gain requie an ,RDwith, low pea curet. A sytetic study to
optimizze boer composition has yielded RTDs with peak curet dnsities under 100
Akinm with peak-to-valley current ratios of more than 2.

We discuss the .owth and fabrication of te MOET structure and Me successful
achievement of•g pe mance in each of its citical components. Alternative versions of
the MOET Will be described.

This work was s~on'sored bydeDefense Advanced Research Ptojecls Agency0
and the Department of i i FowLe
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APPENDIX H

Oscillations up to 712 GHz in InAs/AlSb resonant-tunneling diodes
E. R. Brown
Lincoln Laboratory. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Lexington. Massachusetts 02173-9108
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T. C. McGill
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(Received 8 October 1990; accepted for publication 18 March 1991)

Oscillations have been obtained at frequencies from 100 to 712 GHz in InAs/AISb
double-barrier resonant-tunneling diodes at room temperature. The measured power density
at 360 GHz was 90 W cm - 2, which is 50 times that generated by GaAs/AlAs diodes
at essentially the same frequency. The oscillation at 712 GHz represents the highest frequency
reported to date from a solid-state electronic oscillator at room temperature.

The double-barrier resonant-tunneling diode (RTD) which always increases the f,,. The lower Rs follows
has demonstrated useful high-speed characteristics as an from the higher mobility of electrons in InAs (for any fixed
oscillator and a switch. Until recently most of the high- n-type doping concentration) and the lower specific resis-
speed experiments have been conducted with RTDs made tance of ohmic contacts.
from the GaAs/AlAs material system (GaAs quantum One InAs/AISb wafer (referred to as wafer B in Ref.
well and cladding layers, AlAs barriers). Oscillators made 5) was used to make RTDs for the present work. It was
from such diodes have operated at room temperature up to grown by molecular beam epitaxy on semi-insulating
420 GHz.1 Switches have been demonstrated with peak-to- ( 100)GaAs substrates at 500 "C. The double-barrier struc-
valley switching times of 2 ps,2 and 6-10 ps.3 It has been tuil consists of two 1.5-nm-thick undoped AISb barriers
argued that the oscillator frequency and the switching separated by a 6.4-nm-thick undoped InAs quantum well.
speed of GaAs/AIAs RTDs are limited primarily by the Diode mesas are fabricated by first defining gold pads on
RC time delay in the negative-differential conductance top of the wafer by a photoresist liftoff technique. Approx-
(NDC) region of the current-voltage (I-V) curve.1'4 In imately 500 nm of the epilayer material is then removed by
this letter, we present experimental oscillations from InAs/ wet chemical etching using the gold pad as a mask. The
AlSb RTDs at frequencies up to 712 GHz. These results exposed surface of the etched wafer is a 1.0-pim-thick InAs
are consistent with a theoretical maximum frequency of epilayer doped to ND = 5 X 10" cm -. Further details
oscillation fn, of 1.24 THz. According to our estimates, regarding the fabrication are given in Ref. 5.
thisf .4 is limited more by the resonant-tunneling traversal In preparation for high-frequency experiments, the
and depletion-layer transit times than by the fundamental fabricated wafer was diced into 100 X 100 jum chips and the
RC time delay of the device. sidewalls of the chips were plated with palladium and gold.

The InAs/AlSb materials system has several advan- This procedure creates a very low resistance current path
tages over GaAs/AIAs for making high-speed RTDs.5  between the diode mesas and the ground plane, which is

First, the InAs/AISb band offset (staggered type II at the the bottom surface of the chip. Between a mesa and the top

r point) allows an electron to tunnel through an AlSb edge of the chip, the current flows in the ND = 5X 10"
barrier with a smaller attenuation coefficient than it would cm - 3 InAs layer. From the top edge to the bottom edge,

have at the same energy in the AlAs barrier of a GaAs/ the current flows in the sidewall metalization. The dc cur-

AlAs structure (type-I band offset). This leads to a higher rent-voltage (I- V) characteristic of a 1.8-pm-diam diode is

available current density AJ for a given barrier thickness, given in Fig. I with negative voltage applied to the top

where AJ = Jp-- Jr, and Jp and Jv are the peak and valley contact. The I- V curve shows a peak-to-valley current ratio

current densities, respectively. A higher AJ usually leads to of about 3.4 at room temperature, and a peak current den-

a reduced RC time delay in RTDs. A second advantage is sity of 2.8 X 10' Acm - 2, corresponding to AJ=a2.0X 10I

that electrons will drift across a given depletion layer much A cm - 2. The discontinuous nature of the experimental I- V

more rapidly in InAs than in GaAs provided that this layer curve in the NDC region is caused by self-rectification of

is narrow enough ( :S0.I pm) or the voltage drop is small the oscillations.7

enough to maintain a low probability ofimpact ionization. 6  To study these diodes as oscillators, the chips wereenouh t mantan a ow robbilty f imactionzaton. mounted in one of four full-height rectangular waveguide
A shorter depletion-layer transit time in RTDs generally montedi o ne of frefueigh cangular wa0eguid,
raises the fern, as expected inti'tively.' A third advantage resonators operating in frequency bands around 100, 200,
raises tht n asRTs expeatlowed total Ase hiries advantange R, 400, and 650 GHz, respectively. The design of the first
is that InAs RTDs have a lower total series resistance R three resonators and the techniques used to measure power

and frequency in these bands are the same as used in pre-
")Now at Chalmers University of Technology, Giteborg, Sweden. vious experiments.' The highest power density obtained by
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FIG. I. Room-temperature 14' curve (solid line) of a 1.8-pm-diam oscillations were obtained at room temperature.

InAs/AISb RTD measured while the diode was oscillating near 360 GHz.
The step structure spanning the NDC region is caused by rectification of
the oscillations. The long-dashed curve connecting the peak and valley position. However, second (or higher) harmonic tuning

- points is a physical model of the (stable) I-V curve that would be mea- effects cannot be ruled out, and better techniques are
sured in the absence of oscillations. The short-dashed line is the G- Vcurve needed for this determination.
(right-hand scale) derived from the model I-V curve. We estimate thef. of the present diodes by applying

a small-signal electrical model recently developed for the
I.8-psirdiatn diodes in each of the resonators is shown in RTD.1 The basis for the model is a lumped-element equiv-
Fig. 2. At 360 GHz an absolute power of 3 ,.W was ob- alent circuit consisting of the parallel combination of a
tained, corresponding to a power density of 90 W cm -2  conductance G and a capacitance C, in series with Rs, The
This is 50 times the power density obtained previously quantity G is the differential conductance across the active
from GaAs/AlAs RTDs at 370 GHz, and is indicative of a region of the device, C accounts for the accumulation and
very high f,, as discussed later. depletion space-charge layers on the cathode and anode

The highest frequency oscillations were obtained in a sides, respectively, of the double-barrier structure, and Rs
0.030 X 0.015 cm rectangular waveguide resonator de- is the sum of the ohmic-contact resistance and the spread-
signed to operate between roughly 600 and 750 GHz. The ing resistance from the RTD mesa to the ground plane of
highest power obtained in this resonator was 0.3/jW from the chip. At high frequencies or short time scales, this
a 1.8-ipm-e'am InAs/AISb RTD oscillating at 712 GHz. circuit must be generalized to account for several time-
This corresponds to a power density of 15 W cm - 2. Our delay mechanisms. The resonant-tunneling traversal time
uncertaint) in these values is about 50%, reflecting the is included by replacing G with a resonant-tunneling ad-
difficulty in calibrating the power measurements in this mittance, G( I + ioa-r?) - ', where rl is the quasibound-state
frequency i -gion. The power was measured by coupling lifetime. This is equivalent to adding an inductance, LQw
the radiation out of the waveguide with a pyramidal feed- = ,T/G, into the basic circuit. The effect of the depletion-
horn and focusing it onto a composite bolometer. The os- layer transit time is included through an ac analysis in
cillation frequency was measured by placing a scanning which the electron is assumed to cross the depletion layer
Fabry-Perot spectrometer in the path between the wave- with a uniform drift velocity vD, but the double-barrier
guide oscillator and the bolometer. By scanning one mirror structure remains as a lumped-element (injection admit-
of the spectrometer over a distance of about 5 cm, we were tance) proportional to G( 1 + ia•"-) - 1 The classical skin
able to determine the wavelength to an accuracy of 0.1 %. effect confines the ac current to a surface layer having a
Using the spectrometer, we looked for changes in the os- thickness roughly equal to the skin depth, and thus it
cillation frequency with variations in the position of the causes Rs to increase slowly with frequency. All parame-
waveguide backshort. We found that the backshort tuned ters- in the model other than G depend weakly on bias
the output frequency by about 2 GHz. This tuning would voltage and thus are assumed to be constant throughout
probably not be observed if the oscillation was a second or the NDC region.
higher harmonic since propagation at the fundamental fre- We estimate G from a theoretical model of the (stable)
quency would not occur in the waveguide, and thus the I-V curve in the NDC region. The theoretical NDC region
oscillation frequency would not depend on the backshort shown in Fig. 1, is the sum of a resonant-tunneling and an
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excess-current component. The resonant-tunneling compo-
nent is based on the stationary-state tunneling integral with :• ,
a Breit-Wigner form for the transmission probability. 8 The 1 - 7M

excess-current component is a second-order polynomial in Cal
V. It is not possible to estimate G from the experimental 1
I-V curve since this curve is highly distorted by the oscil- 7

lation. We determine ir, from separate numerical calcula- 5 0 £,.ion,,,

tions of the full width at half maximum, r1 , of the trans- 0

mission probability P'T, using a two-band model for the 0
tunneling dispersion relation in the barriers. The result is 0.0 -40 -

7,= A/r, = 90 fs. The capacitance is approximated by ODF!KSTMIAL cO.QUcTa. G (mS)

C= ea(LD + Lw + LA)'- I = 2.8 fF, wherea isthe RTD
area (2.5x 10 - cm2 ), L w is the width of the double- FIG. 3. Theoretical resistive cutoff frequency vs differential conductance

barrier structure (9.4 nm), LD is the width of the depletion for a 1.8-Mm diam lnAs/AISb RTD obtained from the small-signal tin-

layer ( 75 nm), and LA is the width of the accumulation pedance model of the device.

layer ( 20 nm). The values of LD and LA are taken from
the solution to Poisson's equation with the peak voltage attributed in part to the four times larger AJ of the hiAs/
applied across the device. The drift velocity across the de- AISb RTD, and in part to the lower series resistance (at
pletion layer, VD = 8 XI i0 cm s -, is obtained from the least three times lower specific contact and spreading re-
results of Monte Carlo simulations of electron transport in sistances). The larger AJ is responsible for the fact that the
InAs under conditions similar to those in the depletion minimum G in Fig. 1 is about ten times larger in magnitude
layer at the peak voltage.6 The ohmic contact resistance is than the minimum G of a GaAs/AlAs RTD having the
assumed to be 2 fl in accordance with a specific contact same area.
resistance of pc- = 5x 10- 11n cm2. This Pc was estimated In summary, an InAs/AISb RTD has oscillated up to
from transmission-line-model (TLM) measurements made 712 GHz at room temperature, and has generated a 50

- on separate lnAs ohmic contacts.9 The frequency-depen- times.higher power density at 360 GHz than GaAs/AlAs
dent spreading resistance is approximated as 1.0 f1 at dc RTDs operating near the same frequency. We emphasize
and 1.5 11 at 600 GHz, based on a resistivity of 0.0003 that these results were obtained with RTDs containing a
fl cm in the InAs epilayer doped to ND = 5X l01s cm - 3. 7% lattice mismatch between the active epitaxial layers

The small-signal model yields a quantity, called the and the semi-insulating GaAs substrate.1 This suggests
resistive cutoff frequency fR, at which the real part of the that InAs/AISb RTDs could find application in a number
terminal impedance equals zero. This is a frequency above of monolithic integrated circuits, such as planar oscillator
which oscillation cannot occur. We plot fR in Fig. 3 as a arrays and signal-processing circuits, for which semi-insu-
function of G with the other parameters held constant. lating GaAs is the most desirable III-V substrate material.
This curve displays a peak value of 1.24 THz at G = - 20 The authors thank S. J. Eglash for providing the TLM
mS. This is a realizable G since it is less in magnitude than sample, C. L. Dennis for writing the photomasks, R. A.
the minimum G ( - 64 mS) in the theoretical NDC region Murphy and A. L. McWhorter for useful comments on the
in Fig. 1. Thus, 1.24 THz is the f. of this RTD. manuscript, and D. L. Landers for valuable assistance in

The presence of the peak in the fi vs G curve is a dicing. The Lincoln Laboratory portion of this work was
consequence of the series resistance in the model. To un- sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
derstand this, note that the basic G-C-Rs circuit yields (AFOSR), NASA, and the U.S. Army Research Office.
fR = (2IrC) - 1 ( G/Rs_ - G 2) I/2. This expression dis- The Caltech portion was sponsored by the AFOSR and the
plays a peak value of (4frCRs) - ' at G= (2Rs) - '. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
addition of the lifetime and transit time delays leads to a
reduction in the f., (and a reduction in the G at which the
fJn occurs), but it does not change the peaked nature of 'E. R. Brown, T. C. L. G. Soliner, C. D. Parker, W. D. Goodhue, and C.
theft vs G curve. The basic circuit can also be described by L. Chen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 55, 1777 (1989).

an RC time constant, RC = C( - G/Rs - G2 ) -/2. Over 2 J. F. Whitaker, G. A. Mourou, T. C. L. G. Sollner, and W. D. Goodhue.

the range of the G-V curve in Fig. 1 (and assuming Rs= 3 Appl. Phys. Lett. 53, 385 (1988).
'S. K. Diamond, E. Ozbay, M. J. W. Rodwell, D. M. Bloom, Y. C. Pao,

fl and C = 2.8 fF) this expression yields a minimum value E. Wolak, and J. S. Harris, Jr., in OSA Proceedings on Picscond Elec-

of ,TrC = 21 fs at G = - 64 mS. This is much less than rl tronics and Optoelectronics (Opticai Society of America. Washington,
(90 fs) or the depletion-layer transit time (LI/VD = 94 fs). D.C., 1939), Vol. 4, pp. 101, 105.

Therefore, we believe that the speed of this RTD is not 4S. K. Diamond, E. Ozbay, M. J. W. Rodwell. D. M. Bloom. Y. C. Pao,
andI J. S. Harris, Jr., Appl. Phys. Lett. 54. 153 (1989).

limited by the fundamental RC time delay, and that 1J. R. Sdderstr6m, E. R. Brown. C. D. Parker, L. J. Mahoney, and T. C.
changes in the materials paramet,-.s (such as thinner AlSb McGill, Appl. Phys. Lett. 58, 275 (1991).

barriers to decrease r', or optimization of the InAs deple- 'K. Brennan and K. Hess, Solid-State Electron. 27, 347 (1984).

tion layer to reduce the effect of transit time) could further 'H C. Liu, Appl. Phys. Lett. 53, 485 (1988).
' E. R. Brown, W. D. Goodhue, and T. C. L. G. Sollner, J. Appl. Phys.

increase the f... The difference between the present rjc 64. 1519 (1988).

and that of the best GaAs/AlAs RTDs (7'Rc > 100 fs) is 'E. R. Brown. S. J. Eglash, and C. L. Chen (unpublished).
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APPENDIX I

High.speed resonant-tunneling diodes made from the In0.53Ga 0.47As/AIAs material system

E.R. Brown, C.D. Parker, A.R. Calawa, MJ. Manfra, T.C.LG. Sollner,
C.L Chen, S.W. Pangt, and KM. Molvar

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Instite of Technology
Lexington, MA 02173-0073

To appear in SPIE Proceedings 1288 on High Speed Electronics and Device Scaling

ABSTRACT

New double-barrier resonant-tunneling diodes have been fabricated in the pseudomorphic
Ino. 30ao.47As/AlAs material system that have p.ak current densities exceeding Ixl0s A cm 2

and peak-to-valley current ratios of approximately 10 at room temperature. One of these
diodes yielded oscillations up to 125 OHz, but did not oscillate at higher frequencies because
of a large device capacitance. A device with a much lower capacitance is estimated to have a
maximum oscillation frequency of 932 0Hz and a voltage rise time of 1.5 ps in switching
from the peak bias point to the valley bias point. Other reported Ino.53Gao.4.aAsAIAAs diodes
are analyzed and yield theoretical maximum oscillation frequencies over I THz and rise times
as low as 0.3 ps.

1. INTRODUCTION

Resonant tunneling continues to draw the interest of physicists and device engineers alike
because it is one of the few solid-state transport processes that can provide a fast negative
differential resistance (NDR). The most studied resonant-tunneling device to date is the
double-barrier diode (DBD). which consists essentially of two layers of a semiconductor
material embedded in another semiconductor of smaller bandgap. The wider-bandgap layers
act as barriers to electrons and are separated by a distance sufficiently small to allow spatial
quantization to occur in the quantum-well region between them. Electrons can transit the
double-barrier structure with high probability if they have a longitudinal energy equal to the
energy Eý of one of the quasibound states. If the quantization is strong (i.e., E*WJ* 30 1,
where % is the scattering time), then the current-voltage (I-V) characteristic will display an
NDR region, as first observed by Chang, Esaki, and Tsu [ll. The requirement of spatial
quantization imposes limits on the overall size of the double-barrier structure. It is found
empirically that the thickness of the GaAs quantum well and AIAs barriers of a GaAs/AIAs
structure must be less than about 6 nm and 3 nm, respectively, in order to observe NDR at
room temperature. In addition, the heterojunctions forming each face of the barrier must be
smooth on an atomic scale so that transverse crystal momentum is conserved while electrons
tunnel through. Fortunately, barriers as thin as three or four monolayers and as smooth as one
monolayer (i.e., the thickness fluctuates by only one monolayer) can be obtained by modern
crystal growth techniques, such as molecular-beam epitaxy.

The NDR region of the DBD has been used for high-frequency oscillations and high-
speed switching. For example, DBDs made in the GaAs/AlAs system have demonstrated

t Present address: Depumnent of Electrical Engineering and Computer Scienm Univesity of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
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room-temperature oscillations up to 420 GHz [2] and a switching time from the peak to the
valley points of 2 ps [3]. These results are impressive, but they fall short of practical perfor-
mance requirements in some important respects. For the oscillator, the power and power den-
sity (output power per unit diode area) obtained around 400 GHz were only about 0.2 iW and
2 W cm-2, respectively. Most applications in this frequency range, such as local oscillators
for superconducting tunnel-junction mixers, require power levels of at least 1 ItW [4]. For the
switch, the 2-ps result was obtained in an electro-optic sampling experiment using significant
overdrive (i.e., driving a switch beyond threshold in a time of the oider of the switching
time). Circuits employing less overdrive have yielded switching times of 6 ps or longer [5].
Overdrive requirements decrease the allowable device variability in a circuit, so higher speed
with reduced overdrive is highly desirable for circuit applications.

In this study, we show that the oscillator and switch performance are significantly
improved in DBDs made from the Ino.53Gao.47As/AlAs material system. This is largely
because InGaAs/AlAs diodes provide a very high peak-to-valley current ratio (PVCR) com-
pared to GaAs/AlAs diodes with the same peak current density Jp. As a result the InGaAs
diodes have a significantly higher available current density AJ, which is defined as the
difference between the peak and valley current densities, Jp - Nv, and is an important parame-
ter for all high-speed applications.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF InGaAs/InAlAs DOUBLE-BARRIER DIODES

Tht; first demonstration of DBDs in the In0.53Gao.47AsIInAlAs material system was car-
ried out at Fujitsu [6,7]. The Ino.53Ga0.47As alloy was chosen for the quantum well and clad-
ding layers because it is lattice matched to InP, which is available in high-quality substrates.
Two different barrier compositions were used: (1) Inos2Al10aAs, which is lattice matched to
Ino• 3Ga0 47 As, and (2) AlAs, which has a 3.5% smaller lattice constant than InoMGa0. 7 As.
The Ino.52A10.48As- and AlAs-barrier diodes yielded PVCRs of 2.3 and 14, respectively, at
room temperature. Subsequent progress has been made with both barrier compositions [8,9],
but the ln0.53Ga0.47As/AlAs diodes maintain a big advantage. The highest PVCR and AJ
reported for these diodes to date is 30 [9] and 3.2x10 5 A cm 2 [10]. respectively, at room
temperature. The reason for this advantage is presumably that an AlAs barrier causes little or
no alloy-related scattering compared to a ternary InAIAs barrier. This assumes that the thick-
ness of the barrier is small enough (< 3 nim) so that the AlAs material is pseudomorphic to
In0. 3Ga0.47As, and thus has a negligible concentration of misfit dislocations.

The In0.S3Gao.47As/ALAs DBDs provide a significantly higher PVCR than the best
GaAs/AIGaAs diodes. Extensive development of GaAs/AlGaAs DBDs has resulted in max-
imum room-temperature PVCRs of only 4 in diodes having low Jip, and about 2 or less in
diodes having a Jp over 1×10 5 A cnf 2 . Initially, the superiority of the InWGaoA.As/AIAs
diodes was attributed to the large energy separation, - 0.65 eV, between the r conduction-
band minimum in the Ino. 3Gao.47As and the X conduction-band minimum in the AIAs-barrier
[7]. This quantity is estimated to be 0.13 eV in the GaAs/AlAs, and has been correlated to
the excess valley current in those diodes [11]. More recently, it has been realized that the
lower effective mass (rn* =0.042 mo) of the Ino.53Gao.4?As compared to GaAs
(m* = 0.067 m0) also contributes to the difference since a lower effective mass is consistent
with a weaker interaction between electrons and longitudinal optical phonons, and between
electrons and acoustical phonons. These scattering mechanisms can induce significant excess 0
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current at the valley voltage and beyond when they occur in the accumulation region adjacent
to the double-barrier structure (121. We also believe that polar-mode acoustical-phonon (i.e.,
piezoelectric) scattering plays an important role, but to our knowledge this mechanism has not
been analyzed for DBDs. Other advantages of the 1n0 53Gao 47As over the GaAs include a
much lower Schottky-barrier height (-= 0.2 eV for common metals compared to = 0.8 eV for
GaAs), and a greater solid-state solubility for n-type dopants. Both of these factors lead to-a
much lower series resistance for the InGaAs diodes, which is very important in high-speed
devices.

3. NEW Ino.53Ga0.47 As/AIAs DOUBLE-BARRIER DIODES

Three different In 0_Ga0 .47As/AIAs DBD structures, henceforth called devices 1, 2, and
3, were fabricated for the present study. Pseudomorphic AlAs barriers were chosen over
lattice-matched In0_s2Alo 4 sAs ones because of their superior performance discussed above.
All of the structures were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on n÷-InP substrates at a tem-
perature of 4700C. After completing the epitaxial growth, round Ni/Ge/Au contacts ranging in
diameter from 1 to 8 pim were patterned on the top surface of the wafer by photoresist liftoff
techniques. Mesa diodes were then defined by either wet-chemical etching or reactive ion
etching using CH4 :H2. In both cases the top metallization was used as an etch mask. The
final fabrication step was to dice the wafer into roughly 0.02 cm square chips suitable for
packaging into high-frequency oscillator circuits.

Device I is composed of 6-monolayer-thick (- 1.7 nm) AlAs barriers separated by a 16-
monolayer-thick (- 4.7 nm) quantum well. The I-V curve for this device has a PVCR of
about 28 at room temperature, as shown in Fig. i, and 70 at 77 K. This room-temperature
PVCR is about a factor of eight higher than achieved wilth the best GaAs/AlAs or
GaAs/AlGaAs structures and is two times higher than the best p-n junction tunnel (Esaki)
diodes made from GaSb or GaAs (13]. The current density at the peak is limited to
ilx04 A cm- 2  because of the relatively thick (50 nm), unintentionally doped
(ND = 2x10 16 cm- 3) Ino.s3Ga0 .47As buffer layers outside of each barrier. These layers are
added to minimize the impurity concentration in the double-barrier structure. Nearly identical
values of PVCR have been obtained at a higher peak current density, Jp S 4x10 4 A cm 2 , in a
different In0.53Ga0 47As/A1As structure described in Ref. [9].

To obtain a higher current density, device 2 is designed to have the same quantum-well
thickness (4.6 nm) as device 1, but to have thinner AlAs barriers (1.4 nm), a thinner (10 nm)
buffer layer on one side (the intended cathode) of the double-barrier structure to increase the
quasi-Fermi energy, and a thicker (75 nm) buffer layer on the opposite side to reduce the dev-
ice capacitance. With negative bias applied to the thin-buffer-layer side, 2-pm-diameter
diodes broke down at voltages less than required to observe a NDR region. With the opposite
bias polarity, a stable NDR region was observed and is shown in the current density vs vol-
tage curve in Fig. 2. The measured Jp is l.7x10" A cn- 2 and the PVCR is about 12 at room
temperature. A comparison is made in Fig. 2 with a GaAs/AlAs diode [2] having nearly the
same Jp. The difference in PVCRs is almost identical to what was observed above at much
lower Jp, and leads to the following useful rule of thumb. That is, In%.3Ga0 .47As/ALAs and
GaAs/AlAs having the same Jp differ in PVCR by about a factor of 8.

Device 3 differs from device 2 only by the presence of a wider (5.5 nm) quantum welL
The wider well reduces the voltage required for peak current and allows the NDR region to be
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Fig. I. (a) Curent-voltage characteristic of device 1 at room temperature.
(b) Compositional and doping profiles of device 1.

observed with the desired bias polarity. The curve of mom-temperaturt curent density vs
voltage is shown for both polarities in Fig. 3. For positive bias applied to the thin-bufter-
layer side (positive voltage in Fig. 3), the Jp and PVCR are similar to what was measured in
device 2. For negative bias a larger Jp of about 2.5x40S A c-2, and a PVCR of about 8.5
were measured at room temperature. The asymmetry in the current-density vs voltage curve
is an expected consequence of the asymmetric doping profile in the buffer layers. :The NDR
region at negative bias voltage is very promising for high-speed applications, as will be dis-
cussed below.

The I-V curves in Figs. 1. 2, and 3 are discontinuous because the current switches into
the middle of the NDR region when the voltage is increased just above the peak point or just
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below the valley point. At the bias voltages in the NDR region, low-frequency oscillations
occur in the circuit used to measure the I-V curve. Th1ese oscillations arm rectified by die
diode, resulting in the characteristic current plateau(s)' of the NDR region. The I-V curves
would be much steeper in the NDR region if the device was electrically stable suWh that no
switches or oscillations occurred. The circuits used to test the DBI~s at high frequencies arm
designed to support only the desired oscillation, and suppress low frequency oscillations in the
bias circuit.

4. EXPERIMENTAL OSCILLATOR RESULTS

The oscillation power and frequency of device 2 were measured at room temperature in a
series of microwave and millimeter-wave resonators operating between I and 200 GHz. Tin
results for a 2-Ipm-diameter diode. plotted in Fig. 4. include a maximum oscillatio power of
280 ILW at 1.1 GOl-z, This corresponds to a dc-to-ff efficiency .of 11% and a power density of
0.9x104 W cm-*. Similar results were obtained up to frequencies of about 20 GHz. We also
tested a 4-Ipm-diameter diode at low frequencies and measured an absolute power of about 0.9
mW (7.2x<103 W cmf-2) near 1 GHz. A comparison with the oscillation results of the fastes
GaAs/AIAs DBD is also made in Fig. 4. where we see a factor of 8 difference in the power
density at the low-frequency end. This difference is due in large par to the differnc in AJ,

@ which is 1.6x10 A cm-2 for device 2 and 4.34i04 A cm-" for the GaAs/AIAs device.

I~AIAI
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At frequencies above 20 GHz, the power of the InGaAs diode decreased rapidly such
that the measured power at 125 OHz was 5 plW. This roll-off behavior is quite differeut from
that displayed by the GaAs/AlAs diode, which shows no obvious break point between slow
and rapid power decrease. We attribute the roil-off behavior of the InGaAs diode to a high
specific capacitance, which is calculated to be about 3.8 fF pm-2. The capacitance is high
because the narrow-buffer-layer side depletes over a distance of only 20 mm or so with posi-
tive voltage applied to this side, which is about three times less than the depletion length in
the GaAs/AlAs diode.

S. THEORETICAL OSCILLATION CHARACTERISTICS

It is informative to calculate the theoretical oscillator performance since the most promis-
ing In0.s3Ga0A7As/AIAs DBDs (e.g., device 3) have yet to be tested as oscillators. The
important figures of merit for DBD oscillators are the maximum oscillation frequency %M
and the maximum power density PMAX. The fMAX of a DBD must be vcey high (- 1 THz) to
be useful, because DBD oscillators will probably be implemented only at frequencies where
other solid-state devices cannot oscillate (f a 200 0Hz). At lower frequencies single DBDs
cannot presently generate power levels that are competitive with those from standard solid-
state oscillators because the DBDs cannot be operated with comparable device area. This lim-
itation stems from the fact that the negative differential conductance of DBDs is practically 0
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Fig. 4. Experimental oscillation results for device 2 in comparison with
results for th' fastest GaAs/AlAs device tested to date.

constant from dc up to the operating frequency. Thus, large-area DBDs present a very large
magnitude of negative conductance at low frequencies, which makes it difficult to achieve
dc-bias stability. This is the same problem that arose with Esaki umnel diodes [14).

We have found that fMAX of DBDs is adequately predicted by a lumped-element R(.,
equivalent-circuit model [15). The equivalent circuit includes the intrinsic differential conduc-
tance G. the diode capacitance C, the series resistance Rs, and the "quantum-well inductance"
LQW, which is given approximately by IQw = ;I/G where z, is the first quasibound-state life-
time. The intrinsic G would be the slope of the I-V curve for a device that was perfectly
stable (i.e., no switching or oscillations) and had no series resistance. The condition that the
real part of the terminal impedance of this circuit vanish determines a frequency fi1 L that is
the upper limit for oscillation as a function of the circuit elements. Over the range of the
NDR region, the element that varies the most is G. The expression for fRCL, given in Table I,
displays a maximum with respect to 0 at a value C that is usually close to (2Rs)-. This
value, fMAX, is :given in Table I for the present InGaAs diodes and for other high-current-
density InGaAs/AIAs and GaAs/AlAs diodes reported in the literature, To make the com-
parison tractable, we make two simplifying assumptions. First, each of the circuit elements in
the model scales linearly (or inversely) with area. This is a very good assumption for all of
the elements except the series resistance, which usually has a component that depends
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TABLE I - Comparison of DBD oscillator characteristics

Jp (A cm-2 ) GMAx (mS pm-2) C (fF pm- 2) '91 (ps) f1 Ax (GHz) Reference 0
Ino_$3Ga0.4AsAIAs Diodes

1.7x105  -15 3.8 0.4 418 device 2

2.5x105  -11 1.3 0.2 932 device 3

4.5x10 5  -15 1.5 0.1 1280 [12)

5.0x10 5  -15 1.5 0.1 1280 [121

GaAs/AlAs Diodes

1.5x10 5  -6 1.5 0.1 555 [21

1.3x10 5  -5 1.3 0.3 468 [181

)[[ ____ 
__ 1/2

L C2]11 (GRs+1) IRsfRCL 2"X (I - -0 (L--G_---

[TI''C- C/2L0 -I

L f=MAX = fRCL(GMAX)

sublinearly on area because of current-spreading effects [16]. As a result of this assumption,
each of the element valhi.s listed in Table I and hereafter are area specific. The second sim-
plifying assumption L -.,at all of the InGaAs diodes have the same total specific series resis-
tance of Rs =2x10-7 flcm 2, and that the GaAs diodes have a common value
Rs = 6x10-7 f" cm2 . These are considered to be approximate values for the room-temperature
Rs that can be obtained in these materials with present technology. This resistance includes
ohmic-contact and undepleted-epilayer contributions.

We estimate an fMMA of 932 GHz for device 3. This assumes that a negative bias vol-
tage is applied to the thin-buffer-layer side (negative voltage in Fig. 3). Under this condition,
C and c are found to be 1.3 fF pm2 and 0.2 ps from separate numeric solutions to
Poisson's and Schr~dinger's equations, respectively. The resulting fMAX Is about 70% higher
than the value for the fastest GaAs/AlAs oscillator diode fabricated to date and is limited
largely by rI. The InGaAs/AIAs diodes listed below device 3 in Table I have about a factor
of two smaller z because of the thinner barriers, and thus yield a higher fum of 1.28 THz.

The maximum power density of DBDs measured at the fundamental oscillation fre-
quency is usually very close to the theoretical value predicted for EsRki diodes (17],
PMAX = (3/16)AJ AV, where AV is the difference between the valley voltage Vv and the peak

0
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TABLE 11 - Comparison of DBD oscillator power

Jp (A cm-2) 3JpJv Jp - Jv (A cm-2) Vv - VP (V) PMAX (W cm- 2)

InO.$3GaOA 7As/AlAs Diodes

1.74xl0 12 1.6xlkr 0.43 1.3410 4

2.5x105 8.5 2.2x103 0.60 2.54104

4.5x105 3.6 3.2x10 5  0.15 9.0X>1 0

5.0x10W 3.0 3.3x103 0.25 1.6x104

GaAs/AlAs Diodes

1.54105  1.4 4.3x10 4  0.30 2.44103

1.3x10W 2.5 7.8x10 4  0.4 5.8x103

PMX 3PAX= -j6 (Jp - Jv)(Vv - Vp).

voltage Vp. For example, this expression yields 1.254104 W cm-2 for device 2, consistent
with the low-frequency experimental results. Maximum power densities are given in Table UI
for each of the InGai'.s/AIAs and GaAs/AIAs diodes listed in Table L According to these
estimates, device 3 should generate a power density of 2.54104 W cm-2, corresponding to an
absolute power of 0.9 mW from a 2-prn-diameter diode. This exceeds the power density
estimated for the best GaAs/AlAs diode reported to date [18] by over a factor of four. This
improvement reflects the high AT and relatively large AV that device 3 provides. The next
highest power density, 1.6x104 W cm-2, is predicted for an In0.53Gao.4 As/ALAs device having
a record high Jp of 5x10s A cm- 2 [10). This remarkable device has very thin (1.1 rnm) AlAs
barriers and a thin InAs layer in the middle of the In0.53Ga0.47 As quantum well to help reduce
the peak voltage.

Our expression for fMAX should be considered as an upper limit on the actual maximum
oscillation frequency for the following reasons. First, the lumped-element RCL model
neglects the transit-time delay across the depletion layer. This effect is very difficult to model
properly because of the velocity overshoot effect, but a constant drift-velocity approximation
leads to a reduction in fMAx for any finite velocity and depletion length [2). Second, the
GMAX used to compute fMAX may not be realizable in DBDs with low PVCR. This is a
difficult issue to address in high-speed DBDs because the I- curves of these devices are usu-
ally distorted by oscillations. This makes it impossible to determine the intrinsic ( of the
DBD from the measured I-V curve.
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TABLE M - Comparison of DBD switching characteristics

JP (A cm-2) jp - JV (A cm-2) VV - VP (V) S (1012 V s71) tR (ps) Reference

1n0.S3Ga0.47As/MAAs Diodes

2.5X105  2.2x10s 0.60 1.7 1.5 device 3

4.5x10W 3.2x10W 0.15 2.2 0.3 [10)

5.0x105  3.3x105  0.25 2.2 0.5 [10)

GaAs/AlAs Diodes

4.0x10 4  3.0x104  0.40 0.20 8.8 [3)

1.5x105  4.3x10V 0.30 0.29 4.5 [2)

1.3x105  7.8x10 4  0.40 0.60 2.9 [18)

S = (P - Jv)/C tR = 4.4(Vv - Vp)/S

6. THEORETICAL SWITCHING PERFORMANCE 0
Although In0o 33Ga0.47As/AIAs diodes have been tested only as oscillatous, it is important

to estimate their switching speed since there is great interest in using them in various pulse,
trigger, and logic circuits. A useful figure of merit for switches is the speed index [13],
S = (Jp-JV)/C. This quantity enters into an estimate of the time required for the diode to
switch from a voltage bias point below the peak to a point above the valley point, or vice
versa. This is a more difficult quantity to calculate than fMAX since it necessarily depends on
the large-signal characteristics of the double-bander diode. To estimate the switching time, we
model the I-V curve in the NDR region by the following parabolic form,

I= A(V v)2+Iv. (1)
LW2

This expression increases in slope monotonically as the voltage Is decreased from the valley
point to the peak poinL This is a good approximation to the stable I-V cwve at an voltages
except those just above the peak. We assume that the diode is biased at the peak point
through a load resistance RL that is consistent with dc bistability (i.e., two possible dc bias
points exist, one above and one below the NDR region). This resistance mu;t satisfy
RL > AW/AL A slight increase in the bias voltage will then eliminate the stable operating
point at the peak, and cause a switch to the stable point at the valley point or beyond. We
assume that the diode capacitance is a constant equal to the value at the peak voltage, and we
ignore the quantum-well inductance and series resistance for the moment. For a load
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resistance equal to AV/AI, the time required for the diode voltage to increase from a value
10% above the peak voltage to a value 10% below the valley voltage is given by,

V-O.IAV civ
1R = v -A I(V - Vv) - ^VC- "(2)

Evaluation of this "rise-time" integral yields tR a 4.4AVIS.

This expression can be tested on the GaAs/AlAs DBD that was measured to switch in
2.1 ps [3]. The speed index for this diode is computed from he device c cteristics to be
0.20x1012 V s-1 , and AV is about 0.4 V, so that the switching time is estimated to be 8.8 ps.
The discrepancy between experiment and the estimation is due in large part to the fact that the
experiment was conducted under overdrive conditions whereby the voltage pulse that initiated
the switch was a significant fraction of AV in magnitude and comparable to ti in rise time
Our estimate, as well as the 12 ps estimate reported recently by Diamond et al. [19] for the
same device, assumes no overdrive.

Using the NDR measured at negative bias in Fig. 3 and a specific capacitance value of
1.3 fF pn-2, we calculate a speed index for device 3 of 1.7x10' 2 V s-t. This leads to an esti-
mate of tR = 1.5 ps, which is less than the value for any GaAs/AlAs diode fabricated to date.
For example, we calculate t1 = 4.5 ps for our fastest GaAs/AlAs oscillator diode
(Al = 4.3104 A cn- 2) based on S = 0.29xi012 V s- and AV = 0.3 V for that device [2].
An improved GaAs/AlAs device having Al = 7.84104 A cm- 2 [18) yields tit = 2.9 ps. The
primary reason for the greater speed of device 3 is the larger AJ at high Jp. Note that the best
reported speed index for Esaki diodes is 0.07x10 12 V s-1, or 70 mA pF"1 [20]. so that the
OIno. 3GaoA7As/A1As diode offers an improvement by a factor of 24. This difference is a result
of a much lower specific capacitance as well as a larger AJ for the DBD compared to the
Esaki diode.

The estimated switching times for the best InoS3GaoAAs/AIAs and GaAs/AlAs diodes
fabricated to date are compiled in Table IlL The highest speed index and the lowest switch-
ing time, by far, are given for the very high current density diodes de Pon strtd recently by
Broekaert et al. [10]. This results in part from a high Al - 3.2xIWO A cnm-, and in pu from
a small AV. A comparison with the oscillator characteristics in Table 11 leads to the follow-
ing important point regarding DBDs. The best oscillator diodes are not necessarily the best
switch diodes, and vice versa. Increasing AJ tends to increase oscillator power and decrease
switching time in the same manner. Increasing AV also enhances oscillator power, but it
increases the switching time since a greater AV requires a greater change of charge across the
DBD capacitor.

We have cardied out more detailed calculations of the rise-time to investigate the effect
of other parameters in the device or circuiL The effect of varying the load resistance was
determined by fitting the I-V curve of the diode beyond the valley voltage with a parabola
and then deriving an expression analogous to Eq. (2) for the rise time as a function of
RL k AVIAL This procedure yields a minimum value of tR that depends on the detailed form
of the current-voltage curve, butftypically is about 10% less than 4.4AV/S and occurs at an RL
roughly two times AVIAL The effects of the diode series resistance and the quantum-well
inductance were determined by assuming a piecewise-linear fit to the I-V cuve and solving
the differential equations governing the dynamic current and voltage. The smes resistance is

* found to increase tR by an amount that becomes negligible when Rs :c AVIAL In contrast.
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Fig. 5. Lifetime of the first quasibound state as a function o barrier
thickness for double-barrier structures made from five different
InGaAs/AIGaAs material systems. The quantum-well width is fixed at
4.6 nm.

the quantum-well inductance decreases tR somewhat, but the decrease is quite small if 'i1 is
less than the tR given by Eq. (2). Inspection of Tables I and IlI shows thatd c < tt for all of
the diodes considered here. There are other effects that could increase the rise time, paricu-
larly in the diodes having sub-picosecond values for ti in Table M. For example, the
depletion-layer transit time will increase tit, as will the parasitic capacitances and inductances
of most device-connection designs that are commonly used.

7. ALTERNATIVE InGaAs MATERIAL SYSTEMS

An important quantity in predicting the performance of double-barier stuctures as high-
speed devices is the quasibound-state lifetime t. The peak current density.is inversely pro-
portional to z1, and the intrinsic time delay of the resonant-tunneling poces (represented in
the circuit model by LQw) is directly proportional to c. Shown in Fig. 5 is the theoreical 't
as a function of barrier thicknesses for five different material systems, all containing some
alloy of In10Gal.As for the quantum well and cladding layers, and some alloy of AIkGal.,As
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a for the barriers. The quantum-well thickness in all cases is assumed to be 4.6 rum. Notice
that the GaAs/AlAs and In0 .530ao.47As/AIAs systems yield nearly the same curve, despite the

fact that the Ino.. 3Ga0 .47As effective mass (0.042 ma) is less than that of GaAs. This reflects
the fact that the lifetime depends strongly on the attenuation coefficient (complex wavevector)
in the barriers but depends rather weakly on the real wavevector in the quantum well and
cladding layers. In all regions, the attenuation coefficient has roughly a square-root depen-
dence on the effective mass. Although the In0.03Ga0 .47As/AIAs system does not exhibit the
severe degradation of PVCR that is observed in the GaAs/AlAs system with thin barriers, thin
barriers remain a necessity for the InGaAs/AIAs system.

The most obvious way to eliminate the need for thin barriers is to use a material system
with low barrier height. The GaAs/AlGaAs system is the most obvious choice, but the PVCR
of diodes made from this system is generally worse than that of GaAs/AlAs diodes because of
excess current resulting from alloy scattering in the barriers and from thermionic emission
over the top of the barriers. Another choice of material is the In0.s3Ga0.47AsIGaAs. This sys-
tem yields a somewhat lower barrier height (fB =_ 0.3 eV) and thus more thermionic current
than GaAs/AlGaAs, but should have no leakage current due to alloy scattering. As shown in
Fig. 5, this system has a much smaller quasibound-state lifetime for a given barrier thickness
than any of the AlAs-barrier systems. This should allow for high current densities
(Jp • 1×10 5 A cnf-2) and small lifetimes in structures with relatively thick barriers, e.g., in the
range of 4 to 5 nm. Recently, this system has been implemented to make a planar DBD with
a Jp of 1.0x10 5 A c=7 2 and a PVCR of 8 at 77 K [21]. The last system we consider here is

* InAs/GaAs with the GaAs barriers kept thin enough to be pseudomorphic. The barrier height
for this system is estimated to be 0.7 eV, which should allow for excellent PVCR at room
temperature. In addition, the InAs is a superior material for the cladding regions outside the
barriers since it will have low series resistance, and a much lower specific contact resistance
than GaAs or In0oj 3Ga0.47As.

&. CONCLUSION

For both oscillator and switch applications, the device performance of pseudomorphic
In0.53Ga0AAs/AIAs DBDs is superior to that of GaAs/AIGaAs diodes. The difference in
fMx is estimated to be about a factor of two, and the difference in switching speed is at least
a factor of four. The switching speed advantage results from the fact that the available
current density in the best InGaAs devices is approximately four times higher than in the best
GaAs devices. Thus we anticipate that the Ino.03Gao.47As/AIAs device will be the most likely
candidate to be used in the high-speed pulse, trigger and logic applications that are presently
proposed for DBDs.
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A Quasioptically Stabilized Resonant-Tunneling-
* Diode Oscillator for the Millimeter- and

Submillimeter-Wave Regions
Elliott R. Brown, Christopher D. Parker, Karen M. Molvar, and Karl D. Stephan, Member, IEEE

Abstract-A semiconfocal open-cavity resonator has been used II. QUAsioPTICAL OSCILLATOR DESIGN
to stabilize a resonant-tunneling-diode waveguide oscillator at
frequencies near 100 GHz. The high quality factor of the open The schematic diagram of our quasioptical oscillator
cavity resulted in a linewidth of approximately 10 kHz at 10 dB designed for the 100 GHz region is shown in Fig. 1. The
below the peak, which is about 100 times narrower than the RTD is mounted in a standard-height WR-6 (0.065 x
linewidth of an unstabilized waveguide oscillator. This tech- 0.0325 in) rectangular waveguide that opens abruptly to
nique is well suited for resonant-tunneling-diode oscillators in a round 0.075-in-diameter coupling hole within the mid-
the submillimeter-wave region. die of a flat metallic plate. This plate forms one reflector

of a semiconfocal open resonator. The TEMOON modes of
I. INTRODUCTION this resonator have a Gaussian transverse intensity profile

T HE OSCILLATION frequency of the double-barrier with I /e-point loci as shown in Fig. 1. The spot diameter

resonant-tunneling diode (RTD) has recently been ex- of these modes at the flat reflector is designed to be larger

tended up to 712 GHz [1], which makes it the fastest solid- than the diameter of the coupling hole. This makes the

state electronic oscillator demonstrated to date at room coupling between the waveguide and the open cavity fairly

temperature. A major challenge in operating solid-state weak, which is necessary to realize a large loaded quality

oscillators at frequencies above 100 GHz is the design of factor Q, for the open resonator.

the resonator. Conventional resonators, such as those In our first implementation of the open resonator, the

based on closed cavities or radial transmission lines, ex- flat mirror was an aluminum plate, and the spherical mir-

hibit an unloaded quality factor Q, that decreases with ror was made from stainless steel and had a radius of cur-

increasing frequency because of increases in the ohmic vature of 3.0 cm. The length of the cavity, D, was me-

losses of metallic surfaces. Open resonators, such as those chanically adjustable about the semiconfocal value of 1.5

used in lasers, provide a much higher Q, but are difficult cm. The upper limit of Q, for this cavity is the unloaded

to integrate with lumped-element, solid-state oscillators. quality factor Q2. This can be estimated by assuming that

We have combined a waveguide RTD oscillator and a the only power loss suffered by the Gaussian beam is the

high-Q, semiconfocal cavity to form a quasioptical oscil- ohmic loss in the stainless steel mirror, which is much

lator operating at frequencies near 100 GHz. greater than the loss in the aluminum mirror. For a reson-

At present, the primary application of the RTD oscil- ator in which the loss of one mirror dominates, a useful

lator is a low-noise local oscillator (LO) for high-sensi- expression is Q. = D/6 [2], where 6 is the skin depth

tivity radiometers operating in the submillimeter-wave re- given by 6 = (p/lit f)I/2 (MKSA units) p is the resistiv-

gion (f Z 300 GHz). In this application the linewidth ity, A is the permeability, andf is the frequency. Taking

must be less than about 100 kHz and the oscillator should D = 1.5 cm, f = 103 GHz, and p = 72 x 10-6 Q-cm

be frequency tunable by at least ± 1% of the nominal cen- (the dc resistivity of stainless steel [3]), we find 6 = 1.3

ter frequency. The quasioptical oscillator demonstrated Am and Q. = 1.2 x 104.

here provides the required narrow linewidth, and can be The waveguide portion of the oscillator, shown in cross

easily scaled down in size for operation at higher fre- section in Fig. 2(a), is similar to the circuit used in all of

quencies. our previous RTD oscillators operating above 100 GHz.
The diode is dc biased by a coaxial circuit that suppresses

Manuscript received May 21, 1991; revised September 5, 1991. This spurious oscillations by means of a very lossy section of
work was sponsored by NASA through the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the transmission line placed in close proximity to the diode
Air Force Office of Scientific Research. and the U.S. Army Research Of- chip. The lossy material is an iron-loaded epoxy. The
fice.

E. R. Brown, C. D. Parker, and K. M. Molvar are with the Lincoln equivalent circuit is given in Fig. 2(b). The active region
Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Lexington. MA 02173- of the RTD is represented by a large-signal conductance
9108. G in series with an inductance LQw, both in parallel with

K. D. Stephan is with the Department of Electrical and Computer En-
gineering, University of Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003. a capacitance CD. The capacitance is attributed primarily

IEEE Log Number 9106781. to the depletion region of the RTD. The inductance is

0018-9480/92$03.00 (E 1992 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross-sectional diagram of quasioptical resonant-tun- Fig. 3. Current-voltage curve of an In0 53Gao.47As/AIAs RTD mounted in
neling-diode oscillator designed to operate in the 100 GHz region. the WR-6 waveguide at room temperature.
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Fig. 2. (a) Cross-sectional diagram of the waveguide part of the quasiopt-
ical oscillator with a tunable backshort replacing the open cavity. (b) Fig. 4. Cross section of RTD chip showing Si 3N4 hole for whisker contact.
Equivalent circuit of the waveguide oscillator. The figure also shows the path followed by the RF current between the top

contact and the ground plane.

attributed to the time delay of resonant tunneling [41, but maximum oscillation frequency of 900 GHz, and has pre-
is not important in the present experiment because thi viously demonstrated the most powerful oscillations we
.me delay is much less than the period of an oscillator have observed to date above 100 GHz [5]. It consists of

operating near 100 GHz. The elements representing the two 1.4-nm-thick undoped AlAs barriers separated by a
active region are in series with a parasitic resistance Rs 5.5-nm-thick undoped In0 .53Gao.47As quantum well. It was
that is composed of a number of ohmic-loss mechanisms grown by molecular beam epitaxy on an n÷+ InP substrate.
in the RTD chip. Each chip contains several mesa-ge- The room-temperature current-voltage (i-V) curve of a
ometry RTD's, one of which is contacted by a whisker. diodi having an active area of 4 •tm is shown in Fig. 3.
The whisker is mounted on a post that penetrates some- It has a peak-to-valley current ratio of approximately 4.2,I
what into the waveguide, and the electrical effect of the anapekcrntdsiyo1.×l0Acm .Th
whisker is represented by the inductance L. The effect of adapa urn est f10xi 5 Ac 2  h
the backshort is represented by the reactive element jZ0 plateau in thei-v curve between the peak and valley volt-

ages is the region of oscillation. The discontinuitiestan 01, where 7Zo is the characteristic impedance, 03 is the (shown in Fig. 3 as dashed lines) connecting the plateau
propagation constant for the fundamental TErn mode, and to the peak and valley points are a result of seif-rectifi-
I is the separation between the backshort and the whisker. cation of the oscillation by the RTD.

The aralelcominaionof 0 an jZ ta 0,yieds SC In RTD's intended for stable high frequency oscilla-
ries impedance ZL. = 7-, sin2 (31 + j(Z3i2) sin 2031. The tors, it is important to achieve a robust whisker contact
elements ZL., CD, and L form a low-Q series resonance that and a low-resistance current path from the active region
supports oscillations when G is sufficiently negative, of the device to the ground planc. The robust contact is

obtained by entrapping the whisker in a hole in a Si3N4
III. HIGH-SPEED RESONANT-TUNNELING DIODE layer which covers the RTD, as shown in Fig. 4. The

The RTD used in the present experiment was made from Si3N4 layer is deposited after the RTD mesas are fabri-
the lnGaAs/AIAs materials system. It has a theoretical cated on the wafer. The holes are defined by photolithog-
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raphy and reactive-ion etching. An additional benefit of .... j _. 1 MHz
the Si 3N4 layer is that it acts to passivate the In 0.53Ga0 .47As
sidewalls of the RTD mesa [6]. The low-resistance cur-
rent path is achieved in the manner shown in Fig. 4. Be- 5 .d8
tween the RTD mesa and the edges of the chip, the RF
current flows in a heavily doped n + + epitaxial layer grown -
on top of the InP substrate. The ac conductivity of this

layer is roughly 10 times that of the substrate. From the
edge of the chip down to the post (ground plane), the cur-
rent flows through a palladium/gold layer plated on the
sidewalls of the chip. The overall series resistance from WAVEGUIDE OSCILLATOR
the double-barrier structure to the bottom of the chip is (a)
approximately 0.5 (1 at dc, increasing to about 1.0 0 at
600 GHz.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS .10.kz

The output radiation of the quasioptical oscillator prop- 5dB

agates down the waveguide to a Schottky-diode mixer -
where it is down converted to the frequency range of a
microwave spectrum analyzer. Experimental power spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 5 for an RTD oscillator operating
near 103 GHz. The broad spectrum in Fig. 5(a) results
from inserting a backshort into the waveguide at the open
end. In this case, the oscillator operates with the wave- QUASIOPTICAL OSCILLATOR
guide resonator shown in Fig. 2. The width of the spec- (b)
trum 10 dB below the peak is approximately 1 MHz, Fig. 5. (a) Power spectrum of the waveguide oscillator without the semi-

which is unsuitable for most applications. confocal open cavity. (b) Power spectrum of the quasioptical oscillator with

Upon removing the short and exposing the open cavity, the semiconfocal cavity.

the spectrum shifts and becomes much narrower. The ex-
pansion of this spectrum, shown in Fig. 5(b), yields a
linewidth of approximately 10 kHz at 10 dB below the V. ANALYSIS

peak. This is 100 times narrower than the waveguide-os-
cillator linewidth. The center frequency of the cavity res- The nonzero linewidth of an RTD oscillator is attrib-
onance is determined, as in all open resonators, by the uted to phase fluctuations caused by noise processes in the
spatial separation of the reflectors. By varying this sepa- RTD. In this case, one expects that the linewidth should
ration, we were able to tune the stabilized power spectrum depend directly on the RTD noise power and reciprocally
over a range of about 0.3 GHz at a fixed RTD bias volt- on the loaded quality factor. The dc bias conditions were
age. A greater tuning range of approximately 5 GHz was the same for both spectra in Fig. 5, and hence the intrinsic
obtained by varying the bias voltage. With each change RTD noise characteristics should have been the same for
of bias, the open cavity had to be adjusted to establish a both cases. The factor of 100 difference in linewidth is
new oscillation frequency. therefore attributed to a difference in the Q, of the two

The average power of the waveguide and quasioptical oscillators.
oscillators corresponding to the spectra in Fig. 5(a) and The Qt of the quasioptical oscillator is estimated by
(b) was found to be approximately - 17 and - 19 dBm, assuming that it is approximately equal to the Q, of the
respectively. The lower power of the quasioptical reson- semiconfocal cavity coupled to the waveguide. Thus we
ator may be a result of some diffraction loss to free space can apply the general expression Q- 1 = Q.- + Q'-1, where
by the semiconfocal cavity. Because the RTD is a nega- Q, is the (external) quality factor for the reactive part of
tive resistance oscillator, its theoretical maximum power the open cavity plus the load circuit. An expression ap-
Pmax can be estimated directly from the I-V curve. A use- plicable to the semiconfocal resonator is Q, = 4rf0 D/Tv9
ful estimate, first derived for p-n Esaki tunnel diodes [7], [8], where fo is the resonant frequency, vg is the group
is Pmax = (3/16) A! " A V, where AI and A V are the velocity of the radiation in the cavity, and T is the net
differences between peak and valley currents and between coupling transmissivity. We estimate T by assuming that
valley and peak voltages, respectively. For the present the power coupled from the open cavity to the waveguide

* diode, we find A! = 3.1 mA and AV = 0.22 V, so that is given by the ratio of the power contained within the
Pr., = -9 dBm. The discrepancy between this and our area (vR2) of the coupling hole to the total power in the
measured powers is typical for the best RTD oscillators TEMOON Gaussian mode. This leads to T = 1.0 - exp
operating near 100 GHz. (-2R2 /1w), where w0 is the characteristic width of the
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Gaussian beam at the fiat mirror.t For our semiconfocal mately 10 kHz, which is about 100 times narrower than
cavity, the expression wo = (XD/ 1r) 1/2 applies [9], which the linewidth of the waveguide oscillator alone. The qua-
yields "jo = 0.4 cm. From this we find T = 0. 1, which sioptical RTD oscillator should be suitable as a local os-
results in Q, = 1.3 x l03 for our open cavity. Combin- cillator for superconducting tunnel-junction mixers up to
ing this with the value of Q. derived in Section II yields frequencies of at least 400 GHz.
QI--=-1.2 x 103 .
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mneasurementss to be 4-5 x 10' A cn and about Measurements were performed on the oscillator both with
l4fFpm5$. respectively. at the bias voltage lor peak current and without the opes resonator in place. ta both caues the
(ioe. the low-voltage end of the negative-resistaace region. The output was monitored by means of as X-band waveguide
diode used in the present extperiment was a 4Alm-diameter flange that was placed as dlose as possible to the diode side of
mesa with a peak current of 3-3 mA at a peak voltage of 0-7 V. the sloe Although this coupling was rather iaWficKt it was
and a peak-to-valley current ratio of about two at room tem- sufficient to permit spectral eawsurements.
perature. The diode chip was mounted on a 0-6mmi-diameter T7e diode. its package parasitica, and the sdot inductance
post and inserted into a 2-5mm-long quartz tube, where a form a low-Q reonant circuit that allows oscillation in the
tungsten whisker mounted on a s"Ulr pad contacted the IGMl mapg in the absence of the spherical reflector. The
device (Fig I). Cyanosorylate fixes the posts is the quartz spectrum is very broad, as the data hor the no-resonator case
tube.- Althouth this package provides preat convenience in in Fig 3 shows. When the spherical reflector is moved into
handling. It has parasitic reactances that preclude its use 0
above 30GHz-

RTDs show negative resistance at all frequencies from DC
up to the oscillation frequency. A bias circuit that suppresses 0
undesired oscillations over such a broad frequency range pre
sents a formidable chalnge. The solution to this problem f
uses a hussy distributed clemn Pt. rather than a low-loss rew 2-
tm Offle. Leading from the external low-frequency bias
network to the diode circuit was a 6-3 mmn-wide parallel-plate

trnmission line made frons 025 mm-thick lbreglaa circuit .2-30-
board material with copper cladding on both sides. The bias I
line accomplishes two things. It has a low characteristic 0impedance, Z9 2c 7-SO, which provides for DC stability of the -0
oscillator. It also presents a high loss (metallic and dielectric)
per unit length, which signilicantly lowers the Q of all reon-If
anc n the bias crcuit and thusprevent$stheoccurrence of ~-SO
spurious oscillations in this circuit at frequencies below those
of interest The transmission line was 27 cm long a length that
approaches the ideal situation of an icfinite line whose input -0ns ora csn
impedance is Ze. regardless of how the eaterna bias circuit ------ L +-2j tforo iy% eam -
terminates the far end. At low frequencies. the transmission- S----
Inc attenuation was insufficient for efrective isolation, but 71. .IIV.
normal termination and bypass measures with lumped- 01 frgm fstfrmcrir0~ 30
element networks at the bias end of the line prevented o.fen, fse ro ore, -
latioas in that range of frequencies. Io a monolithic version Of FT NohIMcwkF rwi Yoo XTO mwwd
this circuit, highly doped GaAs beneath a thin insulating layer s pnfwso
could be used for the lossy dielectric. MeW-insulator-sem0i n pnreoao open resonator
conductor slow-wave transmission lines have shown losses as
hig as £7-Scidl/cm at SGW* and this Ioss could easiy be position and 0Os slowly varied so that the resonant fivquency
increasd of dhe TEMae mde& sweep past the free-running oscillator

The diode package was placed in a circuit consisting of the kequqny. the oscillator locks onto the cavity mode. When
diode, the parallel-plate bias fine, and a slot In the single locked. the -ose-t-carrier ratio MJ in tho 100-200kHt
copper cladding of the resonators flat reflector. The narrow ollset rangdecrese by about 36Rdl and the oscillator can
dimension of the slot is shown in Fig. I and is approximately be tuned over a 2-3% range by adjusting D. According to the
013... The wide dimension I rns perpetndicular to th elemen-tary oscilator wnos theor of venodela,'te value of
Figur and was about 6-3 mm, The equivalent circuit that bed fU (in the sideband fmequency ranges mot dominated by If
models the oscillator is shown in Fig, 2. At 83901`14 the slot el c n oise as nQ; where IL isth uw nloaded quality
can be represented as an inductance 1, that.i calculated to be fabor of the reonant ciruit If IL with thdope amreonstor is
abowt I &Kl The semkonfocai cavity resonance occurs at a asuie to be 3S&M se observed 36d3 decrease in nis
radian 6requency %e -[LCJ 11" and is represented by a would reulb I the slot-oscillator ciricuit Q. was about 556 This
seies reonant circuit in which the energy storage Is modelled value of (L is in the range to be expected from a plana-crcuit
by I, and C, sand the power losse are represented by it,, The oscilator. Althoug diodes of tW type have produced as
overall circuit resonance occurs at a fequency jut~5 beo ak much as lS0pW In wavegulde cavities, the unaptimised
where the capaicitive suseeptance of the series reonant drtuit output powe of thi oscillator into tho waveg&"d flaW was
cancels the inductive susceptance of the slot. At moutasce, the only about l0pW. This could be improved by a Mere sophis-
cavity-slot circuit acts as an impedance invete, rn somn osdutput coulig meho suc a jusil refwcin
the resistance R, Into a highe resistance A., - (011MIl For dielctri plate used by PopOViC 41 dke in their quasiopsical
sufficiendly high eQ. b~i large compared with the losay lNoe 4 VWi oscilator.
at reonance, so that most of the current generated by the 1% quasiopsi" oscilator demonstated can be scaled
RTD is coupled to the external RF load, kading to smaller down in size hor operation at moilliesre and submillentr
losses In the bias network. wvelengths and ccould generate much higher power by incor.

pointing many LTD slot-oscillators in a planar array. F*g 4
shows a planar array of RTD slot oscillators is which the

------- open monater both synchronisea the oscillator elements and
basystrilineZ~aA ~ATO narrows the Euaewidth. The loesy bias Ine beeds an entire rowbssystrilineZ097SA Lsoa such oscillatees. In contrast to waveguid esmonators, the Q
----- of an open resonator of flied alsIces es = wit fqu ncs

shut this design should be very usefu for the submimesacre-
wavelength resimn

Cr Th ue -of a qwasioptical cavity and slot antenna as a res-
ousterlhr an LTD oscillator has been demonstrated The

quipical cavity reduces; the noisso-carrier ratio by about
j6d111 comparedl with the slo oscillator aloft in the 100
209kHx range. Variation of the cavitykV lent ads to a 2-5%t
tuenbility of the oscilatlon frequency- IM oscsordesign is

Fr, 2 £piulaw ckawudt .e-ceupKd epwr-.siner aeslumwenaca to be usefe in the submiNmts.wavknt relion
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S.mW Parallel-Connected Resonant-Tunneling-Diode Oscillator

Abstract: A novel oscillator using an array of 25 resonant-tunneling diodes connected in

parallel has delivered an output power of 5 mW at 1.18 GHz, which is the highest microwave

power ever obtained from a resonant-tunneling quantum-well device. Details of the device design

and the oscillator circuit are given.

Introducdon: We report a new type of resonant-tunneling-diode (RTD) oscillator that

generates 5 mW at 1.18 GHz. This was obtained by paralleling 25 individual diodes designed for

such a connection. Since RTD oscillators have generated power at fundamental frequencies as

high as 712 GHz,1 advances in device power output have important implications for millinmter-

wave and submillineter-wave power generation.

Device: The diode used in these experiments is an RID containing four baniers instead of

the usual two. The quantum wells and cladding layers are made from bIn.3Ga0A7As (adice

matched to InP), and tde barriers are made from AlAs. The advantap of the new device is that the

voltage range of the negative differential resistance (NDR) region, AV, is approximately thre times

that of a typical double-barrier device.2 Since the power delivered to the load is proportional to

(AV)2 for a given resonator circuitk this increases the available oscillator power by approximately

nine times. To achieve this level of power, the total area of the diode muat be such that the average

negative resistance of die diode, IRI, is matched to load resistance RI,

In the present experiment, we designed RL to be approximately 5 IL This resistance

required a relatively large total diode area (roughly 1000 pm2) to wahieve the matched condition. A

single diode having this area would be destroyed by overheating if biased anywhere in the NDR

region. To reduce the device heating, we fabricated an array of 25 diodes in parallel using planar

fabrication techniques. Each diode had an area of approximately 60 Wm2 and was positioned an a

square grid with 24 pm between the centers of nearest neighbors. 1e connection between



* elements of the army was accomplished by a central contact pad deposited on top of a silicon

nitride planarizing layer. We estimate the maximum frequency of oscillation of a single diode to be

120 GHz.

EWriment and rub: The test circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Mw 2M5iode chip was

packaged on a standard TO5 header whose parasitic inductance limited the freuency of osclao

in the circuit. The TO5 header was connected to one end of a resonator loop fabricated from a 8-N

mm-wide, 6-mm-long piece of thin brass sheet. The loop extended away from the header ground

plane in the shape of an upside-down "U" with the other end going to the bias circuit. The output

coupling was achieved by a copper strip that fitted over the resonator and was separated from it by

a thin plastic insulating sheet. The resonator and coupling loop arm shown as transformer T1 in

Fig. 1. Because the NDR of an RTD extends in frequency down to D, they are prone to bias-

* circuit oscillations. For these devices, we found that a technique similar to diat used by us in a

previous 10-GHz RTD oscilator3 was effective in eliminating oscillation below the desind

frequency. The low-impedance microstrip transmission line shown in Fig. I presented newly a

short circuit to the diode at low frequencies, stabilizing It outside the fIequaey range ofoscillaton

The current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the 25 parallesec diodes is given in lig

2 for a negative voltage applied to the top contact and the substrate at ground. Estimating the

maximum theoretical power by the formula (3/16)(AV)(&I) (4J we pradied about 20 mW based

upon this I-V curve. The hilost power we have obtained from this cisc A b prelhinary

experiments is 5 mW at the output of a thrd-stub tuner, measured with a power m e . Tm,

corresponding bias was -1.949 V at -131 mA, and the specum of this outpu is shown in Fig. 3.

All harmonics were at least 23dB down from the fundamentaL

Conclusions: We have obtained a power of 5 mW at 1.18 Gibz flu a paralle combinaton

* of 25 RMDs. In addition to demonstrating a new type of RID os=amllag, dds exprimentt

demonstrates that RTDs can successfully be used in a chip-level powa--cazlning circuit
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There is a need for low-power, high-speed digital devices in a wide array of applications

including logic, static memory, and signal processing. In this paper we show that the high-

speed and negative-rsistance properties of the resonant-tunneling diode (RID) can improve
the performance of some common inverters by greatly reducing the static power dissipation
while affecting the dynamic properties to a much lesser extent. We examine the RID used as
a load for: (1) the heterostructure field-effect transistor (HFET) in a direct-coupled FET logic
(DCFL) configuration like that in [(1, and (2) the heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBI) in an
integrated-injection logic (P2L) configuration (2].

The resonant-tunneling diode (RID) is a quantum-transport device that has attracted

much attention in recent years because of the high-speed negative differential resistance
(NDR) region in its current-voI•age (I-V) curve. Fundamental oscillations in the NDR region
have been obtained up to 712 GHz [3] in the highest-quality diodes. Shown in Fig. 1 is the
current density vs voltage (J-V) curve of a candidate RTD for high-speed low-power digital
applications. It consists two 1.4-nm-thick AlAs barriers separated by a 5.9-nm-thick
Ino.53Gao.47As quantum well. The peak current density Jp is l.4x105 A cm-2 and the peak-

to-valley current ratio (PVCR) of this device is 12. At the peak voltage the specific capaci-
tance Cs is approximately 1.5 iF zm-2. The theoretical RC-limited switching time tic from
the peak to the valley point is approximately 2 ps. This is roughly ten times shorter than the
switching time of the p-n (Esaki) tunnel diode, a negative resistance device that can also func-
tion as a load element for transistors [4].

In the HFET-RTD inverter configuration, the RID presents the load line shown in Fig. 2.
The static transfer characteristic of the inverter computed by using SPICE 20 is given in Fig.
3. The RTD I-V curve used is a polynomial representation of a l5-pn-area ImOa diode.
The KFET I-V characteristics used are those of a SPICE model rqrtidng a 1.0-pm-gate-
length, 10-pm-wide InOaAs enhancement-mode (E)-HFET having a channel sheet density of

approximately 2X>10 12 cn-A The unity-cmrent-gain cutoff fqnuenc of this IE T is 22 GHz.
The low static power PS in the low-output-voltage (V&r) state is a attractive feature, similar
to that displayed by the MESFET EsakH-diode Inverter in [4]. From Table , we see that the
static power can be as low as 24 sW but increases rapidly as VD0 goes from 0.75 to 0.9 V.
The sensitivity of the inverter characteristics to VWD as well as the effect of RID and HFET
device variations on logic performance will be discussed.

The dynamic properties of this HFET-RTD inverter were detetmined by SPICE simula-
tions of ring oscillators. The gate capacitance of the HFET was assumed to be 2 iF per
micrometer of gate length per micrometer of gate width. An additional 10 iF is connected

between the output node and ground to simulate interconnect capgi The switching
delay time td is 62 ps when Ps 24 IW and decreases slowly with Vo, as does the dynami
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Spower PD. The switching energy E = Plxtd is 3.6 U for VDD = 0.75 V. For comparison,
Table I shows the simulated result for a conventional DCFL inverter consisting of the same

(E)-HFET InGaAs inverter as above but with a depletion-mode (D)-InGaAs HFET load. The
E-D HFET inverter operates with less than half the switching delay but nearly 5 times the
static power and 80% higher power-delay product compared to the inverter above. The longer

td of the HFET-RTD inverter stems from a slow V6& to V& tratmition. The higher
power-delay product of the E-D HFET is caused by the nearly two-times greater output node
capacitance of the D-HFEr load compared to the RTD load. Table I also shows the effect of
varying the HFET size. Reducing the gate length to 0.5 pm does not change Ps but decreases

td and E by just over a factor of two. This demonstrates that the driver HFET is limiting the

speed of the HFET-RTD inverter.

A bipolar analog of the HFET-RTD inverter can be made with the RTD as the load ele-
ment and an HBT as the driver. In this configuration, HBTs can potentially provide higher
transconductance than the FETs, leading to higher fan-out capability. The uniformity of the
turn-on voltage of HBTs is better than that of FETs, potentially leading to greater manufac-
turability. With HBTs it is also easier to ensure that the transistor peak current is greater than
the peak current of the RTD load. A problem associated with HBT use, however, is the fact

that with the collector current limited by the RTD, the device enters the saturation regime,
which can result in excess base current and excess charge storage. These adverse effects can
be alleviated with proper current limiting in the base circuiL A candidate logic circuit is
shown in Fig. 4. Preliminary simulations indicate a dramatic reduction in static power dissi-
pation compared to conventional 12L [2).

In summary, we have shown that InGaAs RTDs having a peak-to-valley ratio of 12 at

room temperature can switch in approximately 2 ps and, therefore, are useful as negative

resistance loads for heterostructue transistors in digital circuits. We have simulated MW.

RTD and HBT-RTD inverters using SPICE. We have found that ;1 of the l.O-zm-gawe-length
HFET-RTD inverter is greater than that of the B-D HFET inverter by over a factor of two, the
power-delay product is lower by nearly a factor of two, and PS is lower by a factor of five. A

similar contrast is found between HBT-RTD and conventional I-BT-1L inverters.
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Abstract

A new high-speed digital logic family based on heterojunction bipolar

transistors (HBTs) and resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) is proposed. The

negative differential resistance of an RTD Is used to significantly decrease the

* static power dissipation. SPICE simulations Indicate that a switching speed
below 150 ps at 0.09-mW static power dissipation per gate should be
obtainable.
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I. Introduction

Many present and future digital systems demand ultrahigh-speed

operation, high levels of Integration, and low power dissipation. These three

requirements often conflict, and therefore the design of practical logic families

reflects application-specific compromises. For ultrahigh speed, the

heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) provides significant advantages over

competing transistor technology. HBT-based ECL frequency dividers have
operated up to 36 GHz (11, but the high speed comes at the cost of high power

consumption. Power dissipation comprises the dynamic power dissipation
(while gates are switching) and the static power dissipation (consumed even
without switching operations). The dynamic power dissipation is determined by

the need to charge output capacitances. However, in most circuits the majority

of the power dissipation is static power. It is of significant interest to develop

logic approaches with HBTs and other high-speed devices that minimize stafc

power, as occurs in CMOS. In this paper, a novel logic approach Is proposed

and analyzed that employs the negative differential resistance (NDR) of RTDs to
reduce static power dissipation.

The use of NDR loads in logic circuits has been previously discussed.

Lehovec [2] proposed the appilcation of Esaki tunnel diodes as load devices for

GaAs MESFET-based circuits. Later, a related logic family combining RTDs

and HFETs was analyzed by Lear [3). The RTDs provide a significant
improvement in performance as compared with Esald tunnel diodes. In

particular, the device capacitance, which is high in Esaki tunnel diodes because

of the required high doping densities, can be reduced roughly tenfold.
Furthermore, the output current vs voltage (I-V) characteristics can be tailored

by appropriate bandgap engineering to provide the desired shape. In recent

years, RTDs have been demonstrated In high-performance oscillators operating

up to 712 GHz [4) with typical current densities greater than lx1 0s A can-2 [45.
This paper discusses a logic family that combines RTD loads with HBT.

The use of HBTs rather than FETs provides a number of advantages. As

discussed below, the high transconductance of HBTs allows the devices to

operate at high speed with relatively low voltage swings. The high

transconductance also minimizes the hysteresis In the static transfer

characteristic, which is a natural consequence of the RTO I-V curve. Not only do

HBTs naturally provide the threshold voltage control necessary for logic with

2



low voltage swings, but they also are compact devices with very high unity-
current-gain frequency fT (above 50 GHz) that permits the realization of high-

speed circuits. Moreover, fabrication approaches for RTDs and HBTs appear to

be compatible. In principle, the logic family discussed here could be realized

with either silicon or heterojunction bipolar technology.

The use of bipolar transistors In conjunction with RTDs also has a

disadvantage compared to FET approaches. In the circuit described below, the

saturation of the bipolar transistor in one of the logic states results In excess

current and minority-carrier charge storage in the base. A novel approach to

alleviating these problems is discussed here.

The paper first presents a description of the proposed HBT/RTD circuit

topology. This is followed by a discussion of the SPICE models and the

simulated performance of a few specific circuits. Last, future prospects for

realization are discussed.

11. Circuit Description

*) A schematic diagram of the HBTIRTD inverter is presented In Fig. 1. In

this configuration, the RTD functions as a source of current for the base as well

as a pull-up load for the previous stage (not shown in Fig. 1). Schottky barrier

diodes (D1-D3) shift the output voltage to allow compatibility between Input and

output voltages. The same Schottky barrier diodes also function as "logic

diodes" that enable the outputs of various gates to be wired In AND

configurations, as In 12L. The resistor Rb Is chosen to minimize the base current,

while the bypass capacitor Cb maintains fast transient response. Together,

these elements alleviate the problems associated with HBT saturation. As one

might observe from Fig. 1, the proposed HBT/RTD logic family Is similar to 12L

logic. This similarity allows HBT/RTD logic to Implement the myriad of circuits

already designed for 12L.
Illustrated In Fig. 2 Is the I-V curve of the RTD pull-up load superimposed

on the I-V characteristic of the driver device (an HBT in series with a Schottky

diode) for analyzing the logic levels. The stable intersections of the I-V curves

are labeled A and B. Typical high and low logic levels are 1.75 and 0.98 V,

respectively. By neglecting base currents, the intersection of the pull-up device

*curve with the driver device determines the collector current IC. For high output

voltage the HBT is off, and power dissipation Is minimal. For low output voltage

3



the RTD Is biased near the valley point, which constrains lc and the power

dissipation to a low (although nonzero) value.
The application of a high logic level on the Input of the Inverter causes

the HBT to saturate. It is necessary to limit the current flow into the collector In

this state. This limitation is accomplished by Rb, which suppresses the base

current and charge storage In the base-collector junction. To minimize the static

power dissipation in this state, the voltage drop across the RTD should

correspond closely to the valley voltage. This can be arranged by proper

choice of power-supply voltage Vcc. Temperature variations In the saturation

voltage of the HBT and in the turn-on voltage of the Schottky diode cause
relatively small excursions of the bias point around the preferred design point.

With Vcc adjusted for minimum static power dissipation, the logic swing of

the HBT/RTD circuit is around 0.8 V. The turn-on voltage for the typical

GaAs/AIGaAs HBT is approximately 1.3 V. Without the shift in voltage level due

to the Schottky diode, an incompatibility exists between the input and output

logic levels. With the Schottky diode, the output swing is between 1.75 and

0.98 V. Unlike the case for CMOS, the low output-logic level of the HBT/RTD

inverter does not approach ground because of both the level-shift diode and the 0
saturation voltage of the HBT. However, as shown later, the static power
dissipation is still low compared to that of conventional 12L Inverters.

In order for the output to make a transition from the high to the low logic
level, it is necessary that the transistor collector current momentarily exceed the
peak current of the RTD. That Is, the transistor base current must rise so that the

operating collector current curve is the curve labeled C in Fig. 2 (or a higher

curve). In order for the output to make a transition from the low to the high logic
level, it is necessary that the transistor collector current momentarily be lower

than the valley current of the RTD. For this to occur, the transistor base current

must be just lower than the base current corresponding to curve D in Fig. 2.

This assumes that the base of the HBT in the next stage draws negigible

current due to Rb. Our simulations show, in addition, that proper operation of

the circuit depends on having adequately low values of the HBT parasitic

emitter and collector resistances Re and Ac, so that the peak HBT collector
current achievable during an Input low-to-high transition exceeds the peak RTD
current.

The Inverter static transfer characteristic Is shown In Fig. 3. The

nonlinear I-V curve of the RTD load causes a hysteresis In the transfer
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characteristic. The vertical transitions (dashed lines in Fig. 3) represent
unstable regions and correspond to abrupt changes in the stable operating
points of the HBT/RTD combination. The noise margins NM0 and NM1 are
defined in Fig. 3 as the separations between the stable logic voltages and the
nearest respective points having unity gain. The presence of hysteresis can
actually enhance noise margins, Increasing the circuit tolerance to noise pulses
[2]. The magnitude of the hysteresis of HBT/RTD Inverters Is relatively small
compared to FET/RTD inverters because of the larger transconductance of the

HBTs.
During transient operation, the rate at which a logic gate can charge and

discharge the output node capacitance determines the switching speed. In

pulling the output from high to low, the high transconductance of the HBT
enables it to swiftly sink the current from both the load RTD and the next stage.
In pulling the output from low to high, on the other hand, the current is provided

by the RTD. If the peak-to-valley current ratio (PVCR) (point E/point B. Fig. 2) Is
high, then the switching time from output low to output high Is Almited primarily
by the valley point, and the switching time decreases rapidly with the magnitude
of the valley current. Since the static power Increases with valley current, a
trade-off exists between these two factors. Thus, the PVCR plays an
instrumental role in both the switching time and the power consumption. A high
value of PVCR of 10 is assumed in the present work. Experimental values of
PVCR in excess of 10 have been reported for RTDs, even In conjunction with

high current density [6].
In order that Rb not limit the switching speed of the circuit, It Is bypassed

with a capacitor. The value of the capacitor Is chosen to be large enough to
provide the base charge required to switch the HBT while small enough to

minimize excess charge storage in the saturation region. With the high fT and
small size of present HBTs, the value of Cb need not be very large. A value of
0.25 pF Is chosen for our simulations.

Ill. Device Modeling

Modeling using the SPICE 3D2 circuit simulation program has been

carried out to determine the performance of the proposed logic family. For

0 "meaningful circuit simulations, accurate models for the RTDs and HBTs were
required.
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SPICE models of RTDs have been Introduced and have been used to

simulate integrated circuits. All of the models have been based on simplified

representations of the I-V curve, such as piecewise linear [7] or polynomial fits.

The present simulations employ a more physical representation, taking

advantage of the option in SPICE 3D for transcendental forms for voltage-

controlled current sources. The RID I-V curve has the form

I = f{ciV[tan-l(c 2V + c3)- tan-l(c 2V + c4)] + CsVm + csvnj, (1)

where f is a scale factor used to vary the RTD area. Constants cl through c4 are

determined by the peak voltage, the peak current, and the tum-on voltage.

Constants c5 and c6 are determined by the valley voltage and current. The

exponents m and n (n > m) are chosen to get a satisfactory fit to the I-V curve

beyond the valley point. The two tan-1 terms arise from the degenerate

stationary-state tunneling theory of the I-V curve, with a Lorentzian form used for

the transmission probability [8]. The two polynomial terms account for the

excess (i.e., inelastic) current, which is the predominant current component at

the valley point and beyond.
The parameters in the SPICE 3D RTD model are determined from the

experimental room temperature I-V curve of an RTD having an area of 14 lim2 ,

a 5.5-nm-thick lno.53Gao.47As quantum well, 1.5-nm-thick AlAs barriers, and

Ino.0 3Gao.47As cladding layers, all grown lattice matched on an InP substrate.

The experimental curve In Fig. 4 has a peak current density of 6x10 4 A cm-2 and

a PVCR of 10. The SPICE model I-V curve has c0 = 0.0021 A V-i, c2 = 24.5 V-i,

c3 = -5.0,cC4 = -15.0,cCs = 0.000035 A V-1 , ce= 0.000056 AV-5, m - 1, and n - 5.

The model I-V curve overestimates the current somewhat at voltages just below

the peak, and deviates significantly at voltages well beyond the valley, but It

agrees very well at the crucial peak and valley points and near zero bias. To

account for displacement current in the RTD, the SPICE model also

incorporates a reverse-biased junction diode In parallel with the current source.

The capacitance is chosen as Cio = 2.5 fF prm-2 at zero bias and has a voltage

dependence of (1 +VNbi)-1/ 2 , where Vbw = 0.1 V. This form of capacitance Is

suitable for RTDs having a lightly doped spacer layer on the anode side of the

double-barrier structure that is much wider than the double-barrier structure

itself. The effect of the double-barrier traversal time, which can be represented

6



by a quantum-well inductance [9], is neglected in the present simulations since

In a device with 1.5-nm-thick barriers It is thought to be Important only at much
shorter time scales (< 1 ps).

SPICE models for HBTs are relatively well established. In this work, the

model corresponds to HBTs In routine fabrication at Rockwell International
Science Center. The fabricated HBTs have an emitter mesa measuring 1.4 x
3 tin, an fT of nearly 60 GHz, and a maximum oscillation frequency fax of 70

GHz [10]. The Schottky diodes in this work were modeled using the SPICE

diode model with the zero-bias junction capacitance set to 12 IF. The other
model parameters were chosen to be consistent with a 2x4-Im Schontky contact
on GaAs.

IV. HBT/RTD Simulation Results

A variety of circuits based on the proposed inverter have been simulated,

including other logic gates, *delay chains" based on sequences of inverters with
*) varying fan-out, flip-flops, and flip-flop-based static frequency dividers. For all

circuits the input and output are buffered by at least one inverter, and the last

inverter was terminated by an RTD in order to maintain the node voltages that

would exist in a very large gate array.
A six-inverter chain circuit having one Schottky diode per gate was used

to determine the transient characteristics of this bloic famnily. The input voltage
waveform to the chain consists of a periodic pulse that approximates the typical

HBT/RTD switching characteristics. The slew rate and amplitude were chosen
in a self-consistent manner. The third gate of the Inverter chain was used to

determine the propagation delay time (measured between the 50% points on

the Input and output waveform) and the static power dissipation. The results of

the simulations are listed in Table I. Fig. 5 Illustrates the typical switching
voltage and current characteristics. The output current waveform shows

significant peaking during the switching transients, while the steady state values

of current are small, as desired for low static power dissipation.
In order to quantify the power dissipation, both dynamic and static power

components must be accounted for. The total power dissipation Pw can be

expressed in the form

P-Pe+ EO f ,(2)
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where Pave is the static power dissipation averaged over the low and high

states, E0 Is the dynamic switching energy, and f is the frequency of switching of

the gate. Values of Pave were determined from the transient analysis by using

an input waveform with a large period. The value of E0 was determined by

Integrating the current passing through the gate from the power supply during

transient analysis. This is accomplished by measuring the voltage across a

dummy capacitor that is coupled to the gate by a current-controlled current

source.
To gain further insight into the operation of the HBT/RTO inverter, the

effect of varying a number of relevant device parameters was investigated.

These parameters included a parasitic load capacitance CL and the external

resistor Rb as well as the areas of the HBT, the Schottky diode, and the RTD. In

Table I, a scale factor of 1 for the HBT/diode combination denotes that the areas

of the standard HBT and Schottky-diode designs described in Sec. III were

used. The RTD scale factor is normalized to the area of the RTD design

described in Sec. Ill. Table I contains the resulting values of delay time <td>,

speed-power product Pave * <td>. Pave, and E0 for the various circuits. The

quantity <td> is obtained by averaging the output low-to-high propagation delay

time with the output high-to-low propagation delay time. The lowest delay time

in Table I is 39 ps, but the Pave in this case Is 0.4 mW. If power considerations

are more important, the HBT/RTD logic can be designed to dissipate 0.09 mW

with an average delay of 148 ps by using an RTD scale factor of 0.1 and an Rb
of 10 kQ. A comparison between the output-voltage rise and fal times reveals

that the rise time is significantly larger than the fall time and Is limited by the

current supplied to the node capacitance by the RTD. Further studies also
reveal that the intrinsic base-collector capacitance Cbc of the HIBT Olmits the

switching time. Reductions In Cbc will significantly improve the switching speed

of the inverter.
For comparative purposes, an 12L logic Inverter chain with the same HBT

transistor was simulated. The logic swing was set to be around 0.4 V [11. A
2-k( base pull-up resistor yields a static power dissipation of 0.9 mW, a 454-J

static power-delay product, and a 54-ps time delay. This power-delay product Is

3.5 times larger than the best result of 15 M shown In Table 1. This Is a good

measure of the Improvement offered by the HBT/RTD logic over exting HBT I.
logic.
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* Additional simulated circuits verified the wired AND function of the

HBT/RTD logic family. Simulations of circuits designed to evaluate the fan-out

characteristics of the gate uncovered several important device design criteria.

The current supplied by the HBT must exceed the fan-out number times the RTD

peak current. This requires adequately high input base current, as well as

controlled transistor saturation voltage, which depends on having uniform and

low Re and Rc values in the transistors involved. If Re and Rc are too high, the

circuit will have reduced logic swing and high static power dissipation.

However, the logic functions will still be correct in spite of the reduced logic

levels. One possible approach for reducing Re and Rc for increased fan-out is

to scale the area of the HBT and the Schottky diode. The penalty of this

approach is that it increases the overall capacitance.

Frequency dividers are often used to determine the high-speed

characteristics of a logic family. The frequency divider requires a fan-out of

three for certain gates in the circuit. A divide-by-two frequency divider

consisting of six NAND gates was simulated. The maximum frequency of

*O operation for this circuit is the inverse of four times the average time delay of a

single gate. In the first simulation, the same optimized HBTs (reduced Re and

Rc without area scaling) are used throughout the circuit. A maximum operating

frequency of 5.25 GHz with an average Ptot of 1.4 mW per gate was calculated.

For the second simulation, area scaling is used to reduce R1 and Rc. Since fan-

outs of one, two, and three are used in the frequency divider circuit, it is possible

to optimize performance by increasing the device area selectively. In a design

with scaring commensurate with actual fan-out, an fmax of 2.4 GHz with a Ptol of

1.1 mW (0.4-mW static power plus 0.7-mW dynamic power) per gate is

demonstrated. Fig. 6 contains a plot of the frequency divider operating at 2.375

GHz. The values of power and speed for these simulated dividers compare

favorably with those for other HBT-based technologies. For example, we have

simulated a divide-by-two frequency divider comprising standard HBT 12L logic

and have found the total power to be roughly twice that of an equivalent

HBT/RTD divider operating at the same frequency.

V. Prospects for Realization

SGaAs/AlGaAs HBT-based integrated circuits made using molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) or organometallic vapor phase epitaxy have been widely
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produced in research laboratories, and pilot production has recently begun at

several companies. Also, RTDs made from several materials systems have

been demonstrated using MBE growth. In both cases, the key device

dimensions are defined during epitaxy rather than by post-growth lateral

patterning. In principal, the layer structures for both devices could be defined

monorithically by a single MBE growth with the RTD epilayers lying on top of the

HBT epilayers. This Is particularly easy because the RTD layers are very thin

and can be readily removed from the wafer where not needed. However, the

highest-performance RTDs (e.g., with high PVCR at room temperature and high

peak current density) have been fabricated with materials systems other than

GaAs/AIGaAs and thus will not be lattice matched to GaAs substrates. The

requirements for the present circuits can be met by RTDs made from

InGaAs/AIAs (which has been assumed as the basis for the simulations) or

InAs/GaSb/AISb. It is noteworthy that Brown et al. have demonstratrw high-

speed operation of InAs/AISb RTDs deposited on GaAs substrates, despite the

presence of misfit dislocations caused ly the !arge lattice mismatch (4]. The

ability to produce useful devices without lattfre matching suggests that it may

also be possible to combine III-V RTDs with Si bipolar transistors to form a logic 0
family with even lower power dissipation but lower speed than the one

described here.

VI. Summary

An HBBT/RL. logic family has been proposed that, according to SPICE

computer simulations, offers high-speed switching with low static power

dissipation. Although not the fastest logic family, it offers considerable reduction

In st' • power for applications requiring high-speed digital logic. Furthermore,

it should be possible to combine both HBT/RTD logic and HBT-based ECL logic

In the same integrated circuit through appropriate matching circuitry. The

HBT/RTD logic family would take care of the slower functions and offer reduced

power dissipation and high packing density, while the ECL-logic-based circuits

would be employed in the core high-speed circuits.

0
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* Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic of HBT/RTD Inverter capable of driving a fan-out of three.

Fig. 2. Inverter characteristic consisting of the HBT driver curves superimposed
on the curve for the RTD pull-up load.

Fig. 3. Voltage transfer characteristic of the HBT/RTD Inverter showing
hysteresis. The dashed segments represent switching through the NDR region
of the RTD and are not stable at dc.

Fig. 4. Comparison of experiment (solid and dashed) and SPICE model
(dotted) for the I-V curve of a high-current-density RTD made from the

Ino.53Ga 0.47As/AIAs material system. The dashed portion of the experimental I-
V curve represents discontinuous switching into the middle portion of the NDR
region (also shown solid) in which the RTD Is oscillating in the measurement

* circuit.

Fig. 5. Simulated voltage and current transient results of HBT/RTD inverter.

Fig. 6. Simulated results of a divide-by-two frequency divider at 2.375 GHz
(scaled by fan-out). This frequency is close to the maximum operation
frequency fre = 11(4 td).

1
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Table I
Numerical results of SPICE 3D2 simulations of the HBT/RTD Inverter*

HBT/ RTD Rb CL lave Pave <tdg Pove"ytd:' E0
Diode Scale (kal) (f F) (mA) (mW) (ps) (fJ) (fJ)
Scale Factor
Factor I I__II___

3 0.4 2 0 0.22 0.42 99.1 41.2 202
3 0.4 2 100 0.22 0.42 154.5 64.2 285
3 0.4 4 0 0.17 0.32 102.7 33.0 177
3 0.4 4 100 0.17 0.32 148.0 47.6 253
3 0.2 2 0 0.16 0.31 203.1 62.0 139
3 0.2 2 100 0.16 0.31 323.8 99.2 203
3 0.2 4 0 0.11 0.21 191.8 40.3 177
3 0.2 4 100 0.11 0.21 307.2 65.4 215
2 0.4 2 0 0.21 0.41 78.7 32.1 152
2 0.4 2 100 0.21 0.41 127.9 52.1 228
2 0.2 2 0 0.16 0.31 144.9 45.5 120 0
2 0.2 2 100 0.16 0.30 261.2 78.4 193
1 0.4 2 0 0.21 0.40 38.6 15.4 165
1 0.4 2 100 0.21 0.40 86.7 35.5 253
1 0.2 2 0 0.15 0.29 78.9 22.5 127
1 0.2 2 100 0.15 0.29 195.6 56.2 165
1 0.1 10 0 0.05 0.09 148.0 13.9 82

"Inverter chain used with Voc - 1.9 V and Cb - 0.25 pF; typical magniude of logic swing is 0.8 V.
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* High-speed resonant-tunneling diodes

E.R. Brown

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lexington, MA 02173-9108

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

Tunneling is a strictly quantum-mechanical process that entails the passage of a particle

from one classically allowed region to another through a classically forbidden, or tunneling,

region. Resonant tunneling is distinguished by the presence within the clasically forbidden

region of quasibound, or metastable, states of the tunneling particle. In solid-state resonant

* tunneling, the quasibound states are usually associated with impurities in the tunneling region

or with narrow classically allowed regions (i.e., quantum wells) contained within semniconduc-

tor heterostructures. The present chapter is concerned with resonant tunneling in the double-

barrier heterostructure, which is composed of two layers of a semiconductor material, such as

AlAs, embedded in another semiconductor having a smaller bandgap, such as GaAs.

Double-barrier resonant tunneling has attracted considerable attention because it is one of

the few solid-state transport phenomena that can provide a fast negative differential resistance

(NDR) at room temperature. The NDR region has been used as the basis for high-frequency

oscillations and high-speed switching. For example, double-barrier resonant-tunneling diodes

(DBRTDs) made from the InAs/AISb material system have oscillated up to to 712 GHz, and

DBRTDs made from the GaAs/AlAs system have switched from the peak-current point to the

valley-current region in a time near 2 ps. Much of the interest in resonant-tunneling devices

stems from the fact that these results are among the highest oscillation frequencies and the

lowest switching times reported to date for electronic devices. This has led to the develop-

ment of DBRTD oscillators for the terahertz region and DBRTD switches for signal process-

* ing and digital applications.
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The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 reviews the fundamental physical

characteristics of resonant tunneling. Section 3 deals with the various resonant-tunneling

material systems and the dc I-V characteristics obtained from DBRTDs in these systems.

These include 11-V material systems having type-I band offsets, such as the common

GaAs/AlAs (GaAs quantum well and AlAs barriers); those having type-Il offset, such as

InAs/AlSb; pseudomorphic systems, such as In2Gal_.As/AIAs; and column-IV systems, such

as SixGe._x/Si. Section 4 covers some of the key issues in the device physics such as the

current density, charge storage in the quan.um well, current fluctuations, and excess current

mechanisms. Section 5 analyzes the important time-delay mechanisms operative in high-

speed diodes, including the fundamental RC time, resonant-tunneling traverbal time, and sem-

iclassical transit time across the depletion region. In Sec. 6, these time delays are combined

to yield the two most important theoretical measures of device performance: the maximum

oscillation frequency fm• and the switching risetime tR. Section 7 summarizes some of the

experimental methods, both electronic and optoelectronic, that have been employed to charac-

terize the speed of the DBRTD. Among these meth9ds are oscillator-frequency measurement

and switching-time measurement by electrooptic sampling. The last section surveys some

promising analog and digital applications of DBRTDs. Each of the applications utilizes the

DBRTD as an independent device. The chapter does not address the integration of double-

barrier structures into transistors, such as the resonant-tunneling bipolar transistor, 1 the

resonant-tunneling hot electron transistor,2 or the quantum-well resonant-tunneling transistor.3

1.2. Historical background

In a sense the double-barrier structure represented a retreat from more complicated

multiple-barrier, or superlattice, structures that initially promised new electronic functions,

such as Bloch oscillations, but did not perform as expected.4' 5 The first realization of the

double-barrier structure occurred in 1974 with the observation of NDR in a (aAs/AlGaAs

DBRTD at low temperatures. 6 Following this pioneering result, most of the work in heteros-

tructures centered around the development of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), since it was

clear that the quality of the materials in these structures would have to be improved in order

to observe the NDR or any other quantum-transport effect at room temperature. The primary

structures studied during this time were single- or double-heterojunction quantum wells rather

than resonant-tunneling structures. The subsequent improvements in materials growth led to

the advent of two very important devices: the heterojunction diode laser and the
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* heterostructure field-effect transistor. However, the resonant-tunneling structure went rela-

tively unstudied until 1983. At that time, a cooled GaAs/AIGaAs double-barrier structure was

used to rectify 2.5-THz laser radiation.7 This pivotal experiment demonstrated that resonant

tunneling was a very fast process, and it spurred the development of improved materials.

Within three years, several groups had achieved a large room-temperature NDR effect, first in

the GaAs/Alo25Gao. 75As material system,8 and shortly thereafter in the GaAs/AIAs sys-

tem.9' 10

In the ensuing years, the research has branched in different directions, with much of the

effort aimed at developing new material systems or at understanding the dynamic characteris-

tics of resonant tunneling. A key advance in material systems was the development of

indium-bearing heterostructures, as discussed in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4. The research on the

dynamic characteristics has centered around a set of oscillation and switching experiments,

described in Sec. 7, and around the quantum-transport theory, described in Chapter 9.

2. Physical concepts in resonant tunneling

2.1. Resonant-tunneling characteristics

The fundamental requirement for resonant tunneling in any structure is spatial quantiza-

tion. This entails the formation of quasibound states whose energy can be found by solving

the time-independent Schrldinger equation for the structure. As an example, the lowest three

quasibound states of a double-barrier structure are depicted in Fig. 1. Each state is character-

ized by a quasibound energy E_ and a lifetime %. These quantities are related to the tunnel-

ing process in that E, is the peak of the transmission probability T*T vs longitudinal energy

Ez (the energy along the direction perpendicular to the barrier layers), T. = Wf/1r, where r. is

the full width at half-maximum of the nth peak of the T*T curve. The requirement for spatial

quantization is En Z IY/;, where % is the inelastic scattering time for an electron occupying

the nth state. In the limit of an infinitely deep quantum well where

E, = (hck,) 2/2m* = (nxlT)2/2m*L2, this inequality becomes % ?: 2Lw/nxvg - 2tnx, where

Lw is the quantum-well width, vg = l'k./m* is the group velocity, m* is the effective mass,

* and tw is the semiclassical quantum-well traversal time. That is, spatial quantization requires

that the electron traverse the quantum well at least once without scattering.
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Resonant tunneling is also characterized by the relative magnitudes of ;n and %. If

S4<S, the resonant tunneling through the nth state is said to be coherent, since under this

condition the electron d' -es not scatter during the process and thus the phase of the wavefunc-

tion at each point in space is continuous in time. If T 3 %, the resonant tunneling is said to

be sequential. In this case, the wavefunction is partially randomized by scattering events that

occur in or near the double-barrier structure. Thus, resonant tunneling can be neatly classified

by the three characteristic times, ;, t., and Ts.11,12 Coherent resonant tunneling satisfies

S< r > tw, and sequential resonant tunneling satisfies T > rs >

22. Transmission probability

Coherent and sequential resonant tunneling can be analyzed within the stationary-state

formalism of quantum mechanics. One can represent a particle incident on the double-barrier

structure as a plane wave having a wavevector kz = (2m*Ez)'A/1 along the direction (z) per-

pendicular to the plane of the barriers. The interaction of the paricle with the double-barrier

structure is described entirely by the transmission probability T*T(Ez). In the situation where

the energy in the lateral plane is conserved throughout the resonant-tunneling process, only

those particles having EZ nearly equal to E. can traverse the structure with high probability.

For these particles the transmission probability is well approximated by the following

Lorentzian form12, 13

T*T rLr= (2.1)TT (EZ - E.)2 + r.2/4,

where rL and rR are the partial-width, or transparency, factors for the left and right barriers,

respectively. In the presence of certain types of scattering, this expression can be generalized

to the form

T*T= [ 1 (Ez- F T2/4

where FT = F• + rR + rs , and rs is a scattering parameter. In this case, T*T represents the

probability for an electron to enter the structure at Ez and to exit at any energy. The scatter-

ing causes the energy of the particle to be uncertain after entering the structure. However, the

integrated probability, tT*T(EZ)dEZ, is independent of rs. This is analogous to the sum rule
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for oscillator strengths in the quantum theory of radiative transitions. Analytic expressions
have been derived for the first-quasibound-state partial widths, rR and FL, under the follow-

ing conditions:13 (1) the potential energy is everywhere flat except for the step discontinuities

at the heterojunctions, and (2) the dispersion relations for the particle are parabolic in all

regions, including the barriers.

In many practical situations, such as double-barrier structures under large bias, the ana-

lytic expressions for T*T are inadequate and one must rely on numerical solutions. Under the

condition of lateral momentum conservation, one solves the longitudinal effective-mass

Schrrdinger equation,

E(Pz/ff)F(z) + V(z)F(z) = EF(z), (2.3)

wViere Pz is the longitudinal momentum operator, E(Pz/l) is the energy-dispersion functional,

V(z) is the electron potential energy including both compositional and electrostatic contribu-

tions, F(z) is the envelope function, and E is the energy eigenvalue. Near the conduction-

band edge of any semiconductor, the dispersion relation along a given direction of momentum

space is parabolic, so that E(Pz/1F) = P2/2m* where m* is the local effective mass. In this

case, Eq. (2.3) is a second-order linear differential equation, called the effective-mass equa-

tion, that is solved uniquely by applying the boundary conditions of the continuity of F and

the continuity of the electron flux (1/m*)dF/dz at each heterojunction in the structure. 14 T*T

through the structure is obtained by connecting the solutions across the heterojunctions using

the transfer-matrix technique.15

If the particle energy is not near a band edge or is near the edge of degenerate bands,

then the effective-mass equation does not apply straightforwardly. The common approach in

this case is to employ the so-called envelope-function formalism. 16 The tunneling wavefunc-

tion is represented as an admixture of conduction- and valence-band envelope functions, and

the dispersion relations are everywhere formulated within the context of multiple bands. For

example, two-band models (P electron and light hole) have been successful in describing

energy levels in type-U band structures (defined in Sec. 4.1).16 Two-band models have also

been applied in tunneling problems.17 A useful simplification of this formalism for electron

tunneling results from assuming that the wavevectors and effective masses are everywhere

determined by non parabolic dispersion, but that the wavefunction has only a conduction-band

component. The barrier dispersion is determined by connecting the conduction band to the

light-hole band. 18 This results in an analytic expression of E vs K where K is the attenuation
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coefficient, or the modulus, of the imaginary wavevector. Associated with this expression is a

branch point where the K reaches a maximum value in the bandgap. In the classically

allowed regions, it often suffices to model the electron dispersion relation by the expression

obtained from two-band k-p perturbation theory, 19 E(k) = ('kz) 2(l - Ak2 )/2m*, where A is a

constant that depends on the band structure.

Some questions arise regarding the validity of the effective-mass equation, or envelope-

function approximation, in problems of heterobarrier tunneling. It is often asked, for example,

how effectively a heterojunction couples the envelope function of an incident electron to com-

ponents of the wavefunction in the barrier at different points in the Brillouin zone. One study

of this issue has shown that when the barriers are sufficiently thin, the coupling is weak.20

This situation applies to at least the lower end of the range of barrier thicknesses used in

high-speed DBRTDs, which is approximately 1.0 to 5.0 nm. Thus, one can assume that the

Brillouin-zone symmetry of the envelope function is preserved upon tunneling through thin

barriers. Another question is whether or not it is valid to neglect the cell-periodic part of the

wavefunction in the presence of the abrupt change of potential at a heterojunction. The

answer is that the envelope function alone is adequate if it varies slowly over a unit cell. 2 1

This is generally true in semiconductor heterostructures, where the electron energy usually lies

within 1 eV or so of the closest band edge and thus the de Broglie wavelength (i.e., the

inverse crystal wavevector) is much larger than a unit celL

23. Electrical current and NDR

The electrical current through the first quasibound state of a double-barrier structure is

understood from the diagram given in Fig. 1. As the bias voltage is increased from zero, the

quasibound level in the quantum well drops relative to the band edge on the cathode side.

When the quasibound level approaches alignment with the quasi-Fermi level EP, the electron

current begins to increase rapidly. This rise can be explained in terms of an increase in the

number of electrons in the cathode Fermi sphere that have Ez = E1.22 The current eventually

approaches a peak near the voltage that aligns the quasibound level with the conduction band

edge in the neutral region on the cathode side. This is the bias voltage depicted in Fig. 1. At

higher voltages there are no electrons with Ez = El, so that the current decreases precipi-

tously, and an NDR region occurs. This NDR region is the basis for all of the high-speed
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a oscillations and switching observed to date in DBRTDs.

The quality of a DBRTD is usually given by the peak current density Jp and the peak-

to-valley current ratio, PVCR * Ip/Iv, where Ip and IV are the peak and valley currents,

respectively, associated with the NDR region. A quantity of secondary importance is the

peak-to-valley voltage ratio PVVR M VvIVp, where Vv and Vp are the valley and peak vol-

tages, respectively. For high-speed operation the current density should be relatively large

(Jp Z lx404 A cm- 2) for the same reason as in any other high-speed electronic device: high

current density is required for fast charging and discharging of the device and circuit capaci-

tance. The relationship between current density and device speed is addressed in Sec. 6.

3. Resonant-tunneling materials

3.1. Material-system properties

It is a testament to the resonant-tunneling phenomenon that its trademark, the NDR

* region, has been observed at room temperature in several different material systems under a

variety of crystalline conditions. In this section the constitutive properties of these material

systems are summarized. One such property is the nature of the band alignment that occurs at

a heterojunction between two materials of different bandgap. The well-known type-I align-

ment is one in which the bandgap of the narrower gap material is contained entirely within

the bandgap of the other on an energy diagram. In type-lI alignments, the bandgap of the

narrower-gap material does not overlap the gap of the other material at all, and usually lies

well below it. In type-il-staggered systems, the bandgap of the narrower-gap material inter-

sects the wider gap partially, usually in the bottom portion of the wider bandgap. Thus the

wider-gap material appears as a barrier to electrons but a well to holes. Independent of band

alignment, each of the systems is designated by AB, where A and B are the two constituent

materials, and B is the material with the wider bandgap.

A second constitutive property is the crystalline state of the semiconductor layers in and

around the double-barrier structure. In the most desirable case, all layers are lattice matched

to the substrate material. One variation is to lattice match the quantum wenl and cladding

layers but use lattice-mismatched barriers. If they are suitably thin, the lattice constant of the

barriers will conform to that of the cladding layers, creating what is called a pseudomorphic
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match. Another variation is to lattice match the barriers but mismatch all or part of the quan-

tum well, or some part of the cladding layers. Again, if the mismatched layer is kept suitably

thin, a pseudomorphic match resuit. Finally, one can mismatch all of the cladding material

and, possibly, the barrier material with respect to the substrate, creating what is called a

lattice-mismatched structure.

The diversity introduced by the different resonant-tunneling mateuial systems is

exemplified in Fig. 2, which shows the theoretical first-quasibound-state electron lifetime,

-t = ?r/r', as a function of barrier thickness for a fixed quantum-well thickness of 4.6 nim.

Non-parabolic effects are included. All of the materials represented in Fig. 2 have type-I

band offsets except InAs/AISb, which is type H staggered. The important aspect of this plot

is the broad range of lifetimes offered by different material systems at a given barrier thick-

ness. This is a result of the strong dependence of the lifetime on the barrier attenuation

coefficient, t =I/F1 a- exp(KLB), where L4 is the barrier thickness. The difference in K

between the material systems arises from differences in the band gap or band alignment. For

example, the smaller lifetimes of the GaAs/Al0.42Ga0.5SAs structure compared to those of the

GaAs/AlAs structure are caused primarily by the smaller bandgap, and hence barrier height, of

the Al,. 42Ga0.5gAs. In contrast, the much smaller lifetimes of the InAs/AISb structure com-

pared to the InAs/AIAs structure are caused by the type-il-staggered band alignment of

InAs/AlSb, which is discussed in Sec. 3.4.

3.2. GaAs-based structures

The GaAs quantum well with Al1Gal...As barriers is the most venerable of the resonant-

tunneling material systems, since it was the first system to yield an NDR effect at low tem-

peratures 6 and at room temperature.8 With x = 0.4, this system provides useful PVCR at

values of Jp up to about lxl04 A cm-2.23 At higher values of Jp the PVCR is usually

degraded by large thermionic current over the top of the barriers. Consequently, much better

PVCR at high Jp is obtained from GaAs/AlAs structures. In GaAs/AlAs DBRTDs having Jp

in the range from 104 to l10 A cm-2, the best observed room-temperature PVCRs are about 4.

Above this range, the PVCR degrades significantly. For example, PVCRs of 1.4 and 2.5 have

been achieved in DBRTDs having Jp of 1.5x10 5 A cm-2,4 and 1.3xl0W A cm-2,25 respec-

tively. The best reported PVCR with Jp > W0 A cm-2 is 3.0 at Jp = 1.2x40 5 A cm- 2.2 6 This

degradation is a drawback of GaAs/AlAs DBRTDs for high-speed applications, which usually
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require Jp z W A cm-2. The J-V curve of a high-Jp GaAs/AlAs DBRTD is shown in Fig. 3

W in comparison with the curves for DBRTDs made from alternative material systems.

Several clever structures have been implemented to improve the PVCR of lattice-

matched GaAs DBRTDs, at least at low current densities. For example, anode- and cathode-

side AlAs barriers have been grown with Al.Gal-,As layers just outside to form "chair bar-

riers."27 This has resulted in a DBRTD having a PVCR of 6.3 at room temperature. 28 Another

structure contained an In1Gaal-..As layer either as a pre-well on the cathode side,29 or in place

of the GaAs quantum well. 30 An improved PVCR resulted in both cases.

33. Ino.53Gao4 7As-based strUCtures

The first DBRTDs fabricated in a system other than GaAs/Al.Gal-,As were made from

the Ino_53GaoA7As/Ino.52AloAsAs system. 3 1 Both of these ternary alloys are lattice matched to

InP substrates. The initial Ino.s3GaOA.4As/Ino.5 2A1OASAs DBRTDs yielded a PVCR of 2.3 at

room temperature. This was subsequently improved to about 7 at room temperature and 40 at

77 K.32,33 Shortly thereafter, superior results were obtained by replacing the Ino.52Alo.48As

O barriers with AlAs, which in the relaxed state has a 3.5% smaller lattice constant than

Ino.53GaoA7As. In spite of this mismatch, the AlAs is pseudomorphic if the barrier thickness

is limited to approximately 3.0 nm or less. The resulting DBRTDs yielded unprecedented

PVCRs of 14 at room temperature.34 Further improvement followed with the achievement of

a PVCR of 30 at room temperature in a DBRTD having a thin InAs layer embedded in the

Ino.53Ga0 47As quantum well. 35

A second InoS3GaOA 7As-based system of interest contains GaAs rather than AlAs bar-

riers. Because of its low electronic and light-hole effective masses, the GaAs barrier has a

maximum attenuation coefficient in the gap that is about a factor-of-two smaller. However,

the bandgap difference between the constituent materials is small, so that a low barrier height

(-0.3 eV) is obtained. Consequently, the NDR region is observed only at 77 K or lower

operating temperatures. 36

A third InO.s3GaOA7As-based DBRTD has been fabricated with InP barriers by low-

pressure metallorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).37 The structure contained a 10-

nm-thick Ino.53GaOAAs quantum well and 10-nm-thick InP barriers. It displayed a 77-K

S PVCR of 1.2 for resonant tunneling through the first quasibound level and a PVCR of 3.0

through the second level. Although these results are inferior to those discussed above, the
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thick barriers of the Ino_53Ga0 .47As/InP sample probably hindered the performance greatly, just

as they do in other material systems. This DBRTD with much thinner InP barriers could ulti-

mately provide competitive performance with the other In.5 3GaoA 7As-based DBRTDS, since it

has the advantage over In0_ 3Ga0 4 7As/ALAs of lattice matching and the advantage over

Ino.53Gao. 7As/In0.52Alo.4AsA of no alloy scattering in the barriers.

3.4. InAs-based structures

High-quality DBRTDs have recently been fabricated from the InAs/AlSb material sys-

tem, whose band offset is shown in Fig. 4. This is a type-Il-staggered offset in which the

valence-band edge of the AISb lines up in the band gap of the InAs. Consequently, an elec-

tron tunnels into the AlSb from the InAs at an energy well below the branch point, and K is

approximately 0.6 times the maximum value. In contrast, an electron tunnels into a type-I

offset barrier, such as the AlAs barrier depicted in Fig. 4, much closer to the branch point.

Since r, and Jp both depend on this attenuation coefficient roughly as exp(-KLB), the

difference in K corresponds to a difference of approximately five times in Jp at the typical

barrier thickness of 1.5 nm. The superior current capability of the InAs/AlSb structure is

displayed in Fig. 3. The J-V curve was obtained on a diode having 1.5-nm-thick AISb bar-

riers and a 6.4-nm-thick InAs quantum well.38 The measured values of Jp = 3.7x×0 A cm-2

and AY = 2x105 A cm-2 are comparable to the best results achieved in the Ino_3GaOaAs/AlAs

system, and are considerably better than those of GaAs/ALAs DBRTDs.

In addition to the superior current density, the InAs-based material systems have two

advantages over GaAs-based material systems for high-speed device performance? 8 First,

electrons will drift across a given depletion layer in InAs much more rapidly than in GaAs

provided that this layer is sufficiently thin (S 0.1 prm) or the voltage drop is sufficiently small

that there is little probability of impact ionization. 39 The higher drift velocities compared with

GaAs are due to the weaker electron LO-phonon interaction strength in InAs and the much

larger separation in energy between the conduction-band edge and the first upper valley. A

short depletion-layer transit time is necessary to maximize the device speed, as discussed in

Sec. 5. A second advantage is that InAs DBRTDs have a significantly lower series resistance

Rs. This stems primarily from the ultra low specific resistance Rc of ohmic contacts to InAs.

Values of Rc as low as 5xl0-8 Ql cm2 have been measured by transmission-line model meas-

urements made on non-alloyed InAs ohmic contacts.40 The Rs is further reduced by the
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higher mobility of electrons in InAs than in GaAs at all practical n-type doping concentra-

W tions. Each of these advantages of InAs relative to GaAs also applies to a lesser extent in

comparing In0.53Ga0.47As to GaAs.

35. GaSb and lnSb structures

A type-H DBRTD is obtained by replacing the InAs quantum well in the above structure

by GaSb. This is the basis for a type of resonant tunneling through quasibound levels in the

valence band, which is called resonant interband tunneling (RI').4 1 The RIT structure has

demonstrated a very high PVCR of approximately 20 at room temperature. A complementary

structure having an InAs quantum well and GaSb cladding layers has also been demon-

strated.4 2, 43 Unfortunately, in both types of structures the peak current density is not yet

sufficient to be useful in high-speed circuits. However, the type-fl alignment between GaSb

and InAs allows for new types of vertical transistor structures.44, 4 5

Very recently a DBRTD has been fabricated in the InSb/InAlSb system.46 The PVCRs

measured at room temperature and 77 K were 1.4 and 3.9, respectively. The appeal of this

material system is that InSb has the excellent transport properties of very low electronic

effective mass (m* = 0.0139m0 ) and high mobility resulting from a low electron-phonon

scattering cross section. A disadvantage is the narrow bandgap (Er = 0.16 eV at T = 300 K),

which magnifies the effects of impact ionization and Zener (i.e., cross-gap) tunneling.

3.6. Column-IV material systems

In the preceding sections, the material systems have consisted of some combination of

column-Ml (Ga, Al, or In) and column-V (As, Sb, or P) constituent materials. All high-speed

DBRTDs have been made from one of these combinations. However, because of the success

and pervasiveness of silicon in electronic devices, efforts have been expended to develop Si-

based resonant-tunneling structures. The most studied material systems are SiGePl-.,/Si and

Si/SiC. Although the band alignment in Si1Gel./Si is type I, most of the bandgap difference

appears in the valence band of the SiGe. This results in a Si barrier in SiGe that is too small

to allow strong electronic resonant tunneling. Therefore, researchers have studied hole

resonant tunneling.47,4 8 The best result reported to date is a PVCR of 2.0 at 77 K.49 NDR

has not yet been observed at room temperature. The relatively poor performance of

0w SixGel-./Si DBRTDs is apparently not caused by lattice mismatch, but instead is the
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consequence of the undesirable transmission characteristics associated with resonant tunneling

through quasibound levels in the valence band. The mixing that occurs between the light- and

heavy-hole subbands smears out the transmission probability such that the ground state reso-

nance is not well isolated from the next higher resonance, and hence the PVCR is degraded.

The Si/SiC system alleviates the difficulties of SiGe/Si by offering a much larger

conduction-band offset and thus the possibility of strong electronic resonant tunneling."

Unfortunately, the poor crystalline quality of epitaxial SiC has precluded good experimental

results. However, if SiC epitaxial growth techniques were to advance significantly, Si/SiC

could become the material system of choice, particularly for applications of DBRTDs in

large-scale Si integrated circuits.

4. DBRTD device physics

4.1. Band bending and diode capacitance

An external bias voltage applied across a DBRTD modifies the equilibrium band profile

in the active region. In order to analyze the current density, one must determine the modified

band profile, or band bending, to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. A first estimate is

obtained by modeling the device as a semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor (SIS) diode.

Unless the current density is very high, one can then assume that the diode is in a condition

of quasi-equilibrium. Under this condition, the electron concentration on each side is charac-

terized by a uniform quasi-Fermi level [i.e., El on the cathode (or emitter) side and EI on the

anode (or collector) side], as shown in Fig. 1. The band bending is obtained by solving

Poisson's equation on each side and connecting the solutions with a uniform field across the

double-barrier structure. Shown in Fig. 5 is the band bending obtained by this method for a

DBRTD containing 5.0-nm-thick A10.42Ga0osAs barriers, a 5.0-nm-thick GaAs quantum well,

and 50-nm-thick lightly doped spacer layers on either side.

The capacitance of the DBRTD in this model is what one expects from an analogous SIS

diode. That is, C = EA(LD + Lw + 2LB + LA)-', where A is the area, Lo is the width of the

depletion region, and LA is the width of the accumulation region (i.e., the distance over which

band bending occurs) on the cathode side. For the device in Fig. 5, LD = 60 nm, Lw + 2LB =

15 nm, and LA = 25 nm, leading to C/A = 1.1 fF ,tm- 2. This is a typical specific capacitance
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for high-speed DBRTDs, and is considerably lower than that of most other tunneling devices
W such as p-n (Esakd) diodes or Josephson-junction devices. The latter two devices require

degenerate electron concentrations on both sides of the junction in order to achieve high

current densities. In that case both LD and LA are roughly equal to 10 inm, and the specific

capacitance is roughly five times that of the DBRTD.

A more accurate estimate of the band bending maintains the assumption of quasi-

equilibrium in the cladding layers but accounts for at least one of the following effects: (1)

spatial quantization in the accumulation layer, or (2) charge storage in the quantum well. To

properly deal with the first effect, one must carry out self-consistent calculations of the Pois-

son and Schrbdinger equations such as those discussed in Chapter 1. Such calculations made

on DBRTDs indicate that the electron states in the accumulation layer consist of a continuum

at energies above the neutral band edge on the cathode side and quasibound states at lower

energies. 51 In the majority of DBRTD structures, the binding energy of the lowest quasibound

state (relative to the neutral band edge) is only a small fraction of the total potential drop

across the accumulation layer, VA. The presence of these quasibound levels has been corre-

lated experimentally with undulations in the I-V curve at voltages below the first p-ak.52 The

charge storage in the quantum well can have a profound effect on the I-V curve and is

addressed in Sec. 4.3.

4.2. Current density

The current density J is estimated quantitatively by employing the well-known

stationary-state transport model in which the traversal through the double-barrier structure is

analyzed by the stationary-state formulation discussed in See. 2.2, and the transport in the

cladding layers is analyzed with semiclassical theory.53 The magnitude of J in a given longi-

tudinal energy interval is thus the product of the density of electrons incident, the group velo-

city, and the transmission probability in this interval. The magnitude of current density is the

difference between the left-hand-going and right-hand-going fluxes, integrated over all

energy, 15

S1(~TT r + exp(EIc+eVA-Ez)/kT lS= k idFZT*T log I, x(~ t A-e T E )k (4.1)
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where I3 = em*/2n 2ff3, and VT is the total applied voltage across the device defined in Fig. 1.

It is useful to evaluate this integral in conjunction with the Breit-Wigner form for T*T in Sec.

2.1. When the temperature is low enough that the Fermi distribution on the cathode side is

degenerate and the bias voltage is high enough that the anode-to-cathode current can be

ignored, one obtains

2J rir (Ec + eVA - Ep) [tani [2(EI + CVA - EP) 1 n-(2(eVA - Ep) (41 2
-1  - -T J [-T (4.2

+ 2r1 log [ rT2/4 + VA-EP ]
Zl! Fr/4 + WeA + Ec - Ep) '

where Ep peak energy of T*T relative to the conduction band edge on the cathode side. The

minimum limit of integration has been taken as VA based on the assumption that a negligible

fraction of the eleztrons occupy spatially quantized states in the accumulation layer. In

DBRTDs containing thin barriers, the major effect of the bias voltage on T*T is to displace

E, downward relative to the band edge on the cathode side. At low bias voltages satisfying

E'- + eVA < Ep, both tan-' factors are approximately -7/2, and the current is cathode-to-anode

current is determined largely by the second term (with the logarithmic factor). At bias vol-

tages satisfying eVA < E, < eVA + Ec, the two tan-' factors sum to approximately x and the

second term (with the logarithmic factor) is negligible provided that Ec > FT. Fr-in the pre-

factor for the first term, the current increases monotonically with bias voltage in this range up

to the point eVA = E, where the second tan-1 factor changes sign to positive. For just a small

variation in bias voltage about this point, the two tan-1 terms go from x to 0. This rapid

change defines the precipitous drop in current associated with the NDR region. For a bias

voltage slightly less than that yielding eVA = Ep, the current density reaches its peak value.
Under the condition E: * FT, one finds Jp = 2IjFLE•/F1 . The fact that Is does not

appear in this expression illustrates the important point that Jp is independent of scattering

processes in the double-barrier structure that can be represented by the Breit-Wigner formal-

ism and are weak enough to satisfy Ef : rs. This conclusion was first drawn by Weil and

Vinter in the case of sequential resonant tunneling.-4

Figure 6 compares the theoretical and experimental current density for one of the best

DBRTDs (in terms of room-temperature PVCR) fabricated in the GaAs/AlGaAs material
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system. It is the same diode whose band bending appears in Fig. 5. The peak currents agree

W within a factor of two, but the valley currents differ by about a factor of 100. The

discrepancy in valley currents reflects the predominance of excess-current mechanisms not

addressed by the stationary-state model. Several of these mechanisms are discussed in Sec.

4.5. Another experimental aspect not explained by the model is the small undulation in the

experimental I-V curve at approximately 0.3 V. This is an indicator of quantum-size effects

in the accumulation layer on the cathode side. The distorted nature of the experimental I-V

curve in the NDR region is attributed to the rectification by the DBRTD of its own electrical

oscillations with the measurement circuit. The rectification results in a hysteresis loop in the

I-V curve (denoted by arrows in Fig. 6), which is known as extrinsic bistability.55

Although there are several shortcomings with the stationary-state model, the fact remains

that in high-quality structures it does a good job of predicting Jp. Thus, it is useful in design-

ing DBRTDs for high-speed applications, where Jp is one of the most important device

specifications.

43. Quantum-well charge storage

Like any quasi-two-dimensional system, the double-barrier structure can harbor mobile

sheet charge. Intuitively, one expects that the sheet charge density oY,, is proportional to the

product of the current density and the lifetime (i.e., o; = Jf). Detailed treatments of this

effect in the sequential 56 and coherent 57 limits have resulted in the following expression for

aw in the first quasibound level:

w != . (4.3)

An important assumption made in deriving this expression is that the escape of an electron

from the quantum well to the cathode side is prohibited by Pauli exclusion of occupied states

on that side. Thus one expects the expression for aw., to be most applicable at low tempera-

tures where the charge in the well is fed only by electron states on the cathode side that have

a Fermi occupancy factor near unity.

An important effect of the sheet charge is to alter the electrostatic potential across the

double-barrier structure from the linear form assumed in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2. The altered poten-

tial modulates the resonant-tunneling current because of the strong dependence of this current

on the position of the quasibound level in the well. Because the sheet charge is proportional
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to the current density by Eq. (4.3), the net current density becomes self-dependent. This

mechanism is known as electrostatic feedback.58,59 Shown in Fig. 7 are I-V curves for a typi-

cal double-barrier structure computed by demanding self-consistency between Eqs. (4.2) and

(4.3). With rs set equal to zero, the current is multiple valued between the peak and valley

voltages, an effect known as intrinsic bistability.58 This effect has not been observed unambi-

guously in any double-barrier structures containing symmetric barriers (iLe., the same barrier

materials and thicknesses). Instead, such structures typically display extrinsic bistability as

defined in Sec. 4.2. Intrinsic bistability has been observed clearly only in a highly asym-

metric structure biased so that the more transparent barrier is adjacent to the cathode (i.e.,
r• L• ýp, ).59,6°

One possible reason for the lack of experimental intrinsic bistability is the broadening of

T*T by scattering. This effect can be modeled by making I's non-zero in the self-consistent

I-V calculations. For example, when rs = 4.0 meV, the bistability in Fig. 7 disappears. At a

much larger I's of 20 meV, which is approaching Ec in the device of Fig. 7, the peak current

decreases and the peak region broadens. A rs of 4 meV is consistent with the results of a

recent experimental study on a variety of double-barrier structures.6 1 Another reason for the

lack of bistability may be quantum-size effects in the accumulation layer. Self-consistent cal-

culations of the I-V curve in symmetric DBRTDs generally do not display intrinsic bistability

if spatial quantization is accounted for in both the quantum well and accumulation layer.62, 6 3

4.4. Current fluctuations

As in all electronic devices, the fluctuations of current in DBRTDs arise from fluctua-

tions in the population of electronic states or, equivalently, fluctuations in the energy and

momentum of electrons in specific regions of the device. These fluctuations give rise to

electrical noise in either the current or voltage at the terminals of the device, and are impor-

tant in DBRTDs for the following reasons. First, in a practical sense the electrical noise sets

the limit on the peformance of the DBRTD in certain device applications such as oscillators.

Second, the measured noise can reflect underlying physical processes that are difficult to

detect by other experimental techniques.

The current fluctuations in a DBRTD are quantified in the standard way by a power

spectrum SI(f), which represents the mean-square current measured per hertz of bandwidth by

an ideal current meter connected across the terminals of the device. At low frequencies, the
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power spectrum has a l/f-type behavior arising from a number of mechanisms, such as trap
states in the barriers. Well above the 1/f knee and up to frequencies approaching the speed

limits of the device, the current fluctuations are dominated by thermal and shot-noise mechan-

isms. The thermal noise is dominant when little or no bias voltage is applied, so that the dev-

ice is near thermal equilibrium. The shot noise dominates at high bias voltages, where the

current is large and is limited by the double-barrier structure. The shot-noise power spectrum

measured between the anode and cathode contacts is expressed by S, = 21eI, where y is the

shot-noise factor.64 For devices containing single barriers whose transmission properties do

not depend on the current density (e.g., p-n, Schottky, and single-heterobarrier diodes), it is

generally found that I = 1.0. The DBRTD can display deviations from y = 1.0 because T*T

is a function of the current through the electrostatic feedback mechanism.

To model the shot-noise mechanism in DBRTDs, one supposes that the total current

arises from a superposition of electron fluxes incident on the double-barrier structure in all

longitudinal energy intervals. Fluctuations occur in each flux because of thermalization

processes on the cathode side. These fluctuations have two effects on the total current First,

* they contribute directly to a fluctuation in the transmitted flux on the anode side. Second,

they vary the charge in the quantum well, which alters the energy of the quasibound state

electrostatically. This process modulates the transmission in other energy intervals, thereby

decreasing or increasing the current in those intervals. A detailed calculation of the shot-noise

factor based on these consideratons has been carried out in the limit of degenerate Fermi

statistics on the cathode side.65 The theoretical results are shown in Fig. 8 for the same

DBRTD as in Figs. 5 and 6. At bias voltages below the current peak, the shot noise is

suppressed, the y being roughly 0.3. At the peak voltage, y crosses unity and stays greater

than 1.0 throughout the NDR region, representing shot-noise enhancement. Both of these

predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results described in Sec. 7.

45. Excess current

Excess current is defined as the current measured through the RTD, at the valley point

and beyond, that is not explained by elastic tunneling theory. It does not include the poten-

tially large elastic current components that pass through the double-barrier structure at upper

quasibound levels or thermionically over the tops of the barriers. The latter two components

are properly predicted by the coherent theory, Eq. (4.1), provided that an accurate form of the

transmission probability is obtained for all longitudinal energies.
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One of the most important sources of excess current in RTDs is transport associated with

upper valleys, particularly the X-valley in AlAs barriers. Early on, the vast superiority of the

Ino.53Gao 47As/AIAs diodes over GaAs/AlAs diodes was attributed in large part to the larger

energy separation, - 0.65 eV, between the F conduction-band minimum in the Ino.53Gao.47As

and the X conduction-band minimum in the AlAs barrier.?4 In contrast, this separation is

estimated to be 0.13 eV in the GaAs/AlAs system, and has been experimentally correlated to

the excess valley current in these devices through hydrostatic pressure experiments.66

The X-valley-related excess current in both single- and double-barrier structures has been

studied theoretically by a number of techniques including Fowler-Nordheim models,6 7

transfer-matrix techniques,68 pseudopotential methods,69 and empirical tight-binding formal-

isms.70 Although there is not a consensus, a commonly described transport mechanism in

double-barrier structures is one whereby the incident F electron transfers to X at the first

heterojunction, maintains an X character throughout the double-barrier structure, and subse-

quently transfers from X back to F at the last heterojunction. The materials having a large

F-X offset greatly suppress this mechanism by making the initial and final F-X transfers

much less probable.

Another important source of excess current, inherent to all RTD materials, is LO-phonon

scattering. In the sequential picture, this scattering allows electrons to transfer from the

cathode side into the quantum well at bias voltages past the point of alignment between the

quasibound level and occupied states on the cathode side.7 1 Once in the quantum well, the

electrons can tunnel to the anode side by elastic means. In the coherent picture, the LO-

phonon scattering introduces sidebands on the transmission probability curve separated by an

integral number of phonon quanta, ± nlNoL, from the central peak.72 In either picture, a large

excess current arises in the vicinity of the valley voltage in most RTDs. Materials having

lower effective mass tend to have a relatively smaller amount of this scattering, which is

another advantage of the indium-bearing materials, Ino.53Gao 47As and especially InAs, over

GaAs.

Acoustic-phonon and alloy scattering have been analyzed by the same sequential

mechanism as used for the LO phonons. 7 1 The conclusion reached for acoustic phonons is

that they play a much smaller role than optical phonons in generating excess current. How-

ever, the analysis was not carried out for polar-mode (i.e., piezoelectric) acoustic-phonon

scattering which is known to be very strong in narrow-band, low-effective-mass materials.
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Alloy scattering in ternary compound barriers can give rise to a more significant excess

V current component that is approximately independent of temperature. This component can

explain the inferior PVCR of the In0 53Ga0.47As/In0 .52Al0.48As RTDs relative to those made

from Ino 53Gao.47As/AIAs, since the AlAs barriers are presumably pseudomorphic and there-

fore introduce neither alloy nor dislocation scattering.

More recently, the excess current due to scattering off of interface defects has been stu-

died. 73 This is an important mechanism because it is generally believed that the heterointer-

faces in all heterojunction devices, including RTDs, are rough in the lateral plane by at least

one monolayer. This imperfection breaks down the conservation of lateral momentum, lead-

ing to a scattering mechansim that, like alloy scattering, has a very broad transmission charac-

teristic. An interesting prediction is that the strength of this scattering mechanism depends

heavily on which interfaces in the RTD are assumed to be rough.

A final-excess current mechanism inherent to all RTDs arises from scattering in the clad-

ding layers. This is, perhaps, the most fundamental of all scattering mechanisms, but one of

the most difficult to deal with, since it transcends the stationary-state model outlined in Sec.

4.2. The stationary-state model separates the quantum-mechanical transport in the barrier

structure from the semiclassical transport in the cladding layers. A proper description requires

the quantum-transport theory discussed in Chapter 9. The latter theory has yielded excellent

agreement with experiment at the valley point of GaAs/AlAs RTDs.63

S. Time-delay mechanisms

5.1. Fundamental RC limit

Like any electronic device in which the current flow is limited by a barrier, a fundamen-

tal speed limit of the DBRTD is set by the time required to charge or discharge the space-

charge regions in the active region of the device. This is known as the RC limit, where R

and C are the differential resistance and capacitance, respectively, associated with the active

region. A great advantage of the DBRTD over most other tunneling devices is that the intrin-

sic RC time constant can be made very small, with values below I ps being possible in

optimized devices. This is because R and C are determined by different factors, so that they

are essentially independent quantities. R is inversely related to Jp, which depends on the
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carrier concentration on the cathode side (through the quasi-Fermi level E-) and on the area

(in energy space) under the transmission resonance (see Sec. 4.2). C is inversely related to
the depletion length on the anode side, which depends on the doping distribution on this side.

Two mechanisms that reduce the speed of the DBRTD below that defined by the RC time are
the finite resonant-tunneling traversal time and the finite transit time across the depletion

layer.

0

0
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5.2. Resonant-tunneling traversal ime

The effect of the resonant-tunneling traversal time can be analyzed by a number of tech-

niques with widely varying degrees of sophistication. One analysis has applied linear-

response theory to determine the equivalent electrical admittance of the double-ba- ".r struc-

ture.74 The analysis starts by determining the response of the conduction current, "'.. to an

applied voltage step AV. It is reasonable to assume that the step response is exponential in

time with time constant T,74

i(t) =109(-t) + (12 + [I - 121 exp(-t/%)]0(t), (5.1)

where I1 and 12 are the initial and final dc currents, respectively, and 0(t) is the unit step func-

tion. In the small-signal limit where 12 = I1 + GsAV and Gs is the differential conductance of

the double-barrier structure, the impulse response function is given by

h(t) = (AV)-1 di(t)/dt = [1 - exp(-t/I)]8(t)Gs + exp(-t/i•) 0(t)Gs/I. Finally, the admittance

is obtained by Fourier transformation,
Gs

Ys(O)) = J h(t) exp(-io~t) dt - (5.2)
-00 1 + io)%

The reciprocal impedance function, Zs(o) = Yg1 (co), has the form Gil + icoLs where

Ls = TO/Gs is the tunneling inductance. Intuitively, an inductive reactance might be expected

in any model of resonant tunneling since the time required for the build up or decay of the

wavefunction in the quantum well leads to a delay of current with respect to voltage.

An inductive character of the resonant-tunneling admittance has also been predicted by

more rigorous quantum-transport treatments. 63 ,75 In at least two such treatments the magni-

tude of the inductance was similar to that derived here, but the sign was opposite, that is,

Ls = -- Gs. The sign is important since the high-frequency admittance behaves very

differently when the inductance is negative than when it is positive. The result derived here

would change sign if in Eq. (5.2) the argument of the exponential was positive. However,

exp(-io~t) is the correct form, since the Fourier transform is a special case of the Laplace

transform, and to obtain a bounded result the Laplace transform must weight the time-varying

waveform by exp(-st) where s is the complex frequency.

One shortcoming of the analysis is the assumption of an exponential approach to steady

state. It is thought that the actual conduction current displays a much richer behavior on short

time scales. Time-dependent quantum-mechanical solutions yield an oscillatory component
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with an exponentially decaying envelope. 75 This is indicative of the well-known ringing

phenomenon of iesonant systems. For resonant tunneling through the first quasibound level,

the oscillatory component has a period very close to the traversal time tw across the quantum

well of a wave packet centered at energy El. The effect of the ringing on the admittance is to

cause the imaginary part to increase as co approaches t'. This increase will be most observ-

able experimentally in structures designed with very thin barriers so thatt, = tw-

53. Depletion-layer transit time

The effect of a finite depletion-layer transit time can be understood by thinking of the

double-barrier structure as an electron injector. As such, the electrons will have an initial

kinetic energy that is close to El in the quantum well. Most double-barrier structures have

El Z 100 meV to satisfy the spatial-quantization condition given in Sec. 2.1. Such a kinetic

energy corresponds to a very high group velocity v. in the common III-V materials. For

example, a 0.1 eV kinetic energy in GaAs corresponds to vg = 7x10W cm-1 according to the

theoretical r-valley dispersion curve. The theoretical v. derived from this curve is shown in

Fig. 9.76 One expects this velocity to be maintained over some distance approximately equal

to the ballistic mean free path, which depends critically on the applied electric field, the

upper-valley separation, and the strength of the optical-phonon interaction. After drifting this

distance, the electron is rapidly decelerated, and then crosses the remaining depletion region at

a velocity much closer to the saturated value. For example, in GaAs the small upper-valley

separation of 0.28 eV limits the ballistic mean free path to about 20 to 30 nm. In the

indium-bearing materials, Ino.s3Gao.47As and InAs, the ballistic mean free path is significantly

higher because of the larger upper-valley separations, - 0.5 and 0.9 eV, respectively, in these

materials.

In a DBRTD having a very large depletion length, one expects the transit time to be

given by tT = LD/vs, where v. is the saturation velocity in the depletion-layer material. In

GaAs, v. lxl0W cm s-1, so that an electron suffers a delay of 1 ps in a distance of only 100

nm. Because of this fact, DBRTDs have usually been designed with LD somewhat less than

100 nm to maintain a short transit time. However, a long LD can lead to an enhancement in

the magnitude of the terminal NDR, which is the basis for a device called the quantum-well

injection and transit time diode.77
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6. High-speed performance characteristics

6.1. Small-signal impedance model

The fundamental RC time constant, the resonant-tunneling time and the transit time can

be combined into a small-signal impedance model of the DBRTD that is very useful in

characterizing high-speed devices. To construct this model, one starts with the double-barrier

structure alone, noting that a time-varying potential induces a displacement current in addition

to the resonant-tunneling conduction current analyzed in Sec 5.2. The time-varying potential is

assumed to be unaffected by the charge storage in the quantum well This assumption allows

one to neglect the contribution to the impedance of the so-called quantum-well capacitance, 78

which has a significant effect only in relatively wide quantum wells.79,80 The displacement

current through the double-barrier structure is represented by a capacitance

Cs = CA/(Lw + 2LB) in shunt with the complex tunnel admittance Ys(co) of Eq. (5.2), where £

is the permittivity and A is the lateral area of the diode. To include the additional potential

drop in the space-charge regions outside of the double-barrier structure, it is assumed for the

moment that the conduction current traverses these regions with no transit-time delay. The

circuit elements Gs and Cs are then simply scaled by the factor dVs/dVD and Ls by the

inverse to form the lumped-element circuit shown in Fig. 10. The series resistance Rs in Fig.

10 arises from ohmic dissipation outside the active region of the device, so that it is not

involved in the scaling. The element G is the differential conductance measured across the

terminals of the diode, C is the total space charge capacitance, and Lw is called the
"quantum-well inductance" because of its physical origin - the quantum-well quasibound-state

lifetime. The validity of this circuit has been confirmed by two separate theoretical treat-

ments.81, 82

To include the effect of the depletion-layer transit time, the electron is assumed to have a

constant drift velocity vd that is an average between the high initial velocity and a saturated

terminal velocity. This assumption allows one to apply the small-signal transit time theory

that has been successful in describing a variety of fast devices such as IMPATT diodes.8 3 In

this theory the real part of the admittance of the double-barrier structure is represented as an

injection conductance, a = dJ/dFw = (LD + Lw + 2L4 + LA)A-lG( + ion)- 1, where Fw is

the electric field (implicitly uniform) across the double-barrier structure, and G = dI/dV is the

differential conductance associated with the entire active region. This leads to a total
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im pedance of 24 . a

rr- -= - , 0 + iowe + Rs(co), (6.1)
iwA Y+ iwfe iOdj

where e is the permittivity of the double-barrier region, and 0 d = wLD/vd is the transit angle.

The first term is the component arising from the finite transit time. In the limit of

infinitesimal transit time or zero frequency, this term reduces to the sum of the space charge

resistance Rsc = L&2Aevd, and the depletion-layer capacitance C = CA/LD. The space-charge

resistance arises from mobile charge storage in the depletion layer. In the limit of zero fre-

quency, the second term reduces to the differential resistance and the quantum-well induc-

tance, so that the total expression reduces to the lumped-element RCL model shown in Fig.

10.

6.2. Maximum oscillation frequency

Provided that it can be stably dc biased in the NDR region, the DBRTD is capable of

oscillating up to a frequency f., at which the real part of the terminal impedance vanishes.

In the limit of infinitesimal transit angle, this frequency reduces to that predicted from Fig. 10,

namely
S1/2

fim Rn" "L C(I - C/2LQwG2) - (1/2- ])2  (6.2)

In the limit that LQw--*0 or equivalently %-40, this solution reduces further to the RC-limited

result ftc = (2xC)-1•:-GRs - G7. A solution to the above equation always exists provided

that IGIRs < 1, G < 0, and LQw < 0. The first condition defines the dc-bias stability men-

tioned above, and the next two are automatically satisfied in the NDR region. Also note that

in the NDR region the imaginary part of the impedance of this circuit is always less than zero

because LQw is negative. This means that the equivalent circuit in & •,. 10 cannot self-

oscillate, i.e., it cannot oscillate by an internal resonance.

Listed in Table I are the theoretical values of f. for the fastest DBRTDs fabricated to

date. The highest f.. values for GaAs/AlAs and In0.S3GaOA 7As/AIAs diodes are 555 and

1280 GHz, respectively. The superiority of the In0.S3Ga0 .47As/AIAs diode is attributable to a

lower magnitude of NDR per unit device area and to a lower specific series resistance.
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6.3. Switching time

The NDR region is also the basis for switching from the peak to the valley region of the

DBRTD, and vice versa. The switching process occurs by dc biasing the device near the peak

point through a load resistance RL that is consistent with dc bistability (i.e., two possible dc

bias points exist, one above and one below the NDR region). This resistance must satisfy

RL > AV/AI. A slight increase in the bias voltage will then eliminate the stable operating

point at the peak and cause a switch to the stable point at the valley point or beyond. The

separation in voltage between the initial stable point and the final one is assumed to be small

enough that the diode capacitance is constant at the peak-voltage value.

A useful estimate of the switching time is obtained by analyzing only the RC com-

ponents without accounting for the resonant-tunneling traversal or transit-time delays. The I-

V curve in the NDR region is represented by the following parabolic form:

I-= A, (V - Vv)2 + Iv. (6.3)

This expression increases in slope monotonically as the voltage is decreased from the valley

* point to the peak point. It is thought to be a good approximation to the stable I-V curve at all

voltages except those just above the peak. For a load resistance equal to AV/AI, as shown in

Fig. 11, the time required for the diode voltage to increase from a value 10% above the peak

voltage to a value 10% below the valley voltage is given by

VV-O.1AV
tR = . CdV (6.4)

V)IJAV -AI/AV(V - VV) - AI/AV 2(V- Vv)2  (

Evaluation of this "rise time" integral yields tR = 4.4AV/S, where S = (Jp-Jv)/C is called the

speed index.84

Theoretical results for the fastest GaAs/AlAs and Ino.53GaOA 7As/AIAs DBRTDs are given

in Table H. The highest S and lowest tR values, by far, are predicted for the diodes having

the highest current density. 85 This results in part from a high AJ of = 3.2105 A cm-2, and in

part from a small AV. A comparison with the oscillator characteristics in Table I leads to the

following important point regarding DBRTDs. The best oscillator diodes are not necessarily

the best switching diodes, and vice versa. Increasing AJ tends to increase oscillator power

and decrease switching time in the same manner. Increasing AV also enhances oscillator

power, but it increases the switching time since a greater AV requires a greater change of
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charge stored in C.

In considering the subpicosecond values given in Table II, it is important to realize that

the neglected resonant-tunneling traversal and transit-time delays could significantly affect the

switching time on the given time scale. It is expected that the depletion-layer transit time will

increase tR, but the86 effect of the quantum-well traversal time is not yet clear.

7. High-speed experimental results

7.1. Oscillations

Oscillations can be made to occur in the NDR region at any frequency from dc up to

fmax. One requirement for oscillation is that the device be dc stable in the NDR region so that

RL < AV/AI, where RL is the real part of the dc load impedance, AV Vv - Vp, and

Al = Ip - Iv. Another requirement for oscillation is that the total impedance be resonant in

the sense that the imaginary part is zero. A variety of resonant circuits have been made with

DBRTDs, but the waveguide resonator shown in Fig. 12 has been the most useful and has

yielded the highest-frequency results to date. Oscillators operating around 50, 100, 200, 350,

and 650 GHz have been studied extensively.24

One of the useful results of oscillator measurements is the determination of f... The

comparison between experiment and theory for two diodes is given in Fig. 13. The lower-

frequency results are for a diode having thick (4.8 nm) AMo.42Ga0.5sAs barriers, so that t» >>

cRC and cl >> tT. This allows one to observe the effect of the quantum-well inductance. It is

clear from the results that the fma with the quantum-well inductance included provides a

better agreement with the observed rolloff of oscillation power of this device. The fm of

this device is calculated to be 50 GHz, while fR.C is 180 GHz. Figure 13 also compares the

experiment and theory of the fastest GaAs/AlAs oscllator tested to date. The results are,

again, consistent with theory in that the maximum measured oscillation frequency of 420 GHz

is below fR.CL, which is 468 GHz. The theoretical calculation uses a G equal to the maximum

slope in the NDR region. A more detailed analysis shows that a threefold reduction in Rs

with the same G would increase fmRoa to approximately 900 GHz.24

The oscillation results for the fastest diodes made to date in all three material systems

are presented in Fig 14. The relatively poor PVCR of the GaAs/AlAs diode limits the power
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density to a maximum low-frequency value just over 1x×0 W cm- 2. The typical absolute

power obtained from a 4-p.m-diameter diode of our fastest GaAs/AlAs material is 15 giW at

112 GHz and 0.2 jiW at 360 GHz. The superior PVCR of the ln0.53Ga0 .47As/AIAs diodes

provides a low-frequency power density of lxI04 W cm-2, which is comparable to that gen-

erated by microwave IMPATT diodes. For the lno_53Gao.47As/AIAs results labeled (A) in Fig.

14, such power densities were maintained up to only 10 GHz because of high device capaci-

tance. Recently, a superior In 0.53Ga0 4 7As/AlAs diode, labeled (B) in Fig. 14, has been

demonstrated with a power density of 1.2x10 3 W cn-2 and absolute power of 50 jtW at 110

GHz. This is the highest oscillation power obtained from a DBRTD to date above 100 GHz.

DBRTDs made from InAs/AISb are very promising for submillimeter-wave oscillator

applications. The power density of the InAs/AlSb RTD at 360 GHz is about 50-times greater

than that of the GaAs/AlAs RTD at the same frequency. The absolute power of a 2-jim-

diameter InAs/AlSb diode at 360 GHz was measured to be 3 ^iW, which is about 12-fold

more power than obtained from a GaAs/AlAs diode having four times the area. The highest

frequency measured to date from InAs/AlSb diodes is 712 G-z.87 The power density and

absolute power at this frequency were measured to be 20 W cm- 2 and 0.5 gtW, respectively.

W The InAs/AISb DBRTD should be capable of oscillating up to about I THz.

7.2. Small-signal impedance

Network analysis entails the measurement of the small-signal impedance or admittance of

the DBRTD, and is most easily done in the positive differential resistance (PDR) region

where the device is inherently dc stable. The first network analysis measurements found that

the imaginary part of the impedance contained an inductive component that was practically

independent of bias voltage. 88 The physical origin of this inductance was not clear. A second

study also found an inductive component in the DBRTD impedance and has shown qualitative

agreement between experiment and the small-signal impedance model derived in Sec. 6.1.99

More recently, small-signal impedance measurements have been carried out in both the

PDR and a stable NDR region by a network analysis.80 The measurements were conducted on

a specially designed DBRTD in the Ino.s3Gao.47As/AlAs material system, which had a very

low Jp ( = 100 A cm- 2) and a sufficiently high PVCR (= 3.0) at room temperature that the

electron transport through the structure was primarily resonant tunneling through the first

quasibound state. The experimental I-V and G-V curves are shown in Fig. 15(a). The low Jp
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allowed the DBRTD to be stablized against all oscillations in the NDR region, so that an

accurate admittance measurement could be made in this region. The results are summarized 0
in Fig. 15(b) and (c) for bias voltages of 1.40 and 1.72 V, respectively. In the PDR region at

1.40 V, the conductance is practically independent of frequency, and the susceptance is nearly

linear, consistent with a simple RC model of the device. In the NDR region at 1.72 V, the

conductance displayed a strong frequency dependence and the susceptance showed an obvious

inductive character consistent with with LQw -- 1/G and T, = 1.6 ns. One possible explana-

tion for the absence of inductance in the PDR region is that the resonant-tunneling traversal

time is much shorter than it is in the NLA region because inelastic scattering significantly

reduces the quasibound-state lifetime. This is presently an active area of research.

73. Electrooptic measurements of switching time

A technique that has measured DBRTD switching with high resolution in the time

domain is electrooptic sampling. In one version of this technique, switching is induced by a

fast photoconductive gap in a transmission line,90 and in another version it is induced by elec-

tronic means (a pulse-forming circuit).9 1 The version with photoconductive-switch excitation

is shown schematically in Fig. 16(a). A DBRTD chip is mounted on one conductor of a

heterogeneous coupled stripline in such a way that the ne GaAs substrate makes contact to the

stripline conductor on a LiTaO3 substrate, and the top mesa is connected (by a whisker) to the

conductor on a GaAs substrate. Synchronous pulses from a short-duration (- 80 fs) dye laser

are used to activate a photoconductive gap in the conductor on the GaAs side of the transmis-

sion line and to measure the electric field between the conductors by probing the change of

refractive index in the LiTaO3 induced by the switching action of the diode. The experimen-

tal results for this technique are shown in Fig. 16(b). The elapsed time between the 90 and

10% points is found to be 2.1 ps. The DBRTD structure used from this test consisted of two

1.7-rim-thick AlAs barriers separated by a 4.5-nm-thick GaAs quantum well. It is the same

DBRTD structure that oscillated up to approximately 200 GHz.92

The electrooptic sampling technique with electrical excitation has yielded somewhat

longer switching risetimes, in the range of 6 to 10 ps.91 These results were obtained on

DBRTDs that, in theory, were at least as fast as the one tested above. The discrepancy

between the two results has been attributed to the fact that the photoconductive switch gen-

erates a very fast pulse across the DBRTD that is larger than AV in amplitude. Such a pulse
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can accelerate the switching process of the DBRTD by the effect known in switching theory

W as overdrive.

7.4. Microwave noise power spectrum

The noise power of high-speed DBRTDs has been measured by a radiometric technique

in the PDR region and by an oscillator FM-noise technique in the NDR region. In the

radiometric technique outlined schematically in Fig. 17, the noise power generated by the

DBRTD enters a circulator designed for operation around 1 GHz. The circulator feeds the

power to a low-noise amplifier chain, and the output power of the amplifiers is measured with

a spectrum analyzer in a narrow bandwidth Af centered at 1 GHz. The purpose of the circula-

tor is to make the noise component of the amplifier, which is roughly 50% of the total noise,

independent of the impedance of the DBRTD. From the noise power at the analyzer, an

equivalent shot-noise current Iq is derived using the circuit model of Fig. 17. This is a ver-

sion of Fig. 10 in which LQw can be neglected because of the low frequency. The thermal

noise associated with the Rs is represented by a current generator in = (4kTMIRs)', and is

subtracted from the total noise in the process of deriving Iq at each bias point.

The measurement of noise power in the NDR region is much more difficult because of

the strong tendency for high-speed DBRTDs to oscillate in this region. With this fact in

mind, a pragmatic approach is to force the DBRTD to oscillate at a suitably low frequency

and deduce the noise properties from the FM characteristics of the oscillator power spec-

trum.93 This technique provides only an upper limit since other mechanisms, such as I/f noise

in the contacts, can contribute significantly to the microwave power spectrum, but are not

accounted for in the analysis.

Shown in Fig. 18 are the experimental results at 77 K for the same GaAs/A1GaAs

DBRTD as in Figs. 5 and 6. The device exhibits obvious shot-noise suppression in the PDR

region with a minimum y of approximately 0.35 at a bias voltage just below the current peak.

At the only bias point in the NDR region, the shot noise is enhanced by a factor of eight, in

qualitative agreement with the theory derived in Sec. 4.6. The results at room temperature

were similar except that less suppression and enhancement were measured in the PDR and

NDR regions, respectively. In addition, shot-noise measurements have been carried out on an

In0.53GaOA7As/AlAs DBRTD having much thinner barriers, and a much higher Jp, than the

V GaAs/AIGaAs device.9 3 This device also had a superior PVCR of 12 at room temperature.
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The experimental shot-noise factor for this diode in the PDR region was qualitatively similar

to that of the GaAs/AlGaAs diode, supporting the conclusion that the shot-noise suppression

mechanism is inherent to all symmetric DBRTDs. Unfortunately, results were not obtained in

the NDR region because of the difficulty in making this diode oscillate at low frequencies.

8. Survey of high-speed applications

8.1. Device qualifications

Many of the DBRTD applications investigated up to the present time are analogous to

p-n (Esaki) tunnel-diode applications of the 1960s.94 Most of the Esaki-diode applications

were abandoned with the advent of fast transistors because of the difficulty in designing satis-

factory circuits using only two-terminal devices. The DBRTD has three advantages over

Esaki diodes that compensate for this shortcoming. First, the DBRTD is roughly ten times

faster than the Esaki diode in both oscillations and switching. This allows the DBRTD to

operate in the terahertz/picosecond regions that are presently the frontiers of high-speed elec-

tronics. Second, the I-V characteristics of DBRTDs can be tailored by bandgap engineering

over a very large range. For example, peak current densities can be designed to occur from

roughly W03 to 5x10W A cf- 2 and peak voltages from roughly 0.3 to 3 V, both in the presence

of a useful PVCR. Third, DBRTDs are compatible with modem heterostructure transistor

devices since they are grown monolithically by the same epitaxial techniques and fabricated

by very similar methods. This opens up many possibilities of high-speed DBRTDs used in

conjunction with heterostructure transistors to make integrated circuits having superior perfor-

mance or functionality 95 compared to existing circuits.

Presently dozens of applications of DBRTDs are under development or being proposed.

Some of the more promising applications are summarized below. For a more complete dis-

cussion of the applications, the reader is referred to one of the review articles on the sub-

ject. 1, 96

8.2. DBRTD quasioptical oscillator

The oscillation of the DBRTD at 712 GlIz establishes it as the fastest solid-state elec-

tronic oscillator demonstrated to date at room temperature. As such, it has the potential to fill
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the need for coherent power in the region between 100 GHz and 1 THz where fundamental-

frequency solid-state sources are lacking. In this region the primary application of the

DBRTD is a low-noise local oscillator for high-sensitivity coherent radiometers. In this appli-

cation the instantaneous linewidth must be less than about 100 kHz, and the oscillator should

be frequency tunable by at least ± 1% of the nominal center frequency. A DBRTD oscillator

satisfying these requirements is the quasioptical design represented in Fig. 19(a).97

Shown in Fig. 19(b) is the experimental power spectrum of the quasioptical oscillator

operating near 210 GHz. This particular oscillator contains a DBRTD made from the

In0.53Ga. 4 -7As/AlAs material system and having an fmax of approximately 900 GHz. The

oscillator power spectrum has a linewidth of approximately 20 kHz at 10 dB below the peak.

The measured power was approximately 50 ^W, which is sufficient to drive the superconduct-

ing quasiparticle mixers that operate in this frequency range, and is probably high enough to

drive the next generation of cooled Schottky diode mixers made from InGaAs. Future ver-

sions of the quasioptical oscillator will operate up to frequencies of at least 400 GHz.

8.3. DBRTD pulse forming and trigger circuits

The fast switching behavior described in Sec. 6.3 makes the DBRTD ideally suited for

generating sharp edges in response to a slowly varying input waveform. The basic idea is to

take the dc load line in Fig. 11 and superimpose on it an ac drive waveform of arbitrary

period. The amplitude of the drive is chosen such that the stable operating point switches

from the peak to the valley region as the drive increases from minimum to maximum voltage,

and the stable point switches from the valley to the peak region as the drive decreases from

maximum to minimum. The resulting current waveform through the DBRTD can be much

faster than the drive, and if fed into a separate circuit from the drive circuit (by frequency

separation techniques) should have the form of a square pulse with sharp leading and lagging

edges. With proper design the current pulse can be induced with a relatively small amplitude

drive waveform, which means that the pulse generator has high sensitivity. Another benefit is

that the switching thresholds are well defined by the peak and valley points, so that the sharp

edges of the pulse always occur at the same phase of the drive voltage. This is the required

characteristic of a trigger. These characteristics have been utilized recently in the demonstra-

tion of some monolithic DBRTD-based circuits, including a complete sampling head operating

up to 26 GHz9 8 and a trigger circuit operating up to 110 0Hz.2 6
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8.4. DBRTD-based signal-processing circuits

The flexibility in design of the DBRTD I-V characteristics can be utilized to perform

various specialized signal-processing functions. For example, if a DBRTD is grown with

compositional and doping profiles that are perfectly symmetrical about the center of the quan-

tum well, then the I-V curve will be antisymmetrical about the origin. When such an I-V

curve is driven with a sinusoidal voltage waveform, the current spectrum flowing through the

diode will contain only odd harmonics of the drive waveform.99 If the amplitude of the vol-

tage waveform is close to the magnitude of the valley voltage of the DBRTD and if the

PVCR of the DBRTD is sufficiently high, then the power contained in the fifth harmonic can

exceed the power in the third. This property is demonstrated diagrammatically in Fig. 20(a).

The performance of a prototype microwave fifth-harmonic multiplier is displayed in Fig.

20(b). The conversion efficiency to the fifth harmonic is approximately 0. 3%.

If two or more double-barrier structures are grown in tandem, the overall I-V curve will
have a sawtooth-like characteristic, similar to that observed with two or more Esaki diodes in

series, but without the parasitic impedance of the interconnection. By designing the DBRTDs

properly, the successive peaks in the sawtooth can be separated by equal voltage. This leads

to the possibility of multibit analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. Simulations on such a device

have predicted that a 4-bit A/D converter made by this technique should operate up 30
GHz.OO

85. DBRTDs in memory and logic circuits

When a single DBRTD is connected to the source terminal of a field-effect transistor

(FET),10 1 or to the emitter terminal of a bipolar junction transistor (BJT),"02 a negative tran-

sconductance region is introduced into the I-V curves of the transistor-DBRTD combination.

When the FET (BJT) transistor is loaded by a suitable resistive load at the drain (collector)

terminal, the output at this terminal will then be bistable in the sense that two different output

states will be possible for the same input gate-voltage (base-current) level. Which output state

results from a given input depends on how that input level was reached. This is the basis for

a latch, or flip-flop, which is the building block of sequential (i.e., memory-containing) logic.
When either transistor is loaded by a structure containing several DBRTDs in tandem, more

than two possible output levels are obtained. This raises the possibility of multivalued (i.e.,

trinary or higher) logic families based on these devices. 95
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Improved performance (in terms of static power dissipation) with similar functionality

0 can be obtained by using the DBRTD as the transistor load at the drain (collector) terminal

and grounding the source (emitter). The analogous configuration of an FET and an Esaki-

diode load was originally proposed by Lehovec as a low-power static RAM cell. 103 It can

also function as a low-power inverter for combinational logic. The simulated load line of a

heterostructure FET transistor loaded by a DBRTD is shown in Fig. 21(a). Clearly, the low

static power is achieved by choosing a bias voltage VDD so that the low-output (VL') logic

state is just above the valley point of the DBRTD. The resulting static transfer characteristic

is shown in Fig. 21(b). The large hysteresis in this curve may enhance the logic noise mar-
gins, and is also the basis for static-RAM applications of this configuration. Such a circuit

has been fabricated monolithically and shown to have the desired static properties.1 04

Recently, this configuration has been demonstrated by numerical simulation to have a speed

competitive with the fastest direct-coupled-transistor logic families presently available.105
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Conduction-band-bending diagram of a GaAs/AlAs DBRTD at a bias vol-
tage corresponding to the peak of the resonant-tunneling current through the
first quasibound state.

Fig. 2. First-quasibound-state lifetime in double-barrier structures made from five
of the material systems discussed in the text. In each structure the
quantum-well width is fixed at 4.6 nm.

Fig. 3. Room-temperature current density vs voltage curves for high-speed
DBRTDs made from three different material systems.

Fig. 4. Band alignment of the type-H-staggered InAs/AlSb material system in con-
trast to that of the type-I InAs/AIAs system. It is assumed for simplicity
that the latter system is lattice matched and that 65% of the difference
between the AlAs and InAs r-point bandgap appears as a barrier in the
conduction band.

Fig. 5. Solution to Poisson's equation in a GaAs/Al042Ga0.5sAs DBRTD at room
temperature assuming that no charge is stored in the quantum well and that
there is no spatial quantization outside of the double-barrier structure.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the room-temperature experimental and theoretical I-V
curves for the DBRTD in Fig. 5. The dotted lines in the NDR region

0 represent discontinuous jumps in the current caused by switching into or out
of the oscillation region shown by the solid line in the middle of the NDR
region. The dashed line is a phenomenological fit that represents the
expected form of the I-V curve in the absence of oscillations. The theoreti-
cal curve is based on the stationary-state model of Sec. 4.2.

Fig. 7. Theoretical I-V curves for a GaAs/Al0A2Ga05 8As DBRTD at 77 K based on
the stationary-state model with three different scattering parameters: I5 =
0.0, 4.0, and 20.0 meV.

Fig. 8. (a) 77-K I-V curve for the GaAs/AIoA2Gao5sAs DBRTD having rs = 4
meV.

Fig. 9. Group velocity of an electron in the F-valley of GaAs as computed from
the theoretical band structure.

Fig. 10. Small-signal equivalent circuit of the DBRTD.
Fig. 11. Load-line diagram of a DBRTD used to compute the 10 to 90% risetime for

switching from the peak point to the valley point.
Fig. 12. Cross-sectional diagram of rectangular waveguide circuit used to generate

oscillations with the DBRTD up to frequencies of 712 GHz. The blowup
shows a side view of a DBRTD mesa with top whisker contact.

Fig. 13. Comparison of experimental and theoretical oscillation results for two
DBRTDs. The thick-barrier device has two 5.0-nm-thick AI0 4 2Ga0.58 As
barriers and a 5.0-nm-thick GaAs quantum well. The thin barrier device
has two 1.4-nm-thick AlAs barriers and a 4.5-nm-thick GaAs quantum well.



Fig. 14. Experimental oscillation results for some of the fastest DBRTDs fabricated
from three different material systems.

"ig. 15. (a) Experimental I-V curve of a low-current-density DBRTD containing two
4.4-nm-thick AlAs barriers and a 5.5-nm-thick Ino 53Gao.47As quantum well
(b) Experimental differential conductance and susceptance (imaginary part
of the admittance) vs frequency for the device in (a) at a bias voltage in the
PDR regoin at 1.40 V. (b) Experimental conductance and susceptance at a
bias voltage in the NDR region at 1.72 V.

Fig. 16. (a) Experimental setup for electrooptically driven DBRTD switch with elec-
tooptical sampling of the resulting waveform. (b) DBRTD switching
waveform measured by electrooptical sampling.

Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of technique used to measure microwave noise power of
DBRTD. The dashed box contains the equivalent noise circuit.

Fig. 18. (a) Experimental 77-K I-V curve of a GaAs/AL1. 42GaO.5SAs DBRTD having
a 5.0-nm-thick quantum well and 5.0-nm-thick barriers. (b) Experimental
shot-noise factor of DBRTD in (a) measured at a frequency of 1.0 GHz.

Fig. 19. (a) Cross-sectional view of a quasioptically stabilized DBRTD oscillator for
operation in the millimeter- and submillimeter-wave regions. (b) Experimen-
tal power spectrum of quasioptically stabilized DBRTD oscillator operating
at 210 GHz.

Fig. 20. (a) Simulated current waveform through a DBRTD having a perfectly
antisymmetric I-V curve and driven by a sinusoidal voltage having ampli-
tude greater than Vp. (b) Power spectrum of the current in (a) for a
voltage-waveform frequency of 4.25 GHz.

Fig. 21. (a) Load line presented by a DBRTD to a heterostructure field-effect
transistor. (b) Transfer characteristic of the logic-level inverter based on the
load line in (a).
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TABLE L Theoretical oscillator characteristics for DBRTDs

Jp (A cn- 2) G/A (mS gpn 2 ) CIA (fF im-2) cl (ps) f,. (GHz) Reference

1no_ 3Gao.47As/AlAs

2.5x10 5  -11 1.3 0.2 932 [106]

5.0x10W -15 1.5 0.1 1280 [85]

GaAs/AlAs

1.5x10 5  -6 1.5 0.1 555 [24]

1.3xlO5  -5 1.3 0.3 468 [25]

S



TABLE 11. Theoretical Switching Tune for DBRTDs

Jp (A cn-2 ) Jp - Jv (A cnr- 2) Vv - Vp (V) S (1012 V s-1 ) tR (ps) Reference

Ino.53Gao.47As/AlAs

2.5x105 2.2x10 5  0.60 1.7 1.5 [106]

5.0x1 3.3x105  0.25 2.2 0.5 [85]

GaAs/AlAs

1.5x10s 4.3x10W 0.30 0.29 4.5 [241

1.3x1W 7.8x10' 0.40 0.60 2.9 [25]


